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Abstract

Soft robotics has become an emergent research area due to its distinct characteristics compared
to conventional rigid counterparts. Being made from flexible and compliant material, soft robots
present many advantages including high dexterity, safe interactions, and great adaptability.
These inherent properties are useful for the current robotic applications, especially for grabbing
fragile objects, environment exploration and so on. However, soft robots are characterized by a
large number of degrees of freedom (DoFs) and highly nonlinear deformation, which makes their
modeling and accurate control tough. As a result, scientific challenges such as the development
of an exhaustive theoretical framework for dynamic modeling and real-time control have arisen,
with consequent opportunities of new contributions in the field of soft robotics.

To contribute to this area of research, the present thesis develops a discrete modeling
technique named piecewise linear strain (PLS) to solve the partial differential equations (PDEs)
of Cosserat-based models for slender soft manipulators, based on which the associated analytical
models are deduced. To validate the accuracy of the proposed Cosserat model, the static
model of the conical cantilever rod under gravity as a simple example is simulated by using
different discretization methods. Results indicate that PLS Cosserat model is comparable to
the mechanical deformation behavior of real-world soft manipulator. Finally, three types of
parameter identification schemes are established, and the simulation as well as experimental
validation demonstrate that using these approaches can identify the model physical parameters
with high accuracy.

Based on the proposed PLS Cosserat static model, this thesis presents different closed-loop
control architectures for the end-effector position of the soft manipulator: the first is to control
the soft manipulator within its individual sub-workspace, and the second is to achieve the global
control of the end-effector position. For the second architecture, this thesis proposes two control
strategies: one is to calculate (offline) the Jacobian matrix between the task space and the
actuator space by unifying the Cosserat and neural network, the other estimates the generalized
strain to (online) compute the Jacobian matrix. The performances of the static model-based
control approaches have been experimentally validated on the studied soft manipulator.

Furthermore, this thesis proposes a general estimation-based control framework for the
soft manipulator based on the PLS Cosserat dynamics. Under this framework, the strain and
end-effector position control have been developed. With the knowledge of finite-time estimation
of the states, different experiments have been implemented on the studied soft prototype.
The simulation and experimental results indicate that the proposed controllers are capable of
controlling the soft manipulator to rapidly and accurately track the desired strain and position.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Unit Definition
. — Derivative with respect to time
1 — Derivative with respect to space
p — Mapping from R6 to sep3q
r — Mapping from R3 to sop3q
X m P r0, Ls Ă R Abscissa along the soft manipulator
t s Ă R Time
R — P SOp3q Orientation matrix
p m P R3 Position vector

gpXq —
“

ˆ

R p
0J 1

˙

P SEp3q

Homogeneous transformation matrix
KpXq 1{m P R3 Angular strain in the body frame
QpXq — P R3 Linear strain in the body frame
ΩpXq 1{s P R3 Angular velocity in the body frame
V pXq m{s P R3 Linear velocity in the body frame

pξpXq —
“

ˆ

ĂK Q
0J 0

˙

P sep3q

: Strain twist matrix

ξpXq — “
`

KJ,QJ
˘J
P R6 Strain twist

pηpXq —
“

ˆ

rΩ V
0J 0

˙

P sep3q

: Velocity twist matrix

ηpXq — “
`

ΩJ,V J
˘J
P R6 Velocity twist

adξpXq —
“

˜

ĂK 03ˆ3

rQ ĂK

¸

P R6ˆ6

: Adjoint representation of the strain twist

adηpXq —
“

˜

rΩ 03ˆ3

rV rΩ

¸

P R6ˆ6

: Adjoint representation of the velocity twist
dX m Infinitesimal material element
ρ kg{m3 Material density

RpXq m Cross-sectional radius

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page
Symbol Unit Definition
ApXq m2 Cross-sectional area
E Pa Young’s modulus
ν — Poisson ratio
G Pa Shear modulus (For the isotropic material, G “ E{p2p1` νqq)
µ Pa ¨ s Viscosity modulus
n — Total number of DoFs
N — Total number of sections divided
nu — Number of cables attached at the end of the soft manipulator
I m4 pXq P R3ˆ3 second moment of the area tensor in the global frame

J pXq m4

“

¨

˝

Jx 0 0
0 Jy 0
0 0 Jz

˛

‚P R3ˆ3 (JypXq and JzpXq about the

y-axis and z-axis, the polar area moment JxpXq about the x-axis.
For a circular cross-section, Jx “ Jy ` Jz, and Jy “ Jz “ πR4{4)
: Second moment of the area tensor in the body frame

I3 — 3ˆ 3 identity matrix

MpXq — “

ˆ

ρJ pXq 0
0 ρI3ApXq

˙

P R6ˆ6 : Cross-sectional mass matrix

n N Internal force in the global frame
m N ¨m Internal torque in the global frame
n N/m Distributed force in the global frame
m N ¨m{m Distributed torque in the global frame
N N Internal force in the body frame
M N ¨m Internal torque in the body frame

N N/m Distributed force in the body frame

M N ¨m{m Distributed torque in the body frame

KtbpXq N ¨m2 “

¨

˝

G 0 0
0 E 0
0 0 E

˛

‚J pXq P R3ˆ3

: Stiffness matrix of the cross section at X for torsion and bending

KespXq N ¨m2 “

¨

˝

E 0 0
0 G 0
0 0 G

˛

‚ApXq P R3ˆ3

: Stiffness matrix of the cross section at X for elongation and shear

DtbpXq N ¨m2 ¨ s
“

¨

˝

µ 0 0
0 3µ 0
0 0 3µ

˛

‚J pXq P R3ˆ3

: Damping matrix of the cross section at X for torsion and bending

DespXq N ¨ s
“

¨

˝

3µ 0 0
0 µ 0
0 0 µ

˛

‚ApXq P R3ˆ3

: Damping matrix of the cross section at X for elongation and shear

gr —
P R4ˆ4 : Transformation matrix between the inertial frame and the
manipulator base frame

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page
Symbol Unit Definition

G — P R6 : Gravitational acceleration twist

qptq — “

”

ξ
J

0 ξ
J

1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξ
J

N

ıJ

P R6pN`1q

: Generalized strain vector

Jpq, Xq — P R6ˆ6pN`1q Body Jacobian matrix
9Jpq, 9q, Xq — P R6ˆ6pN`1q Derivative of body Jacobian matrix w.r.t. time t

P —
“
“

IJ6Nˆ6N 0J6ˆ6N

‰J
P R6pN`1qˆ6N

: Selection matrix of the nodal strain twists for the purpose of making

the increment of tip strain twist δξN equal to 0

Mpqq — P R6Nˆ6pN`1q Mass matrix

Kpqq — P R6Nˆ6pN`1q Stiffness matrix

Dpqq — P R6Nˆ6pN`1q Viscosity matrix
Hpqq — P R6Nˆnu Actuation matrix
Gpqq — P R6Nˆ6 Gravitational matrix

Mpqq — P R6pN`1qˆ6pN`1q Generalized mass matrix

Cpq, 9qq — P R6pN`1qˆ6pN`1q Generalized Coriolis matrix

K — P R6pN`1qˆ6pN`1q Generalized stiffness matrix

H — P R6pN`1qˆnu Generalized actuation matrix

Gpqq — P R6pN`1q Generalized gravitational matrix
T N P Rnu : Cables’ tension vector

δqa —
Increment of generalized strain vector with respect to prior
configuration except the strain twist of the end cross section

P — P RnipN`1qˆniN Reduced generalized selection matrix.

ξ˚ia —
P Rni : Vector field of the free strains of any interpolation node i
allowed by the rod kinematics

ξ˚ic — P Rp6´niq : Vector field of the constrained strains of any interpolation node i
Ba, Bc — Complementary selection matrix of 1 and 0

ni — Number of DoFs of the interpolation nodes allowed by the rod kinematics

λpXq —
P Rp6´niq : Constrained wrench in charge of imposing the internal
constraints for prohibited strains

b — Kronecker tensor product

Ba — “ IpN`1qˆpN`1q bBa Extended matrix of Ba

Jpq, Xq — P R6ˆnipN`1q : Reduced body Jacobian matrix
} ¨ } — Euclidean norm of a vector or matrix
p¨q_ — Mapping from a matrix to a vector
L — Lagrangian function

dipXq m Local distance between the midline of soft rod and the cables
tcipX, tq — Unit vector tangent to the cable path

T —
“ T 1 ˆ T 2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ T nu with T i “

“

T imin, T
i
max

‰

being the minimal and
maximal tension bounds of the ith cable for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu

W
E

— Workspace of the soft manipulator

Γpqq —
P R3ˆnu : Jacobian-based relation matrix between the actuator space
(cables’ tension) and the task space (end-effector position)

µ — “
“

µ1 µ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ µ2nu

‰

: Barrier parameter vector

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page
Symbol Unit Definition

cl, bl — Center and width of the Gaussian kernel function of the lth neuron

Table 1: Acronyms and glossary for the PLS Cosserat modeling and model-based controller
design.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 Classification of Robotics

During the past few decades, robotics has been a rapidly growing field of engineering, mainly
for safety-critical applications such as human assistance [1]. Specifically, robotics is a multi-
disciplinary field that aims at the design, modeling, control, and applications of robots.

The most common robots are kinematically non-redundant, which have been widely used to
repeatedly carry out a prescribed task in a well-defined environment with high accuracy. When
a robot includes more degrees of freedom (DoFs) that are needed to effectuate a task (e.g., an
arm with 7 DoFs performs a 6-DoF motion), it is called redundant [2]. For hyper-redundant
robots, they are consisted of a large number of DoFs [3], and able to provide high flexibility in
the unstructured environments. When the number of DoFs is even larger, the robot becomes a
continuum robot which is the result of the evolution of robot design from the discrete mechanism
made up of a series of rigid members to the mechanism with elastic structures capable of
continuous deformation along their entire body [4]. Since an elastic structure is characterized
by the distributed deformation and inherent compliance, the term soft robot is used to define
the compliant robots with theoretically infinite number of DoFs [5]. It should be pointed out
that continuum robots are capable of continuous deformations, but not all continuum robots are
necessarily soft. A basic description on classification of robots based on the DoFs is shown in
Fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Classification of robots based on DoFs [6–10].
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On the basis of the compliance of their constitutive materials, robots can be categorized
as rigid or soft. Rigid robots are a class of robots whose motion accuracy is not reduced by
the vibration and deformation of the structure owing to their stiff material and high-torque
joints, which have been widely applied in the constrained environment and proved to increase
productivity [11, 12]. Nevertheless, with the advent of new and more complex applications,
conventional rigid robots suffer from many disadvantages in certain applications (especially in
medical application) such as their high stiffness, limited DoFs and so on [13]. In addition, rigid
robots have been regarded less practical when performing tasks in dynamic environments, and
lack of flexibility as well as absorption of energy that make the interaction between machines
and humans quite dangerous [14]. Despite their incredibly powerful and precise potential, rigid
robots tend to be highly specialized and rarely exhibit the rich versatility of natural organisms.

In order to interact with the environment in a more safe and delicate way, there is a need for
robots being flexible. Compared to rigid robots, the unprecedented properties of deformability,
adaptation, sensitivity and agility enable the flexible robots to better achieve this goal. This
motivates many researchers to seek a novel robotic design which is flexible and safe to handle
new applications, leading to the rise of soft robotics.

1.1.2 Soft Robotics

Soft robotics, a sub-class of continuum robots [15], is an emergent research topic. In a general
sense, soft robots are defined as robots which create motion by deforming their structures. One
of the key ideas in designing soft robots is to employ deformable materials to provide safe contact
or increase their accessibility, and thus soft robots can be roughly classified into two categories:
one refers to the rigid body with soft actuators, and the other is for the deformable body owing
to the flexibility of the material [3]. The first category can be regarded as an extension of
conventional rigid robots, while the second one is completely new and more attractive since
it provides robots with flexibility, for instance, to adapt their shapes to the tasks and their
environments. All in all, this type of robots can easily achieve compliant and safe tasks due to
its soft property [16].

Biological system in nature provides much inspiration of soft structures which are able to
bend, extend, shear and twist. This involves elephant trunk, octopus, snail feet, mammalian
tongue, inchworm, colonial anemone, etc. All of these soft structures change their orientation to
reinforce their body parts for the purpose of interacting with the environments in any possible
kinematic configuration, therefore they can be used in confined spaces [17]. Many researchers are
motivated to invent bionic robots by using the morphology of these soft structures. Some have
completely soft bodies, like caterpillar and octopus arm, while exhibiting complex behaviors.
Some have hard bones, covered with a membrane or skin that then holds them together, such
as birds and fish [18]. Clearly, the soft structures are critical to their unparalleled agility and
maneuverability.

Many soft robots (see Fig. 1.2) have been designed during the last few years. For example,
the design, fabrication, and characterization of multi-material bio-inspired soft octopus robot
has been proposed by the inspiration of the simple yet surprising morphology of the octopus
[19,20]. A new type of elephant’s trunk robot with very few driving constraints is introduced,
which can achieve stable grasping of objects of different shapes and sizes [21]. Inspired by
neuromechanical studies of crawling, the design and control of a novel soft robotic platform
(Softworms) are described in [22]. An anthropomorphic robotic hand based on soft robotics
is presented in [23], which significantly lowers the threshold for the field of grasping and
manipulation research. Regarding the biomechanics of wing morphing in birds, the soft bio-
hybrid morphing wings have been designed in [24]. The soft-bodied robotic fish is able to swim
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along 3D trajectories with autonomous buoyancy control to observe marine life detailed in
[25]. The robot Bat Bot, presented in [26], is a fully self-contained, autonomous flying robot
that mimics such morphological characteristics of bat wings and uses the highly stretchable
silicone-based membrane wings to best match the morphological characteristics of bat flight. As
inspired by the cylindrical shape and the contraction motion of the ascidian, [27] introduces a soft
robot that resembles this water animal, and it can crawl, tumble, and pick-to-place objects. The
soft robotic fingers with embedded bones is proposed to improve the performance of a puppetry
robot with haptic feedback in [28]. By combining the benefits of both the electroadhesive and
soft pneumatic grippers, the PneuEA gripper presented in [29] is capable of picking not only the
flexible materials such as porous cloth, but also fragile objects like light bulbs.

Figure 1.2: Inspirations from nature for soft robots: A- octopus robot [19,20]. B- elephant trunk
arm [21]. C- softworm robot [22]. D- bio-inspired hand robot [23]. E- soft bio-hybrid aerial
robots [24]. F- robotic fish [25, 30]. G- Bat Bot [26]. H- ascidian-inspired soft robot [27]. I-
bone-inspired soft robot fingers [28]. J- PneuEA gripper [29].

The deformability of the soft material offers flexibility and compliance, which facilitates safe
human–robot interaction in comparison to the rigid robotics. There is no doubt that such kind
of robots are promising, especially in the autonomous intelligent robotic field where the robots
require to operate in cluttered environments. Moreover, these robots can obtain dexterous
motion in confined spaces by applying their infinite DoFs, which enables them to be used for
the new industrial fields.

Despite the advantages mentioned above, the mechanics of soft robots is complicated due
to geometric nonlinearities and continuous deformations, leading to additional difficulties in
getting the relatively accurate models in the analytical form. Therefore, it is essential to develop
the appropriate modeling approaches for soft robots to fully realize their potential benefits, such
as computationally inexpensive, sufficiently accurate model, fast and precise control.
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1.2 Scientific Challenges

As an academic research field, soft robotics is highly interdisciplinary. Although many design
methods have been proposed, the accuracy and efficiency of soft robotics remains limited by
the difficulties of actuation, modeling and control of the deformable system. Consequently,
there exist some significant challenges that require further scientific exploration with regard to
actuation, modeling and control.

One of the main challenges in the field of soft robotics is the development of effective actuation
systems. In traditional robots, actuation is often achieved through the use of rigid motors, gears,
and joints. However, these systems are not well-suited to soft robots, as they can cause damage
to the soft and delicate materials that are used in their construction. The actuation of any
soft robot plays a key role in altering its position and orientation in its workspace to reach
the desired objective, which leads to applications including grasping, climbing or moving in a
specific trajectory.

Theoretically, the kinematics and dynamics of a soft body can only be captured and
reconstructed with infinite number of sensors that correspond to infinite number of system states,
which produces highly coupled nonlinear system and incorporates other unexpected complexities.
Although many researchers have been trying to develop the mathematical modeling methods
capable of obtaining the kinematic and dynamic models of the soft robots, the development of
the accurate, general, and yet simple modeling tools for the dynamics of such high-dimensional
systems is still a challenging task.

In terms of the control of the soft robots, it is a nontrivial task since elastic deformation
of soft manipulators results in almost infinite-DoF motions (bending, extension, torsion, shear,
etc), and the material properties exhibit nonlinear characteristics that restrict accurate control
[4]. Therefore, soft robots with deformable body also present a great challenge for controller
design, particularly with regard to model-based control.

1.3 State of the Art

The accurate description of the morphology of the soft structures has prompted the need for
specialized modeling methods. Some significant advancements have been made in designing
robots that mimic biologically inspired structures, and how they interact with the environments.
However, it is still a difficult problem when considering the modeling and control of such soft
robots. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop efficient modeling methods and model-based
feedback controllers.

This thesis is concerned with the development of the discrete Cosserat modeling method and
the static as well as dynamic model-based control design. Accordingly, an exhaustive state of
the art aiming at the modeling approaches and control design of the soft manipulator will be
presented.

1.3.1 Mathematical Modeling of Soft Robots

The soft robots are consisted of infinite number of DoFs and characterized by the complex
mechanics due to their natural compliance, which makes their kinematics and dynamics modeling
highly nonlinear and more complicated. In the following, the kinematic and dynamic modeling
methods available for soft robotics have been summarized (see Fig. 1.3).
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Figure 1.3: Summary of modeling approaches for soft robotics.

In general, modeling approaches can be classified into three categories: the black-box models,
white-box models, and hybrid approaches. The black-box models such as modeling of soft robots
based on different neural network architectures [31–33] show remarkable performance. However,
the training phase of neural network needs to collect enough input-output data sets in order to
get precisely approximated model, which is obviously time-consuming.

One of the white-box modeling approaches towards kinematics of the soft robotics consists of
geometry-based models, which mainly includes constant curvature (CC) [34], variable curvature
(VC) [35], and backbone curve parameterization. The CC approximation has been validated
experimentally in many soft continuum robots [36, 37]. For multi-section soft continuum
manipulators, each constant-curvature-assumed section can be connected together to generate
the piecewise constant curvature (PCC) model [38], which however is valid only for specific
design and actuation due to the limitation of CC assumption [39]. On the contrary, VC kinematic
frameworks combined with elastic theories are more desirable for slender objects when extreme
loading conditions exist [40]. Using the parameterization of backbone curves, the kinematic
model can be deduced for a hyper-redundant robot [41, 42]. In [43], the kinematic model of the
soft robot is obtained by employing the geometric information. Nevertheless, geometry-based
models may not accurately capture the physical behavior of objects under complex loads and
boundary conditions, as they may not consider the effects of forces, deformations, and other
mechanical properties.

As another promising approach, the mechanics-based modeling techniques mainly including
the finite element method (FEM) and beam theory have been widely used for mechanical
modeling of soft robots. In general, the soft body in FEM is discretized into finer mesh
elements with nodes (treated as independent particles), and the motion of a soft robot is
then described via those particles [44]. In soft robotics, the beam theory provides a simplified
mathematical framework for the mechanical behaviors of soft robots that can be approximated
as slender, flexible beams. [45] developed a quasi-static bending model from a geometrically
exact Euler–Bernoulli formulation that generalized a sequence of soft arm designs to predict the
result of design changes. Timoshenko beam model allows for the effect of shear deformation,
which has been investigated and applied in soft robot modeling [46]. The Cosserat beam, as a
powerful alternative to the 3D FEM, assumes that all particles move in the same manner as rigid
body, and can provide a systematic modeling framework which is the necessary condition for
developing the structural designs and control architectures of these soft robots [47–49]. However,
the modeling technique via the Cosserat beam theory is governed by the nonlinear partial
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differential equations (PDEs), which results in complicated models and poses difficulties while
designing and practically implementing closed-loop feedback control strategies. Despite this,
many researchers have developed the different Cosserat models which can capture the dynamics
of the robot with large deformations. In [50], a Cosserat geometrically exact dynamic model of a
soft manipulator driven by cables was developed. The dissertation about the problems of statics,
dynamics, and stability for continuum robots with slender elastic rod on the basis of Cosserat
was exhaustively presented in [51]. Based on the work of [51], a new implicit dynamics framework
was put forward for solving the PDEs of Cosserat-based model applied to soft continuum robots,
aiming at addressing the issue of computational difficulties [52]. In [53], the authors presented
the piecewise constant strain (PCS) model for multi-section soft manipulator dynamics. To
reduce the dimension of the deduced system, a dynamic Cosserat modeling approach via the
strain nonlinear parameterization (i.e., global variable strain (GVS)) was proposed in [54].

Apart from the above modeling techniques, the hybrid methods by unifying learning-based
and model-based approaches have also been applied to establish the kinematic and dynamic
models of soft robots. For example, [55] proposed the FEM-based training of artificial neural
networks for modular soft robots, which enabled learning of kinematic models for simulation
and control purposes. In [56], the authors introduced the hybrid models that consisted of both
an analytical model and a learned error model. This hybrid approach combined the strengths of
both modeling techniques to significantly improve modeling accuracy.

In the literature, the most widely used approaches are FEM [44], PCC [9], and PCS Cosserat
method [53]. In the following, the advantages and disadvantages of these discrete methods
together with GVS are explored in detail, and then their deformation behaviors are compared.

1.3.1.1 Finite Element Method

FEM-based method which is formulated as ways of approximate solutions of PDEs has been
used to model physical behavior of soft robots [40, 57]. In FEM of the deformable body, the
deformable domain of the structure is discretized into smaller finite elements using a specific
mesh geometry, consisting of finite DoFs, as shown in Fig. 1.4, and then the behavior of the
deformable domain is interpolated by measuring variation of the associated nodal displacements.

In engineering, FEM is widely used and regarded as a reliable tool to verify the modeling
result, since it discretizes the space in a very generic manner without introducing restrictive
assumptions. By selecting finer mesh, FEM can be regarded as one of the most accurate
modeling methods comparing to others. To put it another way, FEM is the powerful tool that
is rather generic, allowing the modeling and control of a large number of soft robotic systems,
including in design, external forces, actuation mechanisms [39]. To solve the forward and inverse
kinematic problem, the discrete-time kinematics based on real-time FEM was deduced [58,59].
In [60], the FEM was used to get a dynamic model of the soft robot, just to cite a few.

Nevertheless, to obtain good modeling precision, FEM demands that the number of nodes
should tend to infinity, which negatively increases the dimension of the system and leads to a
higher computation complexity. Moreover, FEM models for large-deformation 3D nonlinear
elasticity always entail unnecessary computational expense when modeling long, slender arms
since general deformations of the cross sections are included.

Such system analysis and controller design using full order models of infinite dimensions
are difficult to achieve, and all states of the FEM model are not possible to be measurable
when performing the closed-loop control. To overcome these drawbacks, model-order reduction
techniques which project the large dimensional system generated by FEM to a smaller subspace
have been developed [61–64], aiming at decreasing the number of DoFs and consequently
improving the computational efficiency. However, this improvement in turn may decrease the
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modeling precision.

Figure 1.4: FEM modeling approach. A- Geometric description of FEM model [65]. B- FEM
model of the parallel robot [44]. C- FEM model of multi-gait soft robot [66]. D- Finite element
meshes of soft trunk-like arm [62].

1.3.1.2 Piecewise Constant Curvature

The PCC approach was initially put forward for kinematics, and later extended to the dynamics
of soft robots. It describes a soft robot with a finite number of arcs parameterized by three
quantities (curvature κ, arc length l, and bending plane φ), resulting in the reduced-order and
relatively simple mathematical models, as shown in Fig. 1.5. As for the principle of PCC,
all strains are ignored except curvature, which itself is assumed to be piecewise constant and
variable in time. This method has proven to be a very useful technique with a wide range of
applications. Examples include design [67], kinematics and dynamics modeling [68], kinematic
control [38,69,70], feedforward dynamic control [71], feedback dynamic control [72,73].

Figure 1.5: PCC modeling technique. A- PCC parameterization [9]. B- Schematic of the PCC
model for a multisection continuum robot [68].

Despite this success, when the conditions of external loads or contact with the environments
are considered, the validity of the CC assumption is relatively conservative and unsuitable for
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many applications [74]. Therefore, the CC assumption is valid only for the specific design and
actuation manner, and it can not be regarded as generic. Furthermore, it does not allow torsional
deformation which is fundamental to cope with non-negligible external loads [53]. These flaws
can potentially produce critical behaviors in the real-world scenario.

1.3.1.3 Piecewise Constant Strain

PCS Cosserat modeling technique [53, 75, 76] extends the PCC assumption to more general
rod kinematics while providing a dynamic model. It employs a finite set of piecewise constant
strains with discontinuities happening at fixed points along the rod (see Fig. 1.6) to model
the deformation of the soft robots, and provides advantages to use with not only a few state
variables, but also a relatively high modeling precision.

Recently, the PCS Cosserat dynamic models have been increasingly applied to robots such
as soft gripper [77] and Fin-Ray finger [78], etc. With regards to the soft robots modeled
through the PCS approximation, the number of sections to be divided depends on the designer
of the model as a result of application-specific considerations. This technique is able to exactly
approximate the continuum formulation when the arm is divided into more sections, yet the
dimension of state variables and computational cost will highly increase. Consequently, a
trade-off between model order reduction and accuracy should be established.

From practical point of view, the deformation field of any certain section under external
forces is obviously not constant along the soft arm [65]. To this end, the authors proposed
a novel variable-strain parameterization by the discretization of the continuous Cosserat rod
model onto a finite set of strain basis functions in order to generalize the PCS method to the
case of discrete non-constant strains (i.e., geometric variable strain) [79]. However, this approach
has not been extended to the multi-section dynamic case.

Figure 1.6: PCS Cosserat modeling approach and its applications. A- Depiction of the PCS
kinematics [53]. B- Cable and fluidic actuation for PCS model [76]. C- Fin-Ray Finger [78]. D-
Modular structure of a gripper [77].
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1.3.1.4 Global Variable Strain

The global variable strain (GVS) method [54] proposed to globally approximate the strain field
as ξpX, tq “ ΦpXqqptq where ΦpXq “ pΦ1,Φ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Φnq defines n basis functions to parameterize
the strain space, which is numerically simple with a good accuracy and less DoFs, and has been
proved by the simulation of a flying rod, as shown in Fig. 1.7. However, this technique leads to
computational complexities owing to high-order basis functions required when modeling quite
complicated deformation such as global buckling behaviors.

Figure 1.7: GVS method [54].

1.3.1.5 Comparison of Aforementioned Discrete Modeling Approaches Together
with GVS

FEM is one of the preferred numerical tools to model the kinematics and dynamics of a soft
robot. However, the model of soft robot generated by FEM is of very large dimension, which
leads to difficulty in designing model-based controllers. Moreover, it is difficult to obtain the
constitutive laws of materials for soft robots with complex shapes or special materials [32].

The PCC modeling approach provides an effective and simple method for the soft robotic
modeling, which greatly reduces the number of variables needed and has been widely adopted
in the soft robotics community. However, the adopted CC assumption are not always valid,
especially when the robot is subject to out-of-plane external loads. Moreover, the material
properties of the robot are not considered which is significantly important for the dynamic
modeling of soft robots.

As an extension of PCC, the PCS considers both the material properties of a robot and
geometric nonlinearity. Clearly, this assumption requires fine spatial discretization which yields
relatively high dimensional system. Such a method can provide enough precision and work well
for numerical simulation which might take time. Nevertheless, PCS will be a big issue when
designing model-based controller.

One potential advantage of using GVS over PCS is that the dimension of the resulting
dynamic model is quite low, and it also can provide comparable precision if the number of basis
function is high enough. Yet, the choice of the number of basis function is highly dependent on
external disturbances. For example, the external disturbance such as concentrated loads will
lead to local strain mutation, and the GVS approximation method will be difficult to guarantee
the local fitting precision. Moreover, all the kinematics are no more analytically integrable in
contrast to PCS, but numerically reconstructed with a quaternion-based integrator. In other
words, the deduced model is not anymore analytical, and will not be very friendly for control
design.
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1.3.1.6 Model Parameter Identification

Once the model has been deduced, it is important and necessary to identify the physical
parameters (such as stiffness, damping, and mass, etc.) of the model conveniently and accurately.
The parameter identification is a crucial step in validating the accuracy and reliability of the
model. By comparing the model’s predictions with experimental data obtained from the actual
soft robot, parameter identification helps to validate the model’s precision and ensure that it is
representative of the real-world behaviors of the soft robot.

Numerous model parameter identification techniques have been proposed by researchers.
Several major contributions for dynamic model identification and its applications in the robotics
control have been reported in [80,81]. These studies assumed that the kinematic models were
accurate, however, some typical investigations presented uncertainties of kinematic models
[82, 83]. The parameters identification of static model is more obtainable than the dynamic
model in practical applications since it just needs information of joint position rather than
joint velocity and acceleration. [84] established a framework for the special actuator’s modeling
using Cosserat rods along with experimental data-driven estimates of the actuation and stiffness
parameters. In [85], a material characterization approach for identifying the parameters for
material models via the target application was proposed to improve their use in the modeling
of soft continuum robots. For the work of [86], the authors introduced a procedure of the
static model identification towards general serial articulated manipulator and presented an
application of the identified static model to validate the proposed methods. In the literature,
most of existing parameter identification methods based on Cosserat rod theory were proposed
for specific robots, and there is a lack of general approach to identify physical parameters for
slender soft robots based on the discrete Cosserat models.

1.3.2 Control of Soft Robots

Due to their inherent compliance and high flexibility properties, soft robots present significant
challenges to develop high-performance control techniques compared to rigid counterparts.
Generally, control design for soft robots can be achieved using model-free and model-based
strategies, which will be described in what follows.

1.3.2.1 Model-Free Control

Soft robots present a set of internal nonlinearities and external uncertain disturbances, which
makes it difficult to establish an analytical model that can be used to develop the control schemes.
In addition, limited by the accuracy of the kinematic and dynamic models (e.g., uncertainties
in kinematic parameters, structural deformation, and external loads), the performances (e.g.,
accuracy and robustness) of the model-based control methods are not always satisfactory [5].
Accordingly, the model-free control methodologies are proposed to control soft robots using
machine learning techniques or empirical approaches, which has become a suitable tool to well
control the soft robots with the complexities of nonlinear behaviors.

In [87], the authors proposed an efficient exploratory learning method of inverse kinematics
on an elephant trunk robot, and provided the first functioning control concept for the robot
platform. This learning approach together with integration of feedback control allows accurate
and reliable end-effector positioning in the practical operation. To minimize variation in the
actuator space, [88, 89] attempted to learn the differential inverse kinematic model through
local mappings, which allowed multiple solutions to the global inverse kinematic problem and
works even if some actuators are nonfunctional after the learning process. Another method was
presented in [90] to estimate the robot’s Jacobian and accomplish path tracking for a continuum
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robot by adaptive Kalman filter approximation. In [33], the authors learned a model of a soft
robot’s forward kinematics and carried out gradient-based optimization to find optimal control
inputs, which however limits the type of network used for forward kinematics learning and
requires more time to compute the Jacobian for determining inverse kinematics solutions. For the
work of [91], a method was proposed to train both the forward kinematic model and its Jacobian
as two neural networks in order to solve the inverse kinematics in a fast speed. This technique
can effectively solve the inverse kinematics and realize control purpose of kinematic tasks, but
there is one major drawback that the static model will introduce large errors in the tracking
tasks when performing the dynamic behavior of the soft robot. [92] proposed a model-free
control method via reinforcement learning to control a multi-segment soft manipulator in 2D
plane. In [93], a data-based control framework was introduced to solve the soft robot underwater
locomotion problem using deep reinforcement learning.

Model-less control is an approach that learns the manipulator’s Jacobian and adapts to
constraints in the environment in a safe manner. For example, [94] presented a model-less
method for controlling a tendon-driven continuum manipulator based on empirical estimates of
the robot Jacobian, and employed optimal control in closed-loop task space feedback to obtain
the control inputs. However, during interaction with the environment using the end-effector,
the presence of tip-constraints can lead to ill-conditioned Jacobian estimates. To address this
issue, [95] defined a hybrid control approach for simultaneously controlling end-effector position
and force while maintaining the minimalist approach to model-less control. [96] proposed a
closed-loop model-less feedback tracking control scheme for soft manipulators with Jacobian
matrix adaption. This framework is independent of a specific kinematic model and has wide
applicability for different kinds of arms.

Different learning-based strategies have also been used to develop controllers for dynamic
control of soft robots. In [97], the authors presented a machine learning based approach for
development of dynamic models of the soft robotic manipulator and a trajectory optimization
method for open loop predictive control of the manipulator in task space. Due to the compu-
tational cost of analytical models, [98] used a type of recurrent neural network to learn the
forward dynamic model, and then open loop control policies were sampled on the under-actuated
pneumatically-driven soft manipulator by using the learned model and trajectory optimization
algorithm. Based on artificial neural network (ANN), two types of robust controllers were
proposed with complete mathematical proofs, which can always guarantee the exponential
convergence of the end-effector of soft robot to a desired reference, however, training phase to
collect data is time-consuming [32]. [99] established the learning nonlinear dynamic models of
soft robots for model predictive control with neural networks. Using the developed dynamic
model and trajectory-optimization techniques, [100] found the locally-optimal open-loop policies
which enable the system to perform dynamic manipulation of grabbing. For the work of [101],
the controller depending on the learning of an inverse static model was provided, which was used
as a baseline controller for trajectory tracking tasks, and the data collected from this task was
then employed to learn an inverse dynamics model using a long short-term memory network.

1.3.2.2 Model-Based Control

The model-free approaches to develop control schemes lie in the easy modeling accuracy and
low sensory requirements. Despite their gratifying advancements, collecting a representative
and sufficient amount of data is still challenging for most learning-based control approaches for
soft robots. In addition, stability analysis and theoretical convergence proofs are difficult to
provide for the learning-based controllers. These factors motivates researchers to investigate
the model-based controllers. Many researchers have proposed in-depth investigations of various
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control techniques based on different modeling methods. One straightforward approach to model
and control the soft robots is to obtain the simplified approximate models of the robotic motion.
Most works on model-based control still tend to use the aforementioned discrete models.

The PCC models can be seen as an oversimplification of the real soft robots, however,
these modeling methods have been proven to be quite feasible with a vast range of control
applications. [102] explored a kinematic model of the soft manipulator using the concept
of the PCC, and designed an adaptive controller for image-based visual servoing to control
the end-effector position. For the elastomer-based manipulator using the PCC assumption,
[103] developed a control algorithm that can control the manipulator’s configuration along the
realizable kinematic curvature trajectories. Under the PCC assumption, the contributors of [73]
presented a closed-loop control architecture for the purpose of achieving accurate curvature and
bending control. The dynamic model via the PCC was adopted by [104] to realize static posture
regulation, but this control strategy is limited in performing the dynamic tasks. In [105], the
authors developed the PCC model-based dynamic feedback control of a planar soft robot for
trajectory tracking and surface following, enabling a wide range of dynamic tasks. [70] presented
an alternative state representation which can address all issues PCC suffers from, and derived
the model-based controller. Yet, there are no experiments on real robots to test the use of the
proposed parameterization.

Moving to a more common case, FEM has been widely employed in the modeling of soft
robots. The strategies for inverse kinematics-based control [44] directly used FEM models. In
[59], the authors employed FEM and visual tracking technique to achieve the feedback control for
soft robots. [106] used asynchronous FEM and quadratic programming algorithm to obtain the
inverse solution that is utilized to control the actuators. Nevertheless, the high-dimensional FEM
makes the real-time controllers design tough, and restricts its practical application in feedback
control, which motivates the development of FEM model reduction methods well suitable for
control design [62]. To design a controller usable in practice with less number of sensors, the FEM
model reduction technique was employed in [107] where a state observer is added to control the
dynamics of cable-driven soft robots around a stable equilibrium point. Based on this work, the
authors proposed reduced order linear parameter varying models via the FEM, and conducted
nonlinear controller design for these models [108]. In order to circumvent the drawbacks of FEM,
[16] established the link between the simplified model and the FEM, and designed a robust
controller to achieve position control of the soft tripod robot. In [109], the authors proposed a
novel approach for model-based optimal control of soft robots via order-reduction FEM without
loss in modeling accuracy.

Some representative achievements about Cosserat-rod-based controllers have also been made.
In [110], the Cosserat rod model was used to design robust controller for continuum robots for
the first time. The approach was proposed for performing stiffness control on continuum robots
modeled by the Cosserat rod [111]. Although this controller provided good dynamic performance
and stability, it did not provide any theoretical convergence proof. [112] presented a coupled
Cosserat rod model for parallel continuum robots to realize real-time kinematic control, however,
no control experiments were conducted. The authors of [113] coupled the Cosserat kinematic
model with integrated sensing and the efficient Jacobian matrix to provide a practically feasible,
closed-loop control system for application to the soft continuum manipulators. Typical works
on discrete Cosserat rod model-based controllers have also been reported. [98] presented a PCS
model-based reinforcement learning algorithm for the global closed-loop predictive control of
the soft manipulator. Since controllers employing second-order dynamic models tend to be
computationally expensive, [114] proposed to reduce the PCS dynamic model under a first-order
approximation assumption, and developed closed-loop controllers by the use of the simplification
of the planning and sensor feedback. For the work of [39], the geometric variable strain [79]
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approach was used for Jacobian-based inverse kinematic control of general soft manipulator.
Nevertheless, this strategy ignored the influence of the external forces and lacked the experimental
validation.

The hybrid control method combining model-based and learning-based control approaches
has also emerged as a cutting-edge control strategy for soft robots, which can be regarded as an
improvement of model-free control while incorporating the strengths of physics models. In [10],
a supervised learning method to solve the inverse statics of the cable-actuated soft manipulator
with non-constant curvature was introduced. For the work of [115], the authors put forward
a hybrid modeling method which combined the first-principles model with machine learning
methods to improve overall performance of the nonlinear model predictive controller. Based on
FEM and ANN, [116] proposed a transfer learning scheme to minimize the effort of generating
real data for neural network training, and achieved the fine control of a real soft pneumatic
actuator. In [117], the authors introduced a model-based online learning and adaptive control
algorithm for the wearable soft robotic glove, which enabled the soft glove to adapt to diverse
hand conditions for reference tracking.

In many existing works on control of soft robots, there exists a big issue related to state
estimation since most of controllers are proposed to be state feedback type when designing
model-based control for soft robots, which assumes that all states of soft robots need to be
known. Nevertheless, for many nonlinear dynamic systems, the state variables of the system for
control design are not measurable in practice, which therefore promotes the development of the
state estimation approaches. To ensure more precise model-based control, an appropriate state
estimation technique will be necessary even though it is inherently challenging due to the infinite
dimensionality of the system. One of the most widespread and successfully used techniques to
solve the state estimation problem is the Kalman filter (KF) [118]. Besides, different kinds of
nonlinear state estimators such as the moving horizon estimation [119] and extended KF [120]
have also been proposed for many physical systems with nonlinear dynamics and constrained
states. Examples of the state estimation for soft continuum robots include filtering method for
estimating the shape and end-effector pose of a snake robot [121], real-time pose estimation
approach for a tendon-driven continuum manipulator [122], force and shape estimation in soft
robotics [123]. Despite these progresses, to our best knowledge, no state estimation approach
via PLS Cosserat has been investigated for the control of the cable-driven soft manipulator.

1.3.2.3 Summary

As for the model-free control methods, there is no need to define parameters in the configura-
tion/joint space and consider the shape of the manipulator. Thus, arbitrarily complex kinematic
or dynamic models can be developed based on the sample data. This is probably why model-free
methods perform better for systems that are highly nonlinear, non-uniform, affected by gravity,
or operating in unstructured environments where modeling are nearly impossible [10,87]. Despite
its significant success, the model-free control method still exists some challenges. For instance,
this approach requires a significant amount of data or samples to learn effective control policies,
leading to time-consuming and impractical implementations in some real-world applications.
Additionally, reinforcement learning-based control methods encounter the challenge of striking
a balance between exploration (trying new actions to learn) and exploitation (using known
good actions). Moreover, it is difficult for most model-free control methods to provide stability
analysis and theoretical convergence proofs.

The extensive model-based control strategies that consider the complete kinematics and
dynamics have become better and more reliable controllers for the soft robots. The static
model-based control lies in the assumption of steady state, rendering soft robotic arms fail
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to move quickly, whereas the dynamic model-based controllers take into account the dynamic
behaviors of soft manipulators to achieve fast and efficient tracking.

1.4 Contributions of this thesis

1.4.1 Contributions and Organization of the Manuscript

The development of general and accurate modeling tools for soft robotic applications is a
challenging task that many researchers have been trying to solve. Despite the great number of
proposed solutions, many of the desired objectives are yet to be accomplished, especially for
what concerns the applications of the proposed methods in the control design prospective. This
is mainly due to the complex and highly nonlinear kinematics and dynamics associated with
this type of soft robots. Nowadays, the most adopted models for the modeling and control of
slender soft robots include the FEM, PCC, PCS and GVS models, with its consolidated benefits
and drawbacks.

In this thesis, we propose a discrete Cosserat modeling method and design the various
controllers based on the proposed model, which can be formulated by the following questions:
Given the real strain of the slender soft manipulator, how to use the method via the Cosserat
rod theory to approximate it more accurately? Given the proposed discrete Cosserat models,
how to design the model-based controllers to achieve the strain control or end-effector position
control of the slender soft manipulator?

To answer the above two questions, the manuscript has been organized into 6 chapters as
follows (see Fig. 1.8):

Figure 1.8: Manuscript Organization.

Chapter 2 commences with a complete description of theoretical background for modeling
(see Appendix A), followed by briefly reviewing the continuous Cosserat models (i.e., kinematics,
differential kinematics, statics and dynamics) in order to introduce the discretization method
developed in the next chapter.

Chapter 3 proposes a discrete Cosserat modeling technique (i.e., PLS: piecewise linear strain)
to approximate the strong form of the Cosserat models for the soft manipulator. Based on
the PLS modeling approach, several parameter identification schemes have been presented to
identify the geometric and material parameters of the model, which are verified by simulations
as well as experiments on the investigated manipulator, and paves the way for the subsequent
model-based controller design.

Next, the PLS Cosserat static model-based control scheme is established in Chapter 4 to
achieve the end-effector position control for the slender soft manipulator in its workspace. Due
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to the difficulty of the knowledge of the Jacobian matrix between the actuator space and the
task space, we address such an issue from two aspects, a local controller and a global one. For
the local controller, we use the constant Jacobian matrix to approximate the real Jacobian
matrix. To realize the global control objective of the end-effector position, we propose two
approaches that consist of an offline learning method to approximate the Jacobian matrix and
online estimation of the generalized strain vector. Finally, the feasibility and robustness of
these control schemes have been validated on the studied soft manipulator through extensive
experimental tests.

Chapter 5 presents the strain and end-effector position control for the slender soft manipulator
via the PLS Cosserat dynamics, respectively. The performances of the designed controllers have
been validated by a series of simulations and experiments.

Finally, Chapter 6 provides the conclusions of the present thesis and presents the perspectives
of future works, especially, the model parameter estimation from offline to online, the frictional
contacts between soft manipulator and external environments, and also the orientation and
position control of slender soft manipulator via PLS Cosserat.

1.4.2 Publications

The contributions of the present thesis are outlined in the following:

Journal Articles:

1. Haihong Li, Lingxiao Xun, and Gang Zheng, “Piecewise Linear Strain Cosserat Model
for Soft Slender Manipulator.” IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 2023, 39(3):2342-2359,
doi:10.1109/TRO.2023.3236942.
Summary : In this article, we proposed a discrete modeling technique named piecewise
linear strain (PLS) to solve the PDEs of Cosserat-based models, based on which the
associated analytical models are deduced.

2. Haihong Li, Lingxiao Xun, Gang Zheng, and Federico Renda. ”Discrete Cosserat Static
Model-Based Control of Soft Manipulator.” IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters, 2023,
8(3): 1739-1746, doi:10.1109/LRA.2023.3243799.
Summary : In this paper, the robust closed-loop control architecture based on the PLS
Cosserat static model for the soft manipulator around its sub-workspace was established.
To validate the performance of the proposed model-based control scheme, the point-to-
point and time-varying trajectory tracking experiments under external disturbances have
been conducted on the soft manipulator actuated by cables.

3. Haihong Li, Lingxiao Xun, Gang Zheng. ”Global Control of Soft Manipulator by Unifying
Cosserat and Neural Network.” IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics. Under
review.
Summary : In this journal, we proposed a hybrid control strategy by unifying the PLS
Cosserat model and radial basis function neural network to approximate the Jacobian
matrix of any end-effector position in the whole workspace, and then designed a global
control scheme based on the approximation of Jacobian matrix. The theoretical convergence
proof and experimental validation were provided for the designed global controller.

4. Haihong Li, Lingxiao Xun, Gang Zheng, and Frédéric Boyer. ”Cosserat-Based Dynamic
Control of Soft Manipulator” IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 2023. Under review.
Summary : In this paper, we proposed a general state estimation-based control framework
for the soft manipulator based on the PLS Cosserat dynamic model for the first time.
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Then, two types of control, namely strain control and end-effector position control, have
been investigated. With the estimation of the system states, different experiments have
been implemented on the studied soft prototype driven by the cables to further validate
the performances (convergence speed, precision and robustness) of the control approaches.
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Chapter 2

Continuous Cosserat Model

2.1 Introduction

Using the Lie group structure of rigid body motions to describe kinematic chains mathematically
inspired researchers to construct modern screw theory by resorting to the basic linear algebra
and matrix groups. By virtue of the modern screw theory, the modern differential geometry can
be employed to handle an extensive range of problems about robots in an elegant and simple
way, which has contributed to the development of representative textbooks by Murray et al.
[124] for the rigid robots.

For the soft robots, the mathematical modeling is complicated due to the description of
the continuously deformable 3D shape when subjected to external loads. However, we can
use the classical beam theory, which allows the configuration of the robot to be defined by
considering two-dimensional cross sections on a 3D reference curve. When the cross-sectional
area is much smaller than the length of the rod (i.e., slender rod), the soft rod can be modeled
as the continuous assembly of cross sections moving on a 3D curve according to infinite rigid
body transformations that are defined by distribution laws of internal deformations.

The representations for configurations and velocities, as well as the key concepts of rigid
body transformation which belongs to the special Euclidean group SEp3q, have been provided
in Appendix A. Additionally, we have reviewed the standard derivation of the equations of rigid
body motion using the Newton-Euler dynamics formulation.

In this chapter, we established the continuous Cosserat models (kinematic, differential
kinematic, and static) based on the theoretical modeling basis of a single rigid body. Then, the
continuous Cosserat dynamic model is deduced, which paves the way for the subsequent discrete
modeling approach.

To make reading equations throughout the thesis easier, all vector and matrix variables will
be typed in bold, while scalar quantities will not.

2.2 Kinematic and Differential Kinematic Models

A slender soft robot can be viewed as a Cosserat rod from the perspective of the geometrically
exact approach. There have been numerous works on the dynamic theories of Cosserat rods, for
example, [125,126] provided comprehensive derivations of the continuous Cosserat beam theory.
In the following, we will illustrate the mathematical models of the continuous Cosserat using
geometrical formulation and notations.
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The actuation mechanism of any robot plays a crucial role in changing its position and
orientation within its workspace to achieve a specific goal, leading to a wide range of applications
including simple manipulation such as grasping, or moving along the specified trajectories. For
rigid robots, actuation is generally achieved using servo or stepping motors, while the most
common type of actuators used for soft robots is the tendon or fluidic actuation. In this thesis,
the cable-driven actuation is adopted and studied for the slender soft robot.

In the interest of clarity, we will use p¨q1 and 9p¨q to represent the space and time partial
derivatives with respect to X and t, respectively.

2.2.1 Kinematic Model

A Cosserat rod is regarded as a one-dimensional slender continuum deformable body, and each
cross section of the rod is considered as an infinitesimal material element whose size and shape
cannot change under external forces, as illustrated in the orange part in Fig. 2.1. All variables of
the rod can be parameterized by the reference arc length X P r0, Ls Ă R along the undeformed
rod and by the time t P R`. For ease of reference, the nomenclature we selected is summarized
in Table 1.

Figure 2.1: Geometric description of a Cosserat rod and its applications.

2.2.1.1 Position field

The position field of any cross section can be represented by a centerline vector ppX, tq P R3

and an orthonormal rotation matrix RpX, tq P SOp3q with respect to the inertial frame at the
moment t, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Consequently, the configuration space can be naturally defined
as

SEp3q “

"

gpX, tq “

ˆ

R p
0J 1

˙

|RpX, tq P SOp3q,ppX, tq P R3

*

(2.1)

where gpX, tq can be considered as position and orientation of any cross section at X and time
t in the body frame with respect to the inertial coordinate frame.

2.2.1.2 Deformation Field

The partial derivative of the configuration curve gpXq with respect to arc length X in the body

frame at the moment t is denoted by the strain twist pξpX, tq, that is, pξpX, tq :“ g´1 Bg
BX “ g´1g1.

As in [127], the symbol p represents the mapping between the Euclidean space R6 and tangential
space of the Lie group SEp3q (i.e., Lie algebra sep3q). The deformation field and its components
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are specified as

pξpX, tq “

ˆ

ĂK Q
0J 0

˙

P sep3q, ξpX, tq “
`

KJ,QJ
˘J
P R6

where pξpX, tq describes the strain state of the rod, and the symbol r is the mapping from R3

to sop3q; KpX, tq P R3 represents the bending and torsion states of the rod, and QpX, tq P R3

denotes shear and extension states measuring change rate of position w.r.t. arc length X.

According to the definitions of the strain fields, the differential equation (DE) describing the
geometric model gpXq for any cross section along the soft manipulator can be obtained via the
Cosserat rod theory, which is given by

g1 “ gpξ (2.2)

2.2.2 Differential Kinematic Model

The main purpose of differential kinematics is to derive the velocity and acceleration fields for
the robotic mechanisms, and thus the derivation of the mapping between the velocities and the
derivatives of the states of the manipulator will be established.

2.2.2.1 Velocity Field

Likewise, another term for time partial derivative of configuration curve gpXq in the body frame
at the moment t is represented by the velocity twist pηpX, tq :“ g´1 Bg

Bt “ g
´1 9g. As in the above

description, the velocity field and its components are expressed as

pηpX, tq “

ˆ

rΩ V
0J 0

˙

P sep3q, ηpX, tq “
`

ΩJ,V J
˘J
P R6

where pη is the velocity state of the rod; ΩpX, tq P R3 and V pX, tq P R3 stand for the angular
and linear velocity, respectively. Hence, the time derivative of (2.1) yields

9g “ gpη (2.3)

2.2.2.2 Compatibility Equations

In continuum mechanics, the compatibility laws of finite strains are formulated for the deformed
object without non-physical gaps or overlaps, which translates into the coordination conditions
between the strain and velocity of the continuum body.

From (2.2) and (2.3), the space and time derivatives of configuration curve gpXq are
respectively used to define the strain and the velocity. Based on the fact that the equality of

the mixed partial derivatives 9pg1q “ p 9gq1 holds, the compatibility equation between velocity and
deformation variables is then formulated as

η1 “ 9ξpXq ´ adξpXqηpXq (2.4)

where ad is the adjoint map defined as

adξ “

ˆ

ĂK 03ˆ3

rQ ĂK

˙

P R6ˆ6, adη “

ˆ

rΩ 03ˆ3

rV rΩ

˙

P R6ˆ6
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2.2.2.3 Acceleration Field

By taking the time derivative of (2.4), the continuous model of acceleration yields

9η1 “ :ξpXq ´ ad 9ξpXqηpXq ´ adξpXq 9ηpXq (2.5)

2.3 Static Model

The assumption of quasi-static motion is adequate to describe and control soft continuum robots.
This section starts by reviewing the development of the static Cosserat rod equations which are
a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) based on idealizing an elastic rod as a
one-dimensional object. After that, the formulation that combines Lie group, Lie algebra and
screw theory is adopted to express the statics.

2.3.1 Static Cosserat Rod Equations

The static equilibrium equations are obtained by analyzing an infinitesimal slice of the Cosserat
rod actuated by cables from X to X ` dX with respect to the inertial frame. The internal force
of the rod is denoted by npXq, and the internal torque by mpXq. φpXq and opXq represent
the actuation force and torque acting on the midline of the Cosserat rod, respectively. The
force npXq for unit of X acting on the rod are integrated over the cross section to describe the
action on the rod midline, which can be idealized as one-dimensional distributed force npXq
and distributed torque mpXq, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. By means of the sign convention, the
static force balance equation is given by

npX ` dXq ` φpX ` dXq ´ φpXq ´ npXq `

ż X`dX

X

npsqds “ 0

Figure 2.2: The force and torque balance analysis of an infinitesimal material element dX from
the Cosserat rod actuated by cables.

The above equation is differentiated to obtain the following static force balance equation

n1 ` φ1 “ ´n
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Taking the torque balance of an infinitesimal material element yields

mpX ` dXq ` opX ` dXq ´ opXq ´mpXq ` ppX ` dXq ˆ
”

npX ` dXq ` φpX ` dXq
ı

´ ppXq ˆ
”

φpXq ` npXq
ı

`

ż X`dX

X

”

mpsq ` ppsq ˆ npsq
ı

ds “ 0

This is differentiated to arrive at

m1 “ ´o1 ´
B

BX

”

pˆ pn` φq
ı

´m´ pˆ n “ ´o1 ´ p1 ˆ pn` φq ´m

As a result, a set of nonlinear ODEs describing the Cosserat static model in the global frame
for any cross section yields

n1 ` φ1 ` n “ 0

m1 ` o1 ` p1 ˆ n` p1 ˆ φ`m “ 0
(2.6)

Using the transformation relationship including m “ RM , n “ RN , n “ RN , m “ RM ,
o “ RO, φ “ RΦ, R1 “ RĂK, p1 “ RQ between the global and body frames, and substituting
them into (2.6), the Cosserat statics in the body frame for any cross section can be formulated
as

N 1
`Φ1 `K ˆN `K ˆΦ`N “ 0

M 1
`O1 `K ˆM `QˆN `K ˆO `QˆΦ`M “ 0

(2.7)

Let us specify the internal elastic wrench, the external wrench including the distributed
self-weight and other external wrenches, and also autonomous time-dependent internal forces
and torques produced by the actuation. These are given by: F ie “

`

MJ NJ
˘J
P R6, Fe “

´

M
J

N
J
¯J

P R6, F ia “
`

OJ ΦJ
˘J
P R6. Thus, the static model (2.7) can be expressed as a

concise and elegant form

F 1
i´adJξF i `Fe “ 0

F i “ F ie `F ia

(2.8)

with the boundary conditions (BCs) at X “ 0 and X “ L

F ip0q “ ´Fe0, or gp0q “ g0

F ipLq “ FeL, or gpLq “ gL
(2.9)

where Fe0 and FeL are tip external wrenches at X “ 0 and X “ L, respectively. The ODE
with BCs is used to describe the statics of the slender soft robot. The material constitutive
law, which relates the internally elastic wrench to strain twists, must be introduced. The linear
constitutive relationship used follows the form

F iepXq “ ΣpXqpξpXq ´ ξ0q (2.10)

with

ΣpXq “

„

Ktb

Kes



where Ktb “ diag pGJxpXq, EJypXq, EJzpXqq P R3ˆ3 is stiffness matrix for torsion and bending,
Kes “ diag pEApXq, GApXq, GApXqq P R3ˆ3 denotes stiffness matrix for extension and shear,
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which are determined by the material properties and cross-sectional geometry; ξ0 represents
the strain twist related to undeformed configuration of the manipulator. Note that a rod
cross-section does not require to be circular, and it is only needed that the studied manipulator
is slender, which implies that its length is much larger than its radius [128].

The external wrench appearing in (2.8) only considers gravity while other external forces are
negligible and set to zero, which can be expressed as

FepXq “MpXqAd´1
gpXqAd´1

gr G (2.11)

with

MpXq “

ˆ

ρJ pXq 03

03 ρApXqI3

˙

P R6ˆ6

where MpXq is the mass matrix for unit ofX, J pXq represents the second moment of area tensor,

gr is the transformation of the base frame w.r.t. the inertial frame, G “ r0, 0, 0, 0, 0,´9.81s
J

is the gravity acceleration twist w.r.t. the global frame; the operator Ad´1
g transforms a twist

(velocity or acceleration) from global frame to body frame.

2.3.2 Cable-Driven Actuation Model

The actuation wrench F ia depends on the type of actuators used, and the most common
actuation manners for soft manipulators are tendon, fluidic and pneumatic actuators. The
following will concentrate on the modeling of the cable-driven actuator.

Ti di

tci

X

YZ

Tnu

Midline

Cable

Figure 2.3: Schematics of the Cosserat rod actuated by cables.

Several cables are attached at the free end of the rod, and parallel to the surface of soft rod to
produce the maximum torque under the effect of the cables and simultaneously reduce the friction
between cables and soft rod, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The friction of the cables is not considered
in this thesis. The magnitudes of the cables’ tension are recorded as T1ptq, T2ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Tnuptq,
respectively. Additionally, the local distance between the midline of soft rod and the cable
i P r1, nus at the cross section X is defined as dipXq P R3, then we can obtain the cable position
vector in the global frame pci “ p`Rdi. By taking the derivative of cable position vector w.r.t.
X and normalizing, the unit vector tcipX, tq P R3 tangent to cable path can be expressed as

tcipX, tq “
R´1p1ci
}R´1p1ci}

“
R´1

pp1 `R1di `Rd
1
iq

}R´1pp1 `R1di `Rd1iq}
“

Q`K ˆ di ` d
1
i

}Q`K ˆ di ` d1i}2

The distance dipXq is fixed once the soft manipulator is designed. Accordingly, the unit
tangent vector tci hinges on angular strain KpXq and linear strain QpXq of the soft manipulator.
The actuation wrench in the body frame can be obtained by calculating the torque and force
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exerted by the cables parallel to the edge of the rod (see Fig. 2.3), and it is given by

F iapXq “

„

d1 ˆ tc1 d2 ˆ tc2 ¨ ¨ ¨ dnu ˆ tcnu
tc1 tc2 ¨ ¨ ¨ tcnu



T “ ΛpXqT (2.12)

where T “ rT1, T2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Tnus
J P Rnu , and ΛpXq P R6ˆnu is a matrix mapping the cables’ tension

to the body frame of the arm.

2.4 Dynamic Model

With the aim to make the discussion of the discretization more concrete, we begin with presenting
the PDE system to describe the Cosserat dynamics.

Taking infinitesimal material element of the Cosserat rod from X to X`dX for the force and
torque analysis with respect to the inertial frame, we can use the classical Newtonian mechanics
to describe translation and rotation of the infinitesimal material element. From the force and
torque analysis, the PDE set of the Cosserat dynamics in the inertial frame (in accordance with
the inertial frame pp1, p2, p3q given in Fig. 2.1) can be derived

ρAI3 :p “ n
111
` φ1

11
` n

ρI 9ω ` ω ˆ ρIω “m111
` o1 ` p1 ˆ n` p1 ˆ φ`m

(2.13)

where n111 and m111 represent the change rates of the internal force and torque from the material
at ppX ` dX, tq to the material at ppX, tq with respect to the arc length X, respectively.

Remark 1. Denoting the second moment of area tensor in the body frame as J , and knowing
that the kinetic energy of the rotating body is independent of the frame [124], we have

1

2
ΩJJΩ “

1

2
ωJIω “

1

2
ΩJpRJIRqΩ

In other words,
I “ RJRJ

The variation of the area moment of inertia I with the arc length X in the inertial frame
will increase the computational complexity. To overcome this difficulty, the transformation
relationships, including ω “ RΩ, 9p “ RV , I “ RJRJ, and 9R “ RrΩ, are utilized to rewrite
(2.13) in the associated body frame, where the area moment of inertia becomes a constant.
Substituting these relationships into (2.13), the strong form of the dynamics in the body frame
can be then formulated as

ρAI3
9V `Ωˆ ρAI3V “N 111

`Φ1
11
`K ˆN `K ˆΦ`N

ρJ 9Ω`Ωˆ ρJΩ “M 111
`O1

11
`K ˆM `QˆN `K ˆO `QˆΦ`M

(2.14)

Using the notations of twists and wrenches presented in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, the Cosserat
dynamic system (2.14) can be then re-written as the following compact form:

M 9η ´ adJηMη “ F 1
i ´ adJξF i `Fe

F i “ F ie `F ia

(2.15)

with the same BCs at X “ 0 and X “ L as (2.9). This PDE with the BCs is called strong form,
if its solution satisfies those equations at any point in its domain. For the Cosserat case, it
means that ξpXq should satisfy (2.15) and (2.9) for any X P r0, Ls.
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The internal wrench F i and external wrench Fe have been specified in Section 2.3, however,
the internal elastic wrench F ie of any cross section appearing in (2.15) for the Cosserat rod
requires to be re-specified due to the existence of viscosity modulus. As far as the internal
elastic wrench is concerned, the Kelvin-Voigt model [129] is adopted both for the elastic and
viscous members because of the constitutive material behavior of the slender soft robot.

F iepXq “ ΣpXqpξpXq ´ ξ0q ` γpXq
9ξpXq (2.16)

with

γpXq “

„

Dtb

Des



where Dtb “ diag pµJxpXq, 3µJypXq, 3µJzpXqq P R3ˆ3 represents viscosity matrix for torsion
and bending, Des “ diag p3µApXq, µApXq, µApXqq P R3ˆ3 is viscosity matrix for extension and
shear, in which the scalar 3 stands for the Trouton’s ratio between shear and extension viscosity
for incompressible Newtonian fluids and holds more generally for viscoelastic fluids in the limit
of very small strain rates [129], and µ is the viscosity modulus.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, the kinematic, differential kinematic, static and dynamic models of the con-
tinuous Cosserat beam internally driven by distributed cables have been presented using the
geometric formulations and notations. The continuous models are based on the classical Cosserat
beam theory, whose differential equations are formulated on the Lie group and useful for the
development of the discrete Cosserat modeling approach proposed in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3

Piecewise Linear Strain Cosserat
Model for Slender Soft
Manipulator

3.1 Introduction

Precise simulation and control of slender soft robots are challenging as a consequence of the
absence of dynamic models that are accurate and computationally efficient for large deformations.
Therefore, our primary goal is to develop the dynamics formulation capable of addressing
geometric nonlinearities for slender soft robots based on the Cosserat rod theory.

In this chapter, we will present a detailed derivation of the piecewise linear strain (PLS)
Cosserat modeling method, a fast numerical scheme to improve the computational efficiency
of PLS Cosserat dynamics, a model order reduction scheme via PLS Cosserat, and model
parameter identification schemes, respectively. Also, a series of simulations and experiments
have been provided to prove the accuracy of the proposed Cosserat models, and the related
video demonstration is available 1.

3.2 Motivation

The Cosserat rod model is closed to the dynamic deformation behaviors of the slender soft
robots, as it can exactly capture nonlinearity in the deformations involving bending, torsion,
extension, and shear. Despite its accuracy to the continuum mechanics of the slender soft robots,
the resulting highly nonlinear PDE with the boundary conditions, i.e., strong (continuous) form,
is difficult (or even impossible) to be analytically solved.

Indeed, due to the challenge posed by the analytical solution of the strong (continuous)
form, different approaches have been employed to approximate such a strong form. In [53], by
introducing the virtual displacement, the D’Alembert’s principle is used to obtain the weak
form of the continuous dynamics, which simplifies the complexity of the state space. Then, the
length space was discretized into several sections, and the strain was assumed to be constant
for each section in order to deduce analytical formula. To reduce the dimension of the deduced
system, [54] proposed a global approximation of strain field as ξpX, tq “ ΦpXqqptq, where

1Video demonstration: https://1drv.ms/v/s!Ak7hK-nVdKMei15WSgvHZ6-fyzQS?e=IaEzS0
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ΦpXq “ pΦ1,Φ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Φnq defines a generalized matrix of n basis functions to parameterize the
strain space with the vector qptq of the strain-generalized coordinates. In this thesis, we attempt
to combine those two ideas: small discretization to keep the local approximation precision
(PCS), and interpolation to substantially decrease the dimension (GVS), so as to propose a PLS
approach [130], which is capable of obtaining the analytical formula of the model and facilitating
the controller design.

For clarity, we would like to give a global picture to illustrate the difference between PCS,
GVS and PLS Cosserat modeling methods, and highlight the motivation and advantages of the
PLS method.

Figure 3.1: Sketch of comparison among PCS, GVS and PLS Cosserat models with real strain.

Given an arbitrary strain field of soft body subject to external forces, as described in Fig. 3.1,
the PCS, GVS and PLS share the common objective: to approximate the real strain field
as precise as possible. PCS adopts a local approximation scheme with local constant strain
assumption, while GVS uses a global approximation manner via the chosen basis functions
(polynomials for example). Clearly, PCS will result in high-dimensional system in order to reach
a certain precision, while GVS will suffer from lower precision near the local mutation region
even the number of basis function is increased. PLS combines both advantages of PCS and
GVS, and proposes to locally use a linear strain to approximate the real one. Such a scheme is
able to locally approximate to the real strain field of soft body compared to GVS, and get much
less DoFs than PCS. The sketch described in Fig. 3.1 intuitively demonstrates that PLS has
advantages over those proposed approaches in some engineering applications.

3.3 Piecewise Linear Strain Cosserat Model

3.3.1 PLS Cosserat Kinematic Model

Here, we will focus on the PLS Cosserat modeling principle. First of all, it is noted that a
“section” is defined as a unit block which is able to produce independent mechanical deformation
while “segments” are a subset of a section. To put it differently, one section is made up of
quite a few segments, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. In view of the strain field ξpXq along the soft
manipulator varying with the arc length X at the instant t, we divide the soft manipulator
into N variable length continuum sections in the form of r0, L1s, rL1, L2s ¨ ¨ ¨ rLN´1, LN s (with
LN “ L). In other words, the continuous strain field ξpXq is substituted for a finite set of
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N continuous strain fields of the form tξ1pXq, ξ2pXq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξN pXqu. To develop this discrete
Cosserat model, for any continuum section n, we make the following two assumptions.

(a) Soft arm divided into several sections.
(b) Any section subdivided into quite a
few segments.

Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the PLS Cosserat model.

Assumption 1. The strain twists ξn´1 and ξn respectively corresponding to those at the
proximal and distal ends of any section n, are independent of X, yet other strain twists along
the section n linearly vary with X, as shown in Fig. 3.2a. Regarding the two constant strain
twists as those of linear interpolation nodes, the principle of the PLS can be then formulated
as ξnpXq “ anpXqξn´1 ` bnpXqξn pX P rLn´1, Lnsq, where anpXq “

Ln´X
Ln´Ln´1

, and bnpXq “
X´Ln´1

Ln´Ln´1
.

Assumption 2. Since the geometric and differential kinematic models are still linear time-
varying systems under the PLS assumption, the section n is subdivided into k (k P N`) infinites-
imal segments of the form rLn´1, Ln´1 `∆Xs, rLn´1 `∆X,Ln´1 ` 2∆Xs, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rLn´1 ` pk ´
1q∆X,Ln´1 ` k∆Xs. In this way, the strain twists ξnpXq along the segment j remain constant,
i.e., ξnpXq ” ξnpLn´1 ` pj ´ 1q∆Xq, X P rLn´1 ` pj ´ 1q∆X,Ln´1 ` j∆Xs. ∆X called one
segment represents the infinitesimal distance between any adjacent cross sections, as shown in
Fig. 3.2b.

Remark 2. When developing the proposed discrete Cosserat model, we have introduced the
notions of section N and segment k. In general, the number of sections depends on the
deformation variation of the soft manipulator under the external forces. If there exists the
large deformation variation in the presence of external loads, N should be larger to yield more
precise approximation, which in turn increases the computational cost; small value of N can
also be used for the scenarios where the strains are not quickly spatial-varying with respect to X.
Concerning the number of infinitesimal segments, it is in fact not related to the deformation
variation and can take a larger value to improve the integral accuracy which however will increase
computational complexity. Thus, a balance between the precision and the complexity needs to
be taken into account in practice. In the subsequent derivation of PLS Cosserat models, it is
assumed that these two variables are well pre-chosen according to the abovementioned criteria.

The assumptions have significant implications to the discrete Cosserat modeling. Based on
these assumptions, the DEs including (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5) can be seen as linear time-invariant
systems and analytically solved for any segment j at the instant t. The initial configuration,
velocity or acceleration for DEs of any segment j depend on the rightmost values of the previous
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segment (j ´ 1) along the section n. In the remaining part of this subsection, we will separately
illustrate how to solve these DEs in detail.

To guarantee the continuity, specifying the rightmost configuration gpLn´1q of the section
pn´ 1q as the initial value of the matrix DE (2.2) for section n, the rightmost configuration of
any segment j along the section n at the instant t can be recursively expressed as

gpLn´1 `∆Xq “ gpLn´1qe
∆X pξnpLn´1q

gpLn´1 ` 2∆Xq “ gpLn´1 `∆Xqe∆X pξnpLn´1`∆Xq

“ gpLn´1qe
∆X pξnpLn´1qe∆X pξnpLn´1`∆Xq

gpLn´1 ` 3∆Xq “ gpLn´1 ` 2∆Xqe∆X pξnpLn´1`2∆Xq

“ gpLn´1qe
∆X pξnpLn´1qe∆X pξnpLn´1`∆Xqe∆X pξnpLn´1`2∆Xq

...

gpLn´1 ` j∆Xq “ gpLn´1q

j´1
ź

i“0

e∆X pξnpLn´1`i∆Xq

where i P N, and j P N`. Taking the rightmost configuration gpLn´1 ` j∆Xq of the segment
j as the initial value of matrix DE (2.2) for segment pj ` 1q, the configuration of any cross
section along the segment pj ` 1q can be obtained. Assembling these solutions one by one, the
integration of DE (2.2) analytically yields

gpXq “ gpLn´1q

´

j´1
ź

i“0

e∆X pξnpLn´1`i∆Xq
¯

epX´Ln´1´j∆XqpξnpLn´1`j∆Xq (3.2)

Inserting the PLS assumption into (3.2), the position and orientation of any cross section
along the section n at the instant t can be analytically derived only given the strain twists (ξn´1

and ξn).

gpXq “ gpLn´1q

«

j´1
ź

i“0

e
∆X

´

αni
p

ξn´1`βni
p

ξn

¯

ff

e
pX´Ln´1´j∆Xq

”

αnj
p

ξn´1`βnj
p

ξn

ı

“ gpLn´1q

˜

j´1
ź

i“0

e∆XΘni

¸

epX´Ln´1´j∆XqΘnj “ gpLn´1qgnpj´1qgnjpXq fi gpLn´1qgnpXq

(3.3)

with αni “ 1 ´ i∆X
Ln´Ln´1

, βni “
i∆X

Ln´Ln´1
, αnj “ 1 ´ j∆X

Ln´Ln´1
, βnj “

j∆X
Ln´Ln´1

, Θni “

αni
pξn´1 ` βni

pξn and Θnj “ αnj
pξn´1 ` βnj

pξn for segment i and j, where gnpj´1q represents
the rightmost configuration of a segment j along the section n w.r.t. the rightmost coun-
terpart of the section (n ´ 1), and gnjpXq denotes the configuration of any cross section at
X P rLn´1 ` j∆X,Ln´1 ` pj ` 1q∆Xs along segment j w.r.t. the rightmost configuration of
the segment (j ´ 1). Physically speaking, gnpXq stands for the position and orientation of
any cross section at X along the section n w.r.t. the rightmost counterparts of the section
(n´ 1). To satisfy computational accuracy and speed, Taylor series expansion of gnpXq in (3.3)
is performed, and it yields

gnpXq “ gnpj´1q

”

I4 ` pX ´ Ln´1 ´ j∆XqΘnj `
1

θ2
n

´

1´ cos ppX ´ Ln´1 ´ j∆Xqθnq
¯

Θ2
nj

`
1

θ3
n

´

pX ´ Ln´1 ´ j∆Xqθn ´ sin ppX ´ Ln´1 ´ j∆Xqθnq
¯

Θ3
nj

ı

(3.4)
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with θ2
n “K

J
nKn, where θn in (3.4) relates to the angular strain twist Kn of the section n. For

stress-free configuration of the section n, (3.4) becomes

gnpXq “ gnpj´1q pI4 ` pX ´ Ln´1 ´ j∆XqΘnjq

Intuitively, compared to the PCS modeling method where gpXq is only a function of one
strain twist, the model deduced from PLS in (3.3) depends on both ξn´1 and ξn of a certain
section n.

3.3.2 PLS Cosserat Differential Kinematic Model

The differential kinematics aims to find the mapping between the velocity twist along the robot
and the time derivatives of the system state representing deformation twist of the soft arm. In
the same way, the rightmost velocity of any segment j along the section n at the instant t can
be calculated by means of the integral of DE (2.4).

ηpLn´1 `∆Xq “ e´∆XadξnpLn´1qηpLn´1q `

ż Ln´1`∆X

Ln´1

eps´Ln´1´∆XqadξnpLn´1qds 9ξnpLn´1q

ηpLn´1 ` 2∆Xq “ e´∆XadξnpLn´1`∆XqηpLn´1 `∆Xq

`

ż Ln´1`2∆X

Ln´1`∆X

eps´Ln´1´2∆XqadξnpLn´1`∆Xqds 9ξnpLn´1 `∆Xq

“ e´∆XadξnpLn´1`∆Xqe´∆XadξnpLn´1qηpLn´1q

` e´∆XadξnpLn´1`∆Xq

ż Ln´1`∆X

Ln´1

eps´Ln´1´∆XqadξnpLn´1qds 9ξnpLn´1q

`

ż Ln´1`2∆X

Ln´1`∆X

eps´Ln´1´2∆XqadξnpLn´1`∆Xqds 9ξnpLn´1 `∆Xq

ηpLn´1 ` 3∆Xq “ e´∆XadξnpLn´1`2∆XqηpLn´1 ` 2∆Xq

`

ż Ln´1`3∆X

Ln´1`2∆X

eps´Ln´1´3∆XqadξnpLn´1`2∆Xqds 9ξnpLn´1 ` 2∆Xq

“ e´∆XadξnpLn´1`2∆Xqe´∆XadξnpLn´1`∆Xqe´∆XadξnpLn´1qηpLn´1q

` e´∆XadξnpLn´1`2∆Xqe´∆XadξnpLn´1`∆Xq

ż Ln´1`∆X

Ln´1

eps´Ln´1´∆XqadξnpLn´1qds 9ξnpLn´1q

` e´∆XadξnpLn´1`2∆Xq

ż Ln´1`2∆X

Ln´1`∆X

eps´Ln´1´2∆XqadξnpLn´1`∆Xqds 9ξnpLn´1 `∆Xq

`

ż Ln´1`3∆X

Ln´1`2∆X

eps´Ln´1´3∆XqadξnpLn´1`2∆Xqds 9ξnpLn´1 ` 2∆Xq

ηpLn´1 ` j∆Xq “

«

j´1
ź

i“0

e´∆XadξnpLn´1`i∆Xq

ff

ηpLn´1q `

j
ÿ

i“1

#«

j´1
ź

τ“i

e´∆XadξnpLn´1`τ∆Xq

ff
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ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

eps´Ln´1´i∆XqadξnpLn´1`pi´1q∆Xq 9ξn

´

Ln´1 ` pi´ 1q∆X
¯

ds

+

After that, the velocity of each cross section along the section n at the instant t can be analytically
obtained

ηpXq “ e´pX´Ln´1´j∆XqadξnpLn´1`j∆Xq

#

”

j´1
ź

i“0

e´∆XadξnpLn´1`i∆Xq

ı

ηpLn´1q

`

j
ÿ

i“1

”´

j´1
ź

τ“i

e´∆XadξnpLn´1`τ∆Xq

¯

ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

eps´Ln´1´i∆XqadξnpLn´1`pi´1q∆Xq 9ξn

´

Ln´1 ` pi´ 1q∆X
¯

ds
ı

+

`

ż X

Ln´1`j∆X

e´pX´sqadξnpLn´1`j∆Xq 9ξn

´

Ln´1 ` j∆X
¯

ds

(3.5)

For any cross section X at the instant t, (3.5) under the PLS assumption can be formulated
as follows

ηpXq “ e
´pX´Ln´1´j∆XqadΘ_

nj

#

´

j´1
ź

i“0

e
´ad∆XΘ_

ni

¯

ηpLn´1q

`

j
ÿ

i“1

”´

j´1
ź

τ“i

e´ad∆XΘ_nτ

¯

ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

e
ps´Ln´1´i∆XqadΘ_

npi´1qαnpi´1qds
ı

9ξn´1

`

j
ÿ

i“1

”´

j´1
ź

τ“i

e´ad∆XΘ_nτ

¯

ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

e
ps´Ln´1´i∆XqadΘ_

npi´1qβnpi´1qds
ı

9ξn

+

`

ż X

Ln´1`j∆X

e
´pX´sqadΘ_

njαnjds
9ξn´1 `

ż X

Ln´1`j∆X

e
´pX´sqadΘ_

nj βnjds
9ξn

(3.6)

where

e
´pX´Ln´1´j∆XqadΘ_

nj

j
ÿ

i“1

”´

j´1
ź

τ“i

e´ad∆XΘ_nτ

¯

ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

e
ps´Ln´1´i∆XqadΘ_

npi´1qαnpi´1qds
ı

`

ż X

Ln´1`j∆X

e
´pX´sqadΘ_

njαnjds fi Tgn1pXq,

e
´pX´Ln´1´j∆XqadΘ_

nj

j
ÿ

i“1

”´

j´1
ź

τ“i

e´ad∆XΘ_nτ

¯

ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

e
ps´Ln´1´i∆XqadΘ_

npi´1qβnpi´1qds
ı

`

ż X

Ln´1`j∆X

e
´pX´sqadΘ_

nj βnjds fi Tgn2pXq,

and the symbol _ is an operator about mapping a matrix into a vector.
According to the Proposition 2.25 in [131] that eadΘ_ is equivalent to AdeΘ , we know that

the coefficient matrix of the velocity ηpLn´1q of tip at X “ Ln´1 of the section n in (3.6)
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is the exponential in the adjoint representation of the Lie group transformation gnpXq, i.e.,

e
´pX´Ln´1´j∆XqadΘ_

nj p
śj´1
i“0 e

´ad∆XΘ_
ni q “ Ad´1

gnpXq
. We define the coefficient matrices of 9ξn´1

and 9ξn as Tgn1pXq and Tgn2pXq, respectively, (3.6) can be then written as the following concise
form

ηpXq “ Ad´1
gnpXq

ηpLn´1q ` Tgn1pXq
9ξn´1 ` Tgn2pXq

9ξn (3.7)

From (3.7), if we know the strain twists (ξn´1 and ξn) and time derivative of strain twists ( 9ξn´1

and 9ξn) of tips at X “ Ln´1 and X “ Ln, the velocity of any cross section X at the instant t
along the section n can be recursively derived.

Due to the same reason, the rightmost acceleration of any segment j of the section n along
the soft manipulator can be computed at the instant t.

9ηpLn´1 ` j∆Xq “

«

j´1
ź

i“0

e´∆XadξnpLn´1`i∆Xq

ff

9ηpLn´1q `

j
ÿ

i“1

#«

j´1
ź

τ“i

e´∆XadξnpLn´1`τ∆Xq

ff

ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

eps´Ln´1´i∆XqadξnpLn´1`pi´1q∆Xqds:ξn

´

Ln´1 ` pi´ 1q∆X
¯

+

`

j
ÿ

i“1

#«

j´1
ź

τ“i

e´∆XadξnpLn´1`τ∆Xq

ff

ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

eps´Ln´1´i∆XqadξnpLn´1`pi´1q∆Xq

adηpsqds 9ξn

´

Ln´1 ` pi´ 1q∆X
¯

+

Considering linearly variable strain twists along a certain section n, and using the property
of Lie algebra that admn “ ´adnm holds for any m and n, the integration of DE (2.5) can be
analytically solved with the appropriate initial value.

9ηpXq “ e
´pX´Ln´1´j∆XqadΘ_

nj

#

´

j´1
ź

i“0

e
´ad∆XΘ_

ni

¯

9ηpLn´1q

`

j
ÿ

i“1

”´

j´1
ź

τ“i

e
´ad∆XΘ_nτ

¯

ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

e
ps´Ln´1´i∆XqadΘ_

npi´1qαnpi´1qds
ı

:ξn´1

`

j
ÿ

i“1

”´

j´1
ź

τ“i

e
´ad∆XΘ_nτ

¯

ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

e
ps´Ln´1´i∆XqadΘ_

npi´1qβnpi´1qds
ı

:ξn

`

j
ÿ

i“1

”´

j´1
ź

τ“i

e
´ad∆XΘ_nτ

¯

ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

e
ps´Ln´1´i∆XqadΘ_

npi´1q adηpsqαnpi´1qds
ı

9ξn´1

`

j
ÿ

i“1

”´

j´1
ź

τ“i

e
´ad∆XΘ_nτ

¯

ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

e
ps´Ln´1´i∆XqadΘ_

npi´1q adηpsqβnpi´1qds
ı

9ξn

+

`

ż X

Ln´1`j∆X

e
´pX´sqadΘ_

nj αnjds
:ξn´1 `

ż X

Ln´1`j∆X

e
´pX´sqadΘ_

nj βnjds
:ξn

`

ż X

Ln´1`j∆X

e
´pX´sqadΘ_

nj adηpsqαnjds
9ξn´1 `

ż X

Ln´1`j∆X

e
´pX´sqadΘ_

nj adηpsqβnjds
9ξn

(3.8)
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where

e
´pX´Ln´1´j∆XqadΘ_

nj

j
ÿ

i“1

”´

j´1
ź

τ“i

e´ad∆XΘ_nτ

¯

ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

e
ps´Ln´1´i∆XqadΘ_

npi´1qadηpsqαnpi´1qds
ı

`

ż X

Ln´1`j∆X

e
´pX´sqadΘ_

nj adηpsqαnjds fi ADgn1pXq

and

e
´pX´Ln´1´j∆XqadΘ_

nj

j
ÿ

i“1

”´

j´1
ź

τ“i

e´ad∆XΘ_nτ

¯

ż Ln´1`i∆X

Ln´1`pi´1q∆X

e
ps´Ln´1´i∆XqadΘ_

npi´1qadηpsqβnpi´1qds
ı

`

ż X

Ln´1`j∆X

e
´pX´sqadΘ_

nj adηpsqβnjds fi ADgn2pXq

For conciseness, the equivalence of the acceleration of each cross section along the section n
in (3.8) conveniently yields

9ηpXq “ Ad´1
gnpXq

9ηpLn´1q `ADgn1pXq
9ξn´1 `ADgn2pXq

9ξn ` Tgn1pXq
:ξn´1 ` Tgn2pXq

:ξn (3.9)

Thus, we can use (3.9) to calculate the acceleration of all cross sections along the section n if we

know the strain twists (ξn´1 and ξn), the time derivative of strain twists ( 9ξn´1 and 9ξn) and the

second-order time derivative of strain twists (:ξn´1 and :ξn) of tips at X “ Ln´1 and X “ Ln.

The relation between the velocity twist ηpXq along the robot and the strain twists (ξn´1

and ξn), and another relation between the acceleration twist 9ηpXq and the strain twists

(ξn´1 and ξn) as well as time derivative of strain twists ( 9ξn´1 and 9ξn) of the tips for the
section n ought to be illustrated in order to derive the subsequent PLS Cosserat dynamic
model. Applying (3.7) from base to tip for all cross sections along the soft manipulator in
the chain, we can obtain the mapping as the geometric Jacobian which is an essential tool
to describe the differential kinematics and dynamics of the PLS Cosserat model. Defining
Sp¨q P R6ˆ6 and 9Sp¨q P R6ˆ6 as the components of the Jacobian matrix and its time partial
derivative, the structural form of Jacobian and its derivative over the length of the soft manipu-
lator can be expressed as Jpξ0, ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξN´1, ξN , Xq “ rS0 S1 S2 S3 ¨ ¨ ¨SN s P R6ˆ6pN`1q,

and 9Jpξ0, ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξN ,
9ξ0,

9ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
9ξN´1,

9ξN , Xq “ r 9S0
9S1

9S2
9S3 ¨ ¨ ¨ 9SN s P R6ˆ6pN`1q, re-

spectively.
The geometric Jacobian represents the relationship between the velocity twists of the

soft robot and the time derivative of the deformations. The generalized strain vector q “

rξ
J

0 , ξ
J

1 , ξ
J

2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξ
J

N s
J P R6pN`1q composed of strain twists of all linear interpolation nodes is

introduced, and the slender soft robot like a cantilever rod selected as an objective is fixed to a
mobile base (the velocity twist of the fixed end ηp0q “ 0). As a result, the discrete model of
velocity (3.7) is equivalent to

ηpXq “ Jpq, Xq 9q (3.10)

Finally, by taking the derivative of (3.10) w.r.t. time t, the acceleration twist 9ηpXq arrives at

9ηpXq “ Jpq, Xq:q ` 9Jpq, 9q, Xq 9q (3.11)

From recursive use of (3.7) and (3.9), the thorough calculations of the Jacobian matrix

Jpq, Xq and its time derivative 9Jpq, 9q, Xq can be obtained, as respectively represented in
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Jpq, Xq “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

0
n

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ N

Tg11pXq
Tg12pXq

loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon

”

S0 S1

ı

06 ¨ ¨ ¨ 06 X P p0, L1s

Ad
´1
g2pXq

Tg11pL1q
Ad
´1
g2pXq

Tg12pL1q
` Tg21pXq

Tg22pXq
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

”

S0 S1 S2

ı

06 ¨ ¨ ¨ 06 X P pL1, L2s

Ad
´1
g3pXq

Ad
´1
g2pL2q

Tg11pL1q
Ad
´1
g3pXq

„

Ad
´1
g2pL2q

Tg12pL1q
` Tg21pL2q



¨ ¨ ¨ Tg32pXq
looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

”

S0 S1 S2 S3

ı

06 ¨ ¨ ¨ 06 X P pL2, L3s

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

N
ź

i“2

Ad
´1
giminpLi,Xq

Tg11pL1q
¨ ¨ ¨ Ad

´1
gN pXq

TgpN´1q2pXq
` TgN1pXq

TgN2pXq
looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

”

S0 S1 S2 S3 ¨ ¨ ¨ SN

ı

X P pLN´1, LN s

(3.12)

9Jpq, 9q, Xq “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

ADg11pXq
ADg12pXq

06 ¨ ¨ ¨ 06

Ad
´1
g2pXq

ADg11pL1q
Ad
´1
g2pXq

ADg12pL1q
` ADg21pXq

ADg22pXq
06 ¨ ¨ ¨ 06

Ad
´1
g3pXq

Ad
´1
g2pL2q

ADg11pL1q
Ad
´1
g3pXq

„

Ad
´1
g2pL2q

ADg12pL1q
` ADg21pL2q



¨ ¨ ¨ ADg32pXq
06 ¨ ¨ ¨ 06

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

śN
i“2 Ad

´1
giminpLi,Xq

ADg11pL1q
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ad

´1
gN pXq

ADgpN´1q2pXq
` ADgN1pXq

ADgN2pXq

(3.13)

(3.12) and (3.13). Note that the components in (3.13) can be denoted by the derivative of the
corresponding counterparts of (3.12) w.r.t. time t. We would like to emphasize that, compared
to PCS method, the deduced Jacobian matrix and its time derivative are significantly different.

3.3.3 PLS Cosserat Dynamic Model

In an effort to deduce Cosserat rod dynamic model corresponding to PDE (2.15), we introduce
the following relation between virtual displacement and the state vector

δφpXq “ Jpq, XqPδqa

with P “

„

I6Nˆ6N

06ˆ6N



P R6pN`1qˆ6N , and δqa “
”

δξ
J

0 δξ
J

1 ¨ ¨ ¨ δξ
J

N´1

ıJ

P R6N , where P is

the selection matrix of the nodal strain twists for the purpose of making the increment of tip
strain twist δξN equal to 0 (i.e., the tip strain twist increment δξN is only constrained by the
boundary condition). The D’Alembert’s principle is then used to calculate the total virtual
works of the Cosserat beam, which allows us to obtain the weak form of (2.15). Substituting
differential kinematic models (3.10) and (3.11) into the weak form, a nonlinear ODE can be
obtained. Remarkably, the resulting ODE holds for @δqJa ‰ 0, and thus the PLS Cosserat
dynamic model yields

˜

PJ

ż LN

0

JJMJdX

¸

:q ´

«

PJ

ż LN

0

JJ
´

adJJ 9qMJ ´M 9J
¯

dX

ff

9q

“ PJ

ż LN

0

JJ
´

F 1
ie ´ adJξF ie

¯

dX `PJ

ż LN

0

JJ
´

F 1
ia ´ adJξF ia

¯

dX

`

˜

PJ

ż LN

0

JJMAd´1
gpXqdX

¸

Ad´1
gr G

(3.14)
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Let us define the coefficient matrices and wrenches in (3.14) as follows:

‚ PJ
şLN
0
JJMJdX “Mpqq, the 6N ˆ 6pN ` 1q mass matrix.

‚ ´PJ
şLN
0
JJ

´

adJJ 9qMJ ´M 9J
¯

dX “ Cpq, 9qq, the 6N ˆ 6pN ` 1q Coriolis matrix.

‚ PJ
şLN
0
JJ

´

F 1
ie ´ adJξF ie

¯

dX “ Fipq, 9qq, the 6N ˆ 1 internal wrench.

‚ PJ
şLN
0
JJ

´

F 1
ia ´ adJξF ia

¯

dX “ Fapqq, the 6N ˆ 1 actuation wrench.

‚ PJ
şLN
0
JJMAd´1

gpXqdX “ Gpqq, the 6N ˆ 6 gravitational matrix.

Thanks to the definition of the internal wrench and PLS assumption, the stiffness and
viscosity matrices can be decoupled from Fipq, 9qq (see simplification details in Appendix B).
The concise formulation can be then written as

Fipq, 9qq “Kpqqpq ´ q0q `Dpqq 9q (3.15)

where Kpqq P R6Nˆ6pN`1q stands for the stiffness matrix, Dpqq P R6Nˆ6pN`1q represents the
viscosity matrix, and q0 “ rξJ00, ξ

J
10, ξ

J
20, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξ

J
N0s

J P R6pN`1q is the undeformed reference
configuration of the slender soft manipulator.

Aside from (3.14), the BCs in (2.9) should be considered. Thus, a new PLS Cosserat dynamic
system is given by

Mpqq:q `Cpq, 9qq 9q ´GpqqAd´1
gr G ´Kpqqpq ´ q0q ´Dpqq 9q “ Fapqq

Γ 9q ` σpq ´ q0q ´FepLN q “ ´F iapLN q
(3.16)

with Γ “ r06ˆ6N ,γpLN qs, and σ “ r06ˆ6N ,ΣpLN qs.
We would like to emphasize that the actuation wrench depends on the type of actuators

used and the distribution of the chosen actuators on the soft manipulator. Taking the soft arm
driven by cables for example, the non-parallel (spiral) cables distribution manner can create
torsion and rotation motion. In this thesis, we generally choose to mount the cables in a special
parallel manner.

Compared to PCS dynamic model where the mass matrix Mpqq is square, the deduced
PLS dynamic model has a non-square Mpqq which is not positive definite. However, by
complementing with the BCs (2.9) and the constitutive law (2.16), a similar Lagrangian model
can be obtained. If the viscosity is not considered in (2.16), i.e., γ “ 0, then it leads to an
algebraic equation in (3.16), which in fact is a differential-algebraic system. This characteristic,
distinguished with the PCS and GVS methods, is exactly due to the PLS assumption.

The states of the PLS Cosserat dynamic system include the generalized strain qptq and its
derivative 9qptq. The following part will introduce how to calculate the coefficient matrices and
wrenches in (3.16). According to the structure of Jacobian matrix (5.4.2) and the property of
piecewise integral, the exhaustive calculation of the mass matrix can be formulated as (3.17)
shown at the bottom of next page, which is applicable to solve the Coriolis matrix Cpq, 9qq due
to the same structure between them. In terms of the computation for 6ˆ 6 element component
of row n and column m in Mpqq, the general element formulation is summarized as

Mpn,mq “

N
ÿ

j“maxpn´1,m´1q

ż Lj

Lj´1

SJn´1MSm´1dX.
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However, it should be noted that if m “ n “ 1 in the above equation, the value of j starts from
1.

The Coriolis matrix is split into two terms including C1pq, 9qq and C2pq, 9qq for calculation.
With the same computation as Mpqq, the general expressions of each 6ˆ 6 element component
of row n and column m in matrices C1 and C2 separately yield

C1pn,mq “ ´

N
ÿ

j“maxpn´1,m´1q

ż Lj

Lj´1

SJn´1adJJ 9qMSm´1dX

C2pn,mq “

N
ÿ

j“maxpn´1,m´1q

ż Lj

Lj´1

SJn´1M 9Sm´1dX.

Likewise, the formulation of the gravitational matrix Gpqq can be derived by implementing
the following computation

Gpqq “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

řN
j“1

şLj
Lj´1

SJ0 MAd´1
gpXqdX

řN
j“1

şLj
Lj´1

SJ1 MAd´1
gpXqdX

řN
j“2

şLj
Lj´1

SJ2 MAd´1
gpXqdX

...
řN
j“i

şLj
Lj´1

SJi MAd´1
gpXqdX

...
řN
j“N´1

şLj
Lj´1

SJN´1MAd´1
gpXqdX

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

Thus, the 6ˆ 6 element component of the row n in the matrix Gpqq is given by

Gpnq “
N
ÿ

j“n´1

ż Lj

Lj´1

SJn´1MAd´1
gpXqdX

Here we need to emphasize that when calculating the first 6ˆ 6 row element component, the
value of j starts from 1.

Mpqq “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

řN
j“1

şLj
Lj´1

SJ0 MS0dX
řN
j“1

şLj
Lj´1

SJ0 MS1dX ¨ ¨ ¨
şLN
LN´1

SJ0 MSNdX

řN
j“1

şLj
Lj´1

SJ1 MS0dX
řN
j“1

şLj
Lj´1

SJ1 MS1dX ¨ ¨ ¨
şLN
LN´1

SJ1 MSNdX

řN
j“2

şLj
Lj´1

SJ2 MS0dX
řN
j“2

şLj
Lj´1

SJ2 MS1dX ¨ ¨ ¨
şLN
LN´1

SJ2 MSNdX

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

řN
j“i

şLj
Lj´1

SJi MS0dX
řN
j“i

şLj
Lj´1

SJi MS1dX ¨ ¨ ¨
şLN
LN´1

SJi MSNdX

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

řN
j“N´1

şLj
Lj´1

SJN´1MS0dX
řN
j“N´1

şLj
Lj´1

SJN´1MS1dX ¨ ¨ ¨
řN
j“N´1

şLj
Lj´1

SJN´1MSNdX

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(3.17)
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Considering the structure of Jacobian matrix and substituting (2.12) into the actuation
wrench lead to

Fapqq “ PJ

ż LN

0

JJ
´

F 1
ia ´ adJξpXqF ia

¯

dX

“

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

řN
j“1

şLj
Lj´1

SJ0

´

Λ1 ´ adJξjpXqΛ
¯

dX
řN
j“1

şLj
Lj´1

SJ1

´

Λ1 ´ adJξjpXqΛ
¯

dX
řN
j“2

şLj
Lj´1

SJ2

´

Λ1 ´ adJξjpXqΛ
¯

dX

...
řN
j“N´1

şLj
Lj´1

SJN´1

´

Λ1 ´ adJξjpXqΛ
¯

dX

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

T

“HpqqT

(3.18)

with ξjpXq “ ξj´1
Lj´X

Lj´Lj´1
` ξj

X´Lj´1

Lj´Lj´1
, where Hpqq P R6Nˆnu is the actuation matrix.

Substituting (3.18) into (3.16), and taking the time derivative of the second equation in
(3.16), the PLS Cosserat dynamic system driven by cables is then given by

„

Mpqq
Γ



:q `

„

Cpq, 9qq
σ



9q ´

„

GpqqAd´1
gr G `Kpqqpq ´ q0q `Dpqq 9q

9FepLN q



“

„

Hpqq
06ˆs



T `

„

06Nˆs

´ΛpLN q



9T

(3.19)

Redefining each term and naming the coefficient matrices of (3.19), the generalized PLS
Cosserat dynamic model can be then formulated as the following general Lagrangian structural
form

Mpqq:q `Cpq, 9qq 9q ´Kpq, 9qq “HpqqT `H 9T (3.20)

with the initial conditions at t “ t0

qpt0q “
”

ξ
J

0 ξ
J

1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξ
J

N

ıJ

and

9qpt0q “
”

9ξ
J

0 ¨ ¨ ¨
9ξ
J

pN´1q ´pΣpξN ´ ξN0q ´Fe `ΛT qJγ´J
ıJ

where Mpqq P R6pN`1qˆ6pN`1q is a positive-definite mass matrix. It is worth noting that
continuous Cosserat rod dynamic formulation of slender soft robots leads to a PDE in the form
of a boundary value problem, however, the PLS dynamic model actuated by cables takes the
form of a nonlinear ODE, which paves the way to the development of the identical model-based
control methods used in the classical rigid robots.

3.3.4 Implicit Implementation

Choosing a proper numerical scheme is important when analyzing and implementing simulations.
The Cosserat models are involved with high-frequency modes (extension and shear) and slow-
frequency modes (bending and torsion). If using explicit time integration methods, the effects of
high-frequency modes of the PLS Cosserat dynamic model may be lost when time step is larger,
while the high modes will pose difficulties for efficient simulation of the slow modes due to the
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small time step [52], which makes the dynamic system fail to achieve accurate simulation in real
time. As a result, an implicit calculation framework for the PLS Cosserat dynamic system is
established to address this issue.

First of all, the continuous time space is divided into discrete intervals: rt0, t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tkts. Then,
let us consider a small time interval rtk, tk`1s, and ∆t “ tk`1 ´ tk. Supposing the matrix Mpqq
in (3.20) over this interval is constant, and adopting the semi-implicit Euler method [62], we
can obtain:

Mpqtkq:qtk`1
“ ´Cpqtk , 9qtkq 9qtk`1

`

„

GpqtkqAd´1
gr G `Kpqtkqpqtk`1

´ q0q `Dpqtkq 9qtk`1

9FepLN q



`HpqtkqT `H 9T

(3.21)

A less expensive method, though less accurate when the timestep is large is used to solve
the system. Consequently, the formulation (3.21) can be re-written as follows:
˜

M `C∆t´

«

K∆2t`D∆t
06ˆ6pN`1q

ff¸

looooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon

Apqtk , 9qtk q

:qtk`1
“

˜

´C `

«

K∆t
06ˆ6pN`1q

ff¸

9qtk `K

looooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon

Bpqtk , 9qtk q

`HpqtkqT `H 9T

9qtk`1
“ 9qtk ` :qtk`1

∆t

The simulation process starts with the cables’ tension T ptq and its time derivative 9T ptq.
Computational efficiency of the dynamic model is significantly improved due to the unconditional
stability of implicit Euler scheme at large time steps. Besides, the PLS Cosserat dynamic system
is numerically solved in MATLAB, and the simulation implementation turns out to be relatively
simple.

3.3.5 Strain Mode Reduction

According to the Cosserat rod theory, the strain twist of any interpolation node ξi could take
any value in the six-dimensional components. However, the internal rod kinematics describing
the motions between the cross sections can be constrained by some restrictions in the usual
application of soft robots. For instance, if we neglect the transverse shear and the extensibility,
and if we use the arc length as label X, one has Q “ p1, 0, 0qJ, and the beam kinematics can
be reduced from the six internal DoFs of a Cosserat beam to the three internal DoFs of those
of a Kirchhoff beam [54]. To tackle these restrictions, we decompose the strain twist of any
interpolation node i, by preserving the same variable order, as

ξi “ Baξ
˚
ia `Bcξ

˚
ic (3.22)

where ξ˚ia P Rni determines the vector field of the free strains (i.e., the number of DoFs ni) of
the interpolation nodes allowed by the rod kinematics, ξ˚ic P R6´ni represents the vector field of
constrained strains, Ba and Bc stand for the complementary selection matrix of 1 and 0 such
that BJaBa “ Ipniqˆpniq, BJc Bc “ Ip6´niqˆp6´niq, and BJaBc “ 0. Since the variable order in ξi
is preserved during the decomposition, thus the matrices Ba and Bc are uniquely determined.

Substituting (3.22) into (3.3), the reduced geometric model can be obtained. For the
constrained soft manipulator, it is necessary to consider the strain twists of all interpolation
nodes. Hence, the generalized strain vector can be expressed as

q “ Baq `Bcq (3.23)
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with Ba “ IpN`1qˆpN`1q b Ba, Bc “ IpN`1qˆpN`1q b Bc, where b represents the Kronecker

tensor product. In such a way, Ba P R6pN`1qˆrnipN`1qs is the generalized selection matrix for

the allowed states, q “
“

ξ˚J0a ξ˚J1a ξ˚J2a ¨ ¨ ¨ ξ˚JNa
‰J
P RnipN`1q includes the allowed DoFs of

the soft manipulator.
For the PLS Cosserat model reduction, the internal elastic wrench should be divided into two

parts: one is constrained wrench in charge of imposing the internal constraints for prohibited
strains, another is the elastic wrench related to the allowed DoFs. Thus, the reduced internal
wrench is given by

F ie “ ΣpXqBapξ
˚
a pXq ´ ξ

˚
i0q ` γpXqBa

9ξ˚a pXq
loooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooon

F˚ie

`BcλpXq (3.24)

where ξ˚a pXq for X P rLn´1, Lns can be obtained by the linear interpolation of allowed strains of
the adjacent nodes, ξ˚i0 is the initial states of allowed strains, λpXq P Rp6´niq is the constrained
wrench.

Inserting (3.23) into (3.10) and (3.11), the reduced PLS Cosserat differential kinematics
models yields

ηpXq “ Jpq, Xq 9q

9ηpXq “ Jpq, Xq:q ` 9Jpq, 9q, Xq 9q

where Jpq, Xq “ Jpq, XqBa P R6ˆrnipN`1qs is the reduced Jacobian matrix. Using the relation
δφpXq “ Jpq, XqPδqa, and substituting the reduced kinematics relations as well as (3.24) into
the weak form (2.15) lead to

ˆ

PT
ż LN

0

J
JMJdX

˙

looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon

Mpqq

:q ´

„

PJ

ż LN

0

J
J
´

adJJ 9qMJ ´M 9J
¯

dX



loooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooon

Cpq, 9qq

9q

“ PJ

ż LN

0

J
J
´

F˚1

ie ´ adJξF˚
ie

¯

dX
loooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon

F ipq, 9qq

`PJ

ż LN

0

J
JFedX

looooooooooomooooooooooon

F epqq

` ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ `PJ

ż LN

0

J
J
´

F 1
ia ´ adJξF ia

¯

dX
loooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon

Fapqq

`PJ

ż LN

0

J
J
´

Bcλ
1
´ adJξBcλ

¯

dX
looooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon

Fλpqq

(3.25)

where P P RnipN`1qˆniN represents a selection matrix, qa “
“

ξ˚J0a ξ˚J1a ξ˚J2a ¨ ¨ ¨ ξ˚JpN´1qa

‰J
P

RniN is composed of allowed DoFs of all strain nodes except those of the free end. In addition,
it is essential to emphasize that the reduced boundary condition can be formulated as

BT
aΣpLN qBapξ

˚
Na ´ ξ

˚
N0q `BJa γpLN qBa

9ξ˚Na “ BJa
`

´F iapLN q `FepLN q
˘

(3.26a)

λpLN q “ BJc
`

´F iapLN q `FepLN q
˘

(3.26b)

All the items except the last one in (3.25) can be obtained by replacing J in (3.14) with JBa.
Next, we focus on how to calculate the following integration item with unknown constrained
wrench λpXq.

F λ “ PJ
ż LN

0

J
J
´

Bcλ
1 ´ adJξBcλ

¯

dX (3.27)
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Theorem 1. For the PLS Cosserat model with full modes, if the strain field is re-formulated
as ξpXq “ ΦpXqqptq, where ΦpXq P R6ˆ6pN`1q is a matrix comprised of coefficient of strain
interpolation nodes via the PLS assumption, then there exists a relationship among three quantities
(i.e., Ba, Φ, and Bc) satisfying the following equality

B
J

aΦJBc “

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

a1pXqB
J
a

`

b1pXq ` a2pXq
˘

BJa
`

bn´1pXq ` anpXq
˘

BJa
...

bN pXqB
J
a

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

Bc “ 0 (3.28)

with anpXq “
Ln´X

Ln´Ln´1
, and bnpXq “

X´Ln´1

Ln´Ln´1
, then the generalized constrained wrench F λ for

the reduced PLS Cosserat relates to the constrained wrench of end cross section.

Proof. Note that we want to prove that F λ is only dependent on the constrained wrench at
X “ LN . At this aim, let us insert (3.10) into (2.4), and it yields

J 1 9q “ ´ adξ J 9q ` 9ξpXq “ ´ adξ J 9q `ΦpXq 9q

which holds for @ 9q ‰ 0, and thus

J
1
“ ´adξJ `ΦpXqBa (3.29)

with

ΦpXq “
“

a1pXqI6 b1pXqI6 a2pXqI6 b2pXqI6 ¨ ¨ ¨ aN pXqI6 bN pXqI6

‰

I
“
“

a1pXqI6 pb1pXq ` a2pXqqI6 b2pXqI6 ¨ ¨ ¨ pbN´1pXq ` aN pXqqI6 bN pXqI6

‰

where I P R12Nˆ6pN`1q is the selection matrix (see Appendix B). Substituting (3.29) into (3.27)
then arrives at

F λ “ PJ

ż L

0

”

pJ
J
Bcλq

1
´ J

1J
Bcλ´ J

J
adJξBcλ

ı

dX

“ PJ

ż L

0

”

pJ
J
Bcλq

1
` J

T
adJξBcλ´B

J

aΦJBcλ´ J
J

adJξBcλ
ı

dX

“ PJ

ż L

0

pJ
J
Bcλq

1dX ´PJ

ż L

0

B
J

aΦJBcλdX

Clearly, the second item in above equation can be removed in accordance with (3.28). Conse-
quently, by using (3.26b), we obtain

F λ “ PJ
pJ
J
Bcλq|

LN
0 “ PJ

J
J
pLN qBcB

J
c

`

´F iapLN q `FepLN q
˘

By combining (3.25) and (3.26), one can easily obtain the reduced model via PLS Cosserat
to model several simplified systems (ni ď 6). An exhaustive reference of the reduced systems
with the complementary selection matrices Ba and Bc for describing different systems is shown
as follows:
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� All strain modes but two curvatures on the Y -axis and Z-axis are neglected for Euler-
Bernoulli (E-B) beam in 3D space.

Ba “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

0 0
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

, Bc “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

� For extensible Kirchhoff (E-K) rod in 3D space, bending, twist and extension modes are
considered.

Ba “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

, Bc “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

� For inextensible Kirchhoff (E-K) rod, only the bending and twist modes are considered.

Ba “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

, Bc “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

� As for Timoshenko beam in 3D space, all modes except twist and extension about X-axis
are included.

Ba “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

, Bc “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

1 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

3.4 Simulation Comparison of Discrete Cosserat Models

This section is devoted to validating the precision of the proposed PLS Cosserat models, by
comparing it with the result obtained via FEM. Moreover, since PLS Cosserat shares the same
local approximation scheme with PCS Cosserat, we will compare as well the precision of PLS
model and PCS model. In addition, a contrast of precision of the reduced models via PLS
Cosserat static model will be implemented. Besides, the computational efficiency of the discrete
Cosserat dynamic model using different numerical schemes (i.e., explicit and semi-implicit Euler
algorithms) will be compared.

3.4.1 Simulation Setup

The comparison is effectuated by simulating a cantilever rod under external forces (for example,
under gravity). The simulated rod is of conical shape and actuated by four cables (see Fig. 3.3),
with total length L “ 0.20 m, base radius Rmax “ 1ˆ 10´2 m, tip radius Rmin “ 5ˆ 10´3 m,
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Young’s modulus E “ 1.1ˆ 105 Pa, shear modulus G “ 3.793ˆ 104 Pa, and density of material
ρ “ 2000 kg{m3. ξ0 “ r0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0s

J
represents the undeformed straight configuration when

the rod is stress-free. Besides, the rod shares the X-axis, Y -axis and Z-axis with the inertial
frame, and thus the map gr between the base frame of the rod and the inertial frame is a 4ˆ 4
identity matrix.

Figure 3.3: The side view of the PLS Cosserat model actuated by four cables.

3.4.2 Comparison of Accuracy for Static Models

FEM can be regarded as a reliable tool (and reference) to verify the modeling result by selecting
finer mesh, since it discretizes the space in a very generic manner without introducing restrictive
assumptions. That is why we used the FEM approach as an alternative of the real soft arm. In
short, the main idea of FEM is to spatially discretize the geometric shape of the rod by using
finite number of finer elements. The geometric model of the cantilever rod is established in
the SolidWorks, and then we use the FEM in COMSOL which is a general FEM software to
obtain its equilibrium position. Specifically, in terms of spatial discretization of the studied rod,
quadrilateral mesh elements are used, and the rod is discretized into 650 elements along the
X-axis regarding the trade-off between accuracy and computation expense. The mesh average
element quality, equals to 0.8033, indicates the high discretization accuracy of the model.

The slender rod modeled by PCS and PLS is divided into three sections, and the length
of each section is separately 9ˆ 10´2 m, 7ˆ 10´2 m and 4ˆ 10´2 m from base to tip. For a
more specific comparison and evaluation, the material and geometric parameters for the discrete
Cosserat models under the same constraints in MATLAB are in accordance with those of the
FEM. From the simulation results, the equilibrium position of the end-effector of the cantilever
rod via FEM under gravity is pe “ r5.8479, 0,´17.8395sJ, as shown in Fig. 3.4a. It took around
14 seconds to complete one simulation because the FEM for large deformation always requires
unnecessary computation. Likewise, we can derive the positions of the end-effector of the discrete
Cosserat static models by using the Newton method. From the perspective of computation
time of discrete Cosserat static models, we observe that the systems can converge in less than
2 seconds (i.e., 1.3 s for PCS, and 1.2 s for PLS) mainly due to the use of the basic idea of
order-model reduction. To intuitively demonstrate the whole shape accuracy of the soft rod
modeled by different modeling methods, the spatial configurations of the models under gravity
have been depicted in Fig. 3.4c which highlights the high deformation similarity of the PLS and
FEM. Comprehensively considering the comparison results among them illustrated in Table 3.1
and Fig. 3.4, we come to a conclusion that the model via the PLS Cosserat modeling approach
fits much better with the FEM compared to the PCS, with the relative error of the end-effector
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position less than 5%. In other words, the PLS Cosserat static model is essentially comparable
to the FEM in terms of accuracy, which can be further verified by the purple PLS configuration
tendency plotted in Fig. 3.4b-c, almost same as the FEM in Fig. 3.4a. Logically, this can
be explained by the fact that the piecewise linear interpolation technique applied to all cross
sections of the model allows the system locally approximate to the deformation behaviors of the
slender soft manipulator in the real scenario.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.4: Simulation comparison of three different modeling methods for the cantilever rod
before and after deformation. (a) FEM in COMSOL. (b) PCS and PLS Cosserat models in
MATLAB. (c) Configuration of the soft manipulator under gravity in 3D space.

Table 3.1: Comparison results of FEM, PCS and PLS static Cosserat models under gravity in
terms of the end-effector position coordinate relative error and computation time.

Modeling method
The position of the

end-effector (Unit:cm)
Position coordinate error

w.r.t. the FEM Computation time
px py pz ex ey ez

FEM 5.8479 0.0000 -17.8395 ˆ ˆ ˆ 14 s
PCS [53] 5.3450 0.0000 -17.1693 -8.60% 0.00 -16.88% 1.3 s

PLS 5.7787 0.0000 -17.8394 -1.18% 0.00 -0.01% 1.2 s
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3.4.3 Comparison of Computational Efficiency for PLS Cosserat Dy-
namic Model using Different Numerical Algorithms

In this part, the numerical analysis of continuous Cosserat dynamics will not be discussed in
detail, as it has been thoroughly described in [127]. As for the PCS Cosserat dynamic model,
the numerical method used was explicit Runghe-Kutta method (using the ode45 function in
MATLAB) [53]. To solve the PLS Cosserat dynamic model, a faster computational scheme
known as semi-implicit Euler method has been employed, which allows for the selection of larger
fixed time step and results in increased computational efficiency during the simulation process.

(a) X-axis. (b) Z-axis.

Figure 3.5: Comparison of end-effector position coordinate and its corresponding absolute error
using explicit Runghe-Kutta (ode45) and semi-implicit Euler methods.

As far as the computational time is concerned, we make the simulation of the PLS dynamic
model only under gravity. The model is numerically solved with four-order Runghe-Kutta
scheme requiring around 116 minutes of calculation, and about 1.4ˆ 106 iterations in order to
calculate 25 s of simulation, which is virtually similar compared to the PCS dynamic model
solved by using the same numerical algorithm. However, it only takes 21 minutes of calculation,
and 25000 time steps of 0.001s each to complete the same time simulation for the implicit Euler
method. Fig. 3.5 shows that the variation with the time of the end-effector position along
X-axis and Z-axis obtained by using the two numerical algorithms are almost the same, and the
absolute error of the end-effector position gradually decreases and fluctuates around 0. Besides,
the end-effector position asymptotically reaches the equilibrium point pe as the simulation time
approaches 25 s because of the existence of the viscosity modulus. The results mentioned above
further elucidate that for the PLS Cosserat dynamics simulation, using the implicit Euler with
much less computation time can achieve almost the same accuracy as the explicit Runghe-Kutta
method. It is worth noting that computational efficiency is significantly improved owing to the
stability of implicit Euler method at a large time step, and this real-time simulation strategy
can be effectively applied for the model-based controller design.

3.4.4 Comparison of the Systems with Different Modes

Based on the aforementioned manipulator parameters setting, different models via the PLS
Cosserat involving Euler-Bernoulli (E-B), extensible Kirchhoff (E-K) and Timoshenko beams are
established by strain mode selection. These beams are fixed at X “ 0, and subject to gravity as
well as an external imposed concentrated load with Ftip “ r0, 0, 0, F, 0, 0s

J (i.e., tension along
X-axis) at X “ LN in the inertial frame, we can then convert the concentrated load to the
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body frame with FepLN q “ Ad´1
gpLN q

Ftip. The static simulation is implemented by increasing

load with increment of 0.05 N at a time. Fig. 3.6a-d displays a contrast of the evolution of the
equilibrium configurations among these beams for several sets of the tip load, and Table 3.2
shows different beams’ end-effector positions versus that of FEM. The results indicate that it
is feasible to remove negligible modes in some particular cases with low-precision requirement,
which contributes to the real-time simulation and control.

(a) Cosserat versus Euler-Bernoulli. (b) Cosserat versus Timoshenko.

(c) Cosserat versus Euler-Bernoulli. (d) E-B, E-K versus Timoshenko.

Figure 3.6: Configuration comparison among different beam models via PLS Cosserat under
external tip loads.

Table 3.2: Comparison results of different beam models via PLS Cosserat w.r.t. FEM under
gravity in terms of end-effector position and its relative error.

Modeling
method

Position of end-effector
(Unit:cm)

Relative error of end-
effector position w.r.t.

FEM (Unit: %)
px py pz ex ey ez

FEM 5.8479 0.0000 -17.8395 ˆ ˆ ˆ

Cosserat 5.7787 0.0000 -17.8394 -1.18 0.00 -0.01
E-B 5.4940 0.0000 -17.7527 -6.05 0.00 -0.49
E-K 5.6925 0.0000 -17.8523 -2.66 0.00 0.07

Timoshenko 5.3596 0.0000 -17.9002 -8.35 0.00 0.34

3.5 Model Parameter Identification

The model parameter identification scheme aims to arrive at an appropriate input-output
relationship of the model by combining information derived from the experiment with that
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obtained from the mechanical behavior of the model. In practice, the exact values of the physical
parameters are typically unknown or difficult to derive even for the soft robot manufacturers.
Besides, even though there is full knowledge of the model and sufficient data available, an exact
description is most often not desirable. Therefore, it is necessary and important to identify the
physical parameters for a soft robot conveniently and accurately.

To reach this goal, we present three identification frameworks for the physical parameters of
the PLS Cosserat model. The first two methods are for the model with uniform or nonuniform
shape under the assumption that the generalized strain vector is measurable. From these two
schemes, we can obtain the analytical solutions of the parameters to be identified. The last
identification method aims to use the optimization-based approach to identify the parameters of
the studied soft manipulator.

3.5.1 Uniform Cosserat Rod

In this part, we will perform the derivation of the material and geometric parameters of the
PLS Cosserat model with the columnar shape (i.e., the manipulator is uniform in shape).
Subsequently, the identified parameters are validated by the numerical simulation.

3.5.1.1 Algorithm Framework

By setting the generalized joint velocity and acceleration in the dynamic model (3.20) to zero,
we can obtain the following model which can be used to achieve model physical parameters
identification. It is given by

PJ

ż LN

0

JJ
´

F 1
ie ´ adJξF ie

¯

dX `PJ

ż LN

0

JJMAd´1
gpXqAd´1

gr GdX “ ´HpqqT (3.30a)

ΣpLN qpξN ´ ξN0q “ ´ΛpLN qT (3.30b)

Substituting (2.16) into (3.30a) yields

PJ

ż LN

0

JJ
”

ΣpξpXq ´ ξ0q
1
´ adJξΣpξpXq ´ ξ0q

ı

dX `PJ

ż LN

0

JJMUpqqdX “ ´HpqqT (3.31)

with Upqq “ Ad´1
gpXqAd´1

gr G P R6, where Σ and M are constant diagonal matrices. Considering

the correlation of elements of the stiffness matrix (i.e., Jx “ Jy ` Jz), the number of parameters
to be identified can be then reduced. Therefore, the vector Σ “ pGJx, EJy, EJz, EA,GAq

J

composed of elements from the screw stiffness matrix is defined as the identified quantity.
Substituting the PLS assumption into the generalized elastic wrench in (3.31) arrives at

PJ

ż LN

0

JJ
”

diagpξpXq ´ ξ0q
1
´ adJξ pdiagpξpXq ´ ξ0qq

ı

dXI1Σ

“ PJ
N
ÿ

n“1

ż Ln

Ln´1

JJdiag
“

pξn´1 ´ ξpn´1q0qapXq
1
` pξn ´ ξn0qbpXq

1
‰

dXI1Σ

´PJ
N
ÿ

n“1

ż Ln

Ln´1

JJadJξndiag
“

pξn´1 ´ ξpn´1q0qapXq ` pξn ´ ξn0qbpXq
‰

dXI1Σ

“ PJ
N
ÿ

n“1

ż Ln

Ln´1

JJdiag

„

`

apXq1I6 bpXq1I6

˘

ˆ

ξn´1 ´ ξpn´1q0

ξn ´ ξn0

˙

dXI1Σ

´PJ
N
ÿ

n“1

ż Ln

Ln´1

JJadJξndiag

„

`

apXqI6 bpXqI6

˘

ˆ

ξn´1 ´ ξpn´1q0

ξn ´ ξn0

˙

dXI1Σ

“ A1pqqI1Σ
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with anpXq “
Ln´X

Ln´Ln´1
, bnpXq “

X´Ln´1

Ln´Ln´1
, and

I1 “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P R6ˆ5

where diagp¨q returns a square diagonal matrix with the elements of the vector on the main
diagonal. For the same reason as the screw stiffness matrix, the vector M “ pρJy, ρJz, ρAq

J

consisted of elements from the mass matrix is defined as the identified quantity. Therefore, the
equation (3.30) is then equivalent to

„

A1pqq

diagpξN ´ ξN0q



I1

loooooooooooomoooooooooooon

Apqq

Σ`

„

B1pqq
06ˆ6



I2

loooooomoooooon

Bpqq

M “ ´

„

Hpqq
ΛpLN q



loooomoooon

Hpqq

T

with B1pqq “ PJ
şLN
0
JJdiagpUpqqqdX, and

I2 “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

1 1 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P R6ˆ3

For each test, we assume that the strain vector q is measurable. By implementing multiple
tests, the physical parameters of the model can be then obtained. In order to determine the
identified parameters, N sets of tests are performed, and this amounts to the following expression:

»

—

—

—

–

Apq1q Bpq1q

Apq2q Bpq2q

...
...

ApqN q BpqN q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

θ “ ´

»

—

—

—

–

Hpq1qT1

Hpq2qT2

...
HpqN qTN

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(3.32)

with θ “
”

Σ
J MJ

ıJ

P R8. According to the least square method (LSM), the physical

parameters estimation pθ of the PLS Cosserat model can be analytically derived.

pθ “ pKJKq´1KJC (3.33)

with

K “

»

—

—

—

–

Apq1q Bpq1q

Apq2q Bpq2q

...
...

ApqN q BpqN q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

, C “ ´

»

—

—

—

–

Hpq1qT1

Hpq2qT2

...
HpqN qTN

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

Finally, the geometric and material parameters of the PLS Cosserat model can be formulated
as

pΣ “ diagpI1
pΣq

xM “ diagpI2
xMq
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3.5.1.2 Simulation Validation

The slender soft manipulator modeled by PLS Cosserat is divided into three sections, and
actuated by four cables. The geometric and material parameters of the PLS Cosserat model
in MATLAB is as follows: total length L “ 0.20 m, cross-sectional radius R “ 1.5ˆ 10´2 m,
Young’s modulus E “ 1.1ˆ 105 Pa, shear modulus G “ 3.793ˆ 104 Pa, and material density
ρ “ 2000 kg{m3. By implementing 5 sets of different tests, we can determine the stiffness and
mass matrices of the model. As illustrated from Table 3.3, the relative error of identification
results of the model parameters is within ˘0.3%.

Table 3.3: The parameter identification results of the model with columnar shape.

Parameters to be identified Real value Estimation Unit Relative error(%)

GJx 3016.3352 3015.8936 10´6Pa ¨m4 -0.03
EJy 4373.6860 4372.3236 10´6Pa ¨m4 -0.02
EJz 4373.6860 4373.3741 10´6Pa ¨m4 -0.01
EA 7775.4418 7774.5101 10´2Pa ¨m2 -0.01
GA 2681.1868 2680.9676 10´2Pa ¨m2 -0.01
GA 2681.1868 2680.9676 10´2Pa ¨m2 -0.01
ρJx 0.0160 ˆ 10´2kg ¨m ˆ

ρJy 0.0080 ˆ 10´2kg ¨m ˆ

ρJz 0.0080 ˆ 10´2kg ¨m ˆ

ρA 1.4137 1.4134 kg{m -0.21

From Table 3.3, we can observe that the estimation algorithm cannot identify the parameters
including ρJx, ρJy and ρJz. By analysis and validation, these parameters are unnecessary for
parameter estimation of the PLS Cosserat static model, which is mainly due to the model only
under gravity not presenting torque.

3.5.2 Nonuniform Cosserat Rod

In engineering, the shape of the most soft robots is not always uniform, and the PLS Cosserat
approach has taken fully into account the variation with X of the stiffness matrix ΣpXq and
mass matrix MpXq. The approximate functions of geometric parameters on the arc length X
can be obtained by employing several methods such as the N -order polynomial, radial basis
function (RBF), etc.

In an effort to determine the geometric and material parameters of the PLS Cosserat model
with conical shape, supposing that Young’s modulus E, density of material ρ and shear modulus
G of the rod are always constant along the soft manipulator, we can then apply the polynomials
to approximate the parameters (i.e., the second moment of area tensor J pXq and cross-sectional
area ApXq).

3.5.2.1 Algorithm Framework

In the light of the relation between the area moment of inertia and radius as well as that between
cross-sectional area and radius, the different order of polynomials are used to formulate the
second moment of area tensor and the cross-sectional area, and they become
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JypXq “ a0 ` a1X ` a2X
2 ` a3X

3 ` a4X
4

JzpXq “ b0 ` b1X ` b2X
2 ` b3X

3 ` b4X
4

JxpXq “ pa0 ` b0q ` pa1 ` b1qX ` pa2 ` b2qX
2 ` pa3 ` b3qX

3 ` pa4 ` b4qX
4

ApXq “ d0 ` d1X ` d2X
2

(3.34)

where JypXq and JzpXq refer to the second moments of the area of the cross section with respect
to Y -axis and Z-axis, and JxpXq is the polar moment of the area around the X-axis, equal to
JxpXq “ JypXq ` JzpXq. Thus, the stiffness matrix ΣpXq and mass matrix MpXq can be then
formulated as

ΣpXq “K

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

Gpλ1 ` λ2q 0 0 0 0 0
0 Eλ1 0 0 0 0
0 0 Eλ2 0 0 0
0 0 0 Eλ3 0 0
0 0 0 0 Gλ3 0
0 0 0 0 0 Gλ3

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“KpXqP

MpXq “K

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

ρpλ1 ` λ2q 0 0 0 0 0
0 ρλ1 0 0 0 0
0 0 ρλ2 0 0 0
0 0 0 ρλ3 0 0
0 0 0 0 ρλ3 0
0 0 0 0 0 ρλ3

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“KpXqQ

withKpXq “ I6bk P R6ˆ30, λ1 “
“

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4

‰J
P R5, λ2 “

“

b0 b1 b2 b3 b4
‰J
P

R5. λ3 “
“

d0 d1 d2 0 0
‰J
P R5, and λ3 “ Γλ3 with

Γ “

»

—

—

—

—

–

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P R5ˆ3, λ3 “

»

–

d0

d1

d2

fi

fl

where k is a row vector, equal to k “
“

1 X X2 X3 X4
‰

P R1ˆ5, and the symbol b
represents the Kronecker tensor product.

Substituting (2.16) into (3.30a) yields

PJ

ż LN

0

JJ
”

ΣpXqpξpXq ´ ξ0q
1
`Σ1pXqpξpXq ´ ξ0q ´ adJξΣpXqpξpXq ´ ξ0q

ı

dX ` ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ `PJ

ż LN

0

JJMpXqUpqqdX “ ´HpqqT

(3.35)

with

Σ1pXq “Kd

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

Gpλ1 ` λ2q 0 0 0 0 0
0 Eλ1 0 0 0 0
0 0 Eλ2 0 0 0
0 0 0 Eλ3 0 0
0 0 0 0 Gλ3 0
0 0 0 0 0 Gλ3

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“KdpXqP
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where KdpXq “ I6 b kd P R6ˆ30 with the row vector kd “
“

0 1 2X 3X2 4X3
‰

.

It can be clearly seen that the screw stiffness matrix ΣpXq and its space derivative can be
decomposed into the product of the matrix function of X and a constant matrix to be identified.
Due to the correlation of elements of the stiffness matrix, the number of parameters to be identified

can be reduced. Therefore, we can define the vector P “ pGpλ1`λ2q
J, EλJ1 , Eλ

J
2 , Eλ

J

3 , Gλ
J

3 q
J

composed of elements from the constant matrix P as the quantity to be identified. Then, plugging
the stiffness matrix and its space derivative into the internal wrench in (3.35), we have

PJ

ż LN

0

JJ
”

K
´

diagpξpXq ´ ξ0q
1
b I5

¯

`Kd

´

diagpξpXq ´ ξ0q b I5

¯

` ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ ´ adJξ

´

K
´

diagpξpXq ´ ξ0q b I5

¯¯ı

dXI1Λ1P

“ PJ
N
ÿ

n“1

ż Ln

Ln´1

JTK
!

diag
”´

apXq1I6 bpXq1I6

¯

ˆ

ξn´1 ´ ξpn´1q0

ξn ´ ξn0

˙

ı

b I5

)

dXI1Λ1P

`PJ
N
ÿ

n“1

ż Ln

Ln´1

JJ
´

Kd ´ adJξnK
¯!

diag
”´

apXqI6 bpXqI6

¯

ˆ

ξn´1 ´ ξpn´1q0

ξn ´ ξn0

˙

ı

b I5

)

dXI1Λ1P

“ A1pqqI1Λ1P

with

I1 “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

I5 05 05 05 05

05 I5 05 05 05

05 05 I5 05 05

05 05 05 I5 05

05 05 05 05 I5

05 05 05 05 I5

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P R30ˆ25, Λ1 “

»

—

—

—

—

–

I5 05 05 05ˆ3 05ˆ3

05 I5 05 05ˆ3 05ˆ3

05 05 I5 05ˆ3 05ˆ3

05 05 05 Γ5ˆ3 05ˆ3

05 05 05 05ˆ3 Γ5ˆ3

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P R25ˆ21

For the same reason as the stiffness matrix, the vector Q “ pρλJ1 , ρλ
J
2 , ρλ

J

3 q
J composed

of elements from the constant matrix Q is defined as the identified quantity. In this end, the
equation (3.30) arrives at

„

A1pqq

KpLN qdiagpξN ´ ξN0q b I5



I1Λ1

looooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon

Apqq

P `

„

B1pqq
06ˆ30



I2Λ2

loooooooomoooooooon

Bpqq

Q “ ´

„

Hpqq
ΛpLN q



loooomoooon

Hpqq

T

with B1pqq “ PJ
şLN
0
JJK rdiagpUpqqq b I5s dX, and

I2 “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

I5 I5 05

I5 05 05

05 I5 05

05 05 I5

05 05 I5

05 05 I5

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P R30ˆ15, Λ2 “

»

–

I5 05 05ˆ3

05 I5 05ˆ3

05 05 Γ5ˆ3

fi

fl P R15ˆ13

Here, we suppose that the generalized strain vector qi of the soft manipulator driven by
cables for the ith test is measurable. Selecting multiple testing samples, the geometric and
material parameters can be then determined. In order to obtain the identified parameters, a set
of N pairs of observations is used to find a function relating the value of the dependent variable
to the value of independent variable. Based on the selected training samples, the regression
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equation can be formulated as

»

—

—

—

–

Apq1q Bpq1q

Apq2q Bpq2q

...
...

ApqN q BpqN q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

θ “ ´

»

—

—

—

–

Hpq1qT1

Hpq2qT2

...
HpqN qTN

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(3.36)

with θ “
”

P
J

Q
J
ıJ

P R34. The least square method (LSM) defines the parameters identifica-

tion as the value that minimizes the sum of squared errors between the observations and their
counterparts computed by the parameterized model for all tests, which is equivalent to

Jppθq “
1

2

N
ÿ

i“1

pΨi ´Ki
pθq2 “

1

2
pΨ´KpθqJpΨ´Kpθq

“
1

2
pΨJΨ´ pθJKJΨ´ΨJKpθ ` pθJKJKpθq

(3.37)

with

K “

»

—

—

—

–

K1

K2

...
KN

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

—

–

Apq1q Bpq1q

Apq2q Bpq2q

...
...

ApqN q BpqN q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

, Ψ “

»

—

—

—

–

Ψ1

Ψ2

...
ΨN

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“ ´

»

—

—

—

–

Hpq1qT1

Hpq2qT2

...
HpqN qTN

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

where Jppθq represents the sum of squared errors which is the quantity to be minimized. Taking

the partial derivative of Jppθq with respect to pθ, we have

BJppθq

Bpθ
“

1

2
p´2KJΨ` 2KJKpθq

Therefore, the geometric and material parameters estimation pθ of the PLS Cosserat model
with the nonuniform shape can be analytically derived when KJK is non-singular.

pθ “
”

pP
J

pQ
J
ıJ

“ pKJKq´1KJΨ (3.38)

From (3.38), we have

pP “ diagpI1Λ1
pP qpI6 bEq, pQ “ diagpI2Λ2

pQqpI6 bEq

with the column vector

E “
“

1 1 1 1 1
‰J
P R5

Finally, we can derive the estimation of the stiffness and mass matrices as follows

pΣpXq “KpXq pP

xMpXq “KpXq pQ
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3.5.2.2 Simulation and Verification

The PLS Cosserat model with conical shape is divided into three sections, resulting in 24
linear equations if implementing one test. However, there are 34 parameters to be identified
for the system. Thus, at least 2 sets of tests need to be performed in order to achieve the
parameter identification algorithm. The simulated rod has the same parameter settings as those
in Section 3.4.1, which are total length L “ 0.20 m, base radius Rmax “ 1ˆ 10´2 m, tip radius
Rmin “ 5 ˆ 10´3 m, Young’s modulus E “ 1.1 ˆ 105 Pa, shear modulus G “ 3.793 ˆ 104 Pa,
and density of material ρ “ 2000 kg{m3.

Selecting 5 sets of tests involving T1 “ r1, 0, 0, 0s
J

, T2 “ r0, 0.5, 0, 0s
J

, T3 “ r0, 0, 0.5, 0s
J

,

T4 “ r0, 0, 0, 0.5s
J

and T5 “ r0, 0, 0, 0s
J

, calculating their associated strain vector qi by means
of the Newton-Raphson method, and substituting these testing samples into (3.38), we can then
determine the identified parameters of the PLS Cosserat, as illustrated in Fig. 3.7.

(a) The stiffness matrix. (b) The inertia matrix.

Figure 3.7: Comparison results between the real value and estimation of material and geometric
parameters for the soft manipulator with the nonuniform shape.

The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed parameter identification algorithm
is not only feasible but also highly precise. In regard to the estimation of the stiffness matrix,
all the components can be accurately identified, as shown in Fig. 3.7a. However, as for the
estimation of the mass matrix xMpXq plotted in Fig. 3.7b, only the component ρA is identifiable.
This is mainly due to the gravity acceleration located in the negative Z-axis, which results in
the vector composed of the matrix Bpqq post-multiplying by the components ρλ1 and ρλ2 from
Q always equal to zero. It should be emphasized that these parameters are not necessary for
this case. To put it another way, the parameters (i.e., Jx, Jy and Jz) included in the matrix
MpXq can be negligible for the PLS Cosserat static model, which has also been verified by the
simulation.

The model parameter identification schemes mentioned above are dependent on the general-
ized strain vector q. It is essential to emphasize that measuring q in practical applications is
challenging due to the limitations of strain sensors. To overcome this difficulty and achieve the
model parameter identification in practice, we can add more sensors along the soft manipulator
to calculate q, and then use (3.33) or (3.38) to determine the identified parameters. Alternatively,
another method is to solve a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem based on the end-effector
position obtained through the magnetic sensor, which we will focus on in the following.
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3.5.3 Optimization-Based Approach for Model Parameter Identifica-
tion

Unlike the two previously proposed parameter identification methods for uniform and nonuniform
rods, this scheme is based on the measurement of the end-effector position since the position
vector can be easily acquired by using the magnetic position sensor.

To achieve the model parameter identification, it is assumed that N sets of different experi-
ments are effectuated and the objective is to seek optimal parameters to minimize the difference
between the real measured end-effector position and that obtained from simulation, by satisfying
of course the PLS Cosserat static model. Consequently, the proposed identification framework
can be formulated by the following NLP problem:

arg min
δ“pθ,q1,q2,¨¨¨ ,qN q

fpδq “
N
ÿ

i“1

}pi ´ pei}
2
2

s.t.

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

Kpθ, q1q ´ Fapq1q “ 0

Kpθ, q2q ´ Fapq2q “ 0
...

Kpθ, qN q ´ FapqN q “ 0

(3.39)

with

Kpθ, qiq “

„

´Kpqiq
σ



pqi ´ q0iq ´

„

GpqiqAd´1
gr G

FepLN q



, Fapqiq “

„

Hpqiq
´ΛpLN q



T ,

where pi “ Wgpqi, LqΥ implies the end-effector position in the ith experiment with W “
“

I3 0
‰

and Υ “
“

03 1
‰J, gpqi, Lq stands for the position and orientation of the end-effector

in the ith experiment, with qi being the strain vector, θ represents those parameters to be
identified, pei is the ith experimental measurement of the end-effector position.

Remark 3. It is worth noting that the number of sections N is pre-chosen in the proposed
optimization algorithm since we are interested in identifying the material-related parameter, such
as Young’s modulus. However, the value of N might be also treated as model parameter to be
optimized for the proposed PLS Cosserat model. This will in fact lead to a nonlinear parameter
identification problem, which can be handled via a two-stage method. The basic idea of such an
approach is to fix firstly the value of N and to solve the optimization problem (3.39) in the first
stage. Once the objective function can not be minimized within the prescribed tolerance, then in
the second stage we can set N to N ` 1 and repeat the first stage until the optimal number of
the sections N is found to minimize the cost function by well satisfying the tolerance.

The parameter vector θ consists of the Young’s modulus E, shear modulus G and density
of material ρ to be identified, noted as θ “

“

E G ρ
‰

. To solve the above NLP problem,
the Newton-type method is used by attempting to find the optimal solution δ˚ which can
generally satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions that there exist multiplier vectors

λ
˚
P R6NpN`1q such that the following equations hold:

5δLpδ˚,λ
˚
q “ 0

λ
˚
‰ 0

Hpδ˚q “ 0
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with
L “ fpδq `HpδqJλ

Hpδq “
“

H1pθ, q1q
J H2pθ, q2q

J ¨ ¨ ¨ HN pθ, qN q
J
‰J

where Hipθ, qiq “ Kpθ, qiq ´ Fapqiq is the static model in the ith experiment, L represents the
Lagrange function, and λ is the Lagrangian multiplier vector.

Remark 4. The Newton-type algorithm is sensitive to the choice of initial guess. Note that if a
minimum exists, it is not necessarily unique. In other words, there may be an infinite number
of feasible points that meet the KKT conditions and are thus minima. However, regardless of
the number of local minima, there is always a unique optimal solution (if it exists). To obtain
the material parameters of soft manipulator accurately and efficiently, the determination of the
initial variable δ0 composed of material parameters and configuration of the manipulator should
be mentioned. In general, it is recommended to start the iteration with estimates that are close
to the true parameter values. Following this criterion, we refer to the initial guesses of material
parameters (i.e., Young’s modulus E, shear modulus G and density ρ) of the soft manipulator
provided by manufacturers, and choose the undeformed reference straight shape of the arm as
initial configuration. When the material parameters are not available from robot manufacturers,
we can guess an initial value according to the properties of the material, and then allow the
algorithm to run multiple times in order to determine the optimality of the solution for this NLP
problem.

3.6 Experimental Platform and Model Validation

3.6.1 Illustration of Experimental Platform

(a) Soft manipulator prototype and position sensors
distribution.

(b) Experimental setup for the model-based con-
trol.

Figure 3.8: Experimental setup for the model parameter identification and control of the slender
soft manipulator.

A soft manipulator prototype, similar to that used in the simulation, was designed to carry
out the material parameter identification of the PLS Cosserat model by the real input-output
relationship obtained from the experimental setup. The exact geometric parameters of the
studied manipulator are illustrated in Fig. 3.8a. And several 3D-printed rigid rings are mounted
along the soft manipulator to minimize friction between the cables and a single conical piece
of silicone. The casting material of the manipulator we used is an isotropic silicone rubber
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Table 3.4: Experimental samples for identification algorithm.

Order of Cables’ tension End-effector position measured

experiment (Unit: N) by the sensor (Unit: cm)

1 r0, 0, 0, 0sJ r15.77, 0.03,´10.10sJ

2 r0, 0, 0, 0.98sJ r17.73, 0.02,´6.44sJ

3 r0.98, 0, 0, 4.90sJ r6.85,´4.77, 7.20sJ

4 r0, 0, 0, 1.96sJ r18.31, 0.01,´1.90sJ

5 r1.96, 0, 0, 1.96sJ r13.09,´9.24,´2.46sJ

6 r0.98, 0, 0, 0sJ r14.72,´4.20,´9.78sJ

with unknown material parameters (i.e., Young’s modulus, and density of material) which are
needed to be identified by using the proposed parameter identification scheme. In addition,
the experimental platform includes the MATLAB environment on the laptop, the Polhemus
magnetic position sensor attached to the robot’s tip, the micro controller, and also the actuation
system, as shown in Fig. 3.8b.

The investigated soft manipulator is controlled by 4 cables mounted through it from base to
tip, and the cables are respectively driven by different weights, as shown in Fig. 3.9. To obtain
the position of any waypoint along the soft manipulator, the magnetic sensors are placed on
the corresponding position depicted in blue point in Fig. 3.8a, and for this purpose, a long and
conical hole was made along the whole length of the arm.

Figure 3.9: Several snapshots of the different experiments for implementing model parameter
identification.
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3.6.2 Model Validation and Discussion

Figure 3.10: Configuration comparison between simulation and experiment under different cables’
tension. (a) T “ r0, 0, 0, 2.94s

J
. (b) T “ r0, 0, 1.96, 1.96s

J
. (c) T “ r0.98, 0, 0, 2.94s

J
.

The model validation which determines whether the model is proper enough for its intended
use is implemented. Six sets of experiments are performed to acquire the position information
of end-effector under the effect of different loads exerted by weights equivalent to the cables’
tension. Table 3.4 provides specific input and output values of the experiments, and the position
as well as orientation of the manipulator in several cases are displayed in Fig. 3.9. Subsequently,
the experimental outputs obtained by the position sensor are utilized to realize the proposed
parameter identification algorithm, and thus the material parameters θ can be calculated.

It should be pointed out that the proposed parameter identification scheme for the PLS
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Cosserat model has been established to identify the material-related parameter θ. Thus, if we
swap one soft manipulator to another with the same material, or change the configuration of
the same robot with the same material, then it is not necessary to repeat the experiments.

The material-related parameters obtained by solving the NLP problem (3.39) are as follows:
Young’s modulus E “ 2.563ˆ105 Pa, shear modulus G “ 8.543ˆ104 Pa, and density of material
ρ “ 1.41ˆ 103 kg{m3.

Table 3.5: Different experiments for PLS Cosserat model validation.

Order of the

control input

Cables’ tension

(Unit: N)

Average of the waypoints

along the soft arm measured by

the position sensors (Unit: cm)

X “ 6.4 X “ 12.8 X “ 19.2

1 (10 times) r0, 0, 0, 2.94sJ

»

—

—

—

–

6.15

0.10

´0.60

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

12.29

0.06

´0.66

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

16.81

0.03

2.87

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

2 (10 times) r0, 0, 1.96, 1.96sJ

»

—

—

—

–

5.91

0.93

´1.03

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

10.97

3.96

´2.56

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

12.96

9.42

´2.55

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

3 (10 times) r0.98, 0, 0, 2.94sJ

»

—

—

—

–

6.24

´0.57

´0.55

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

11.83

´2.40

´0.58

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

14.97

´6.03

2.53

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

4 (10 times) r0, 0, 2.94, 6.86sJ

»

—

—

—

–

4.89

1.75

1.95

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

3.96

5.16

4.74

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

1.50

3.69

2.37

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

5 (10 times) r0, 0, 0, 5.88sJ

»

—

—

—

–

6.30

0.06

0.84

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

8.68

0.15

5.84

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

4.28

0.12

6.89

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

After that, model validation is performed to verify the accuracy of the PLS Cosserat model
with the identified parameters. It should be emphasized that the loading conditions (e.g.
order-method of applies loads) have a minor or negligible impact on the results. To avoid
these uncertain disturbances in the experiments, we repeated 10 times for each input, and
then recorded the average of the representative waypoints at X “ 6.4 cm, X “ 12.8 cm and
X “ 19.2 cm along the soft manipulator, respectively. Five different groups of control inputs and
average of outputs presented in Table 3.5 are selected to compare the position and orientation
of the soft arm between the experiments and simulations. The comparison results demonstrate
the position vectors at different waypoints along the PLS Cosserat model are almost the same
as those of the experiments in three cases illustrated in Fig. 3.10. As for the remaining two sets
of experiments, there are larger absolute errors of the selected waypoints between the model
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and manipulator than those from the other three cases, which may be due to the occurrence of
tiny pleats on the silicone surface caused by relatively larger cables’ tension.

(a) X-axis (b) Y -axis

(c) Z-axis

Figure 3.11: The illustration of absolute errors of the different waypoints (i.e., X “ 6.4 cm,
X “ 12.8 cm, X “ 19.2 cm,) for the PLS Cosserat model and soft prototype under five different
sets of control inputs.

The absolute errors of the typical waypoints of the model with respect to those of the
experiments are all within ˘5 mm, as shown in Fig. 3.11, further showing the effectiveness of
the parameter identification method and the accuracy of the PLS Cosserat model.

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, a PLS Cosserat model for the slender soft manipulator has been developed for
the first time, which combines the strengths of the PCS and GVS Cosserat models. This method
depends on a rigorous mathematical framework via the Lie group theory which facilitates a
natural coupling of the position and the orientation variables, exhibits an important advantage
over avoiding the difficulty in the parameterization of rotation matrix, and contributes to the
dynamics modeling of soft manipulators.
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The PLS Cosserat static model has been compared with the discrete models reported in the
published literature, showing comparable to the FEM and even better results than the PCS
Cosserat model in terms of accuracy. In addition, the comparison results of computational
efficiency for PLS Cosserat dynamic model solved by adopting both the implicit Euler and
explicit Runghe-Kutta methods indicate that there is a significant improvement of the PLS
dynamics simulation using implicit Euler method in terms of computation time. All in all, as
proved in Section 3.4, the PLS Cosserat model shows great potential to be universally applied
to the modeling of slender soft manipulators in the real scenario.

The optimization-based parameter identification scheme of PLS Cosserat model can be
described as a NLP problem with several nonlinear equality constraints, which is applicable to
identify the material-related parameters of the soft manipulators with arbitrary cross-sectional
shape and actuation manner. To carry out the model validation, we designed a soft manipulator
prototype, and established the experimental platform. Both simulation and experiment results
indicate the proposed scheme is capable of predicting the position along the manipulator with
high precision, and provides a foundation for developing the model-based controllers.

Although quite general, the other two parameter identification frameworks proposed in
Section 3.5 present a severe limitation that has not yet be addressed. In particular, the
assumption of the measurable generalized strain vector allows us to identify the physical
parameters of the PLS Cosserat model via (3.33) and (3.38). However, it is rather difficult to
acquire the strain of the soft manipulator in practical applications. To address this issue, we
will propose a state estimation strategy to estimate the generalized strain vector, which will be
introduced in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

PLS Cosserat Static
Model-Based Control for Slender
Soft Manipulator

4.1 Introduction

Static/Kinematic model-based controllers are the most widely developed strategies for control
of soft continuum robots. Although many researchers have proposed in-depth investigations of
control techniques based on different modeling methods (e.g., CC, PCC, FEM, etc.), model-based
control schemes for soft robotics have remained an active research topic with several challenges
such as improved accuracy, robustness, and adaptability.

The PLS Cosserat model is capable of providing an excellent level of accuracy when handling
extreme deformations of the soft slender manipulator, and simultaneously it has low computa-
tional complexity due to the utilization of the minimum number of DoFs. Consequently, this
modeling technique is easy to implement and friendly to model-based control design.

Until now, to our best of knowledge, there have been few control schemes via the Cosserat
models (either static, or dynamic). In this chapter, we will focus on the local and global control
of end-effector position of the cable-driven soft manipulator depicted in Fig. 3.8a based on the
PLS Cosserat static model, respectively.

In summary, compared to other static or kinematic model-based control schemes for slender
soft robots, the contents of this chapter include:

1. A brief introduction of the PLS Cosserat static model suitable to end-effector position
control.

2. The PLS Cosserat model-based controller design, theoretical convergence proof as well as
experimental validation for the control of the end-effector position of the soft manipulator
in a certain sub-workspace.

3. A hybrid approach to globally control the end effector of the cable-driven soft manipulator
by unifying PLS Cosserat static model and neural network in order to track the fixed point
or different trajectories within its whole workspace, and several physical experimental
evaluations for the performances of the proposed controller.
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4. The use of the state estimation method to calculate the Jacobian matrix between the
actuator space and the task space such that the classical pseudo-inverse method can be
directly applied to the robust controller design.

4.2 PLS Cosserat Static Model

As stated in Section 3, the PLS Cosserat method is a spatial discretization technique for solving
the differential equations. For the Cosserat models, the strain field can be re-formulated as

ξpXq “ ξ0 `ΦpXqqptq

where ΦpXq P R6ˆ6pN`1q for the PLS Cosserat is a generalized matrix comprised of coefficient
matrices of the strain interpolation nodes. According to (3.16) in Section 3.3.3, the generalized
PLS Cosserat static model can be obtained, which can be written as the following nonlinear
algebraic equation [132]

Kq `Gpqq “HT (4.1)

with

K “

„

K
ΣpLN qΦpLN q



, Gpqq “

„

GpqqAd´1
gr G

´FepLN q



, H “ ´

„

H
ΛpLN q



.

Remark 5. We would like to emphasize that the stiffness matrix K is independent of the rod
state q due to a linear constitutive law used for the material modeling. Likewise, considering the
boundary condition and simplification approach of K, the actuation matrix H is also not related
to q. Due to PLS assumption, the accurate modeling result can be achieved with less DoFs
compared to the common PCS Cosserat modeling technique even for complicated deformations.
Remarkably, by means of the PLS Cosserat method, the static system with the boundary condition
is converted into an equivalent but simplified nonlinear algebraic equation (4.1) with a finite
number of DoFs, which significantly facilitates the analysis and design of control laws.

Remark 6. For the soft slender manipulator modeled by PLS Cosserat, the strain-stress relation
is linear, with constant Young’s modulus. Therefore, the stiffness matrix in the constitutive law is
independent of the 6ˆ 1 strain twist. In the PLS framework, all types of deformation, including
compression/elongation, can be modeled. It is true that the linear strain-stress assumption will
introduce certain approximation error in the static PLS model, especially when large deformation
occurs. Such an approximation error might be eliminated or attenuated by closed-loop control.

4.3 Local Controller Design within An Individual Sub-
workspace

4.3.1 Local Robust Controller Design

To achieve the manipulator’s motion control within a certain sub-workspace, a locally valid
closed-loop controller is derived first. Note that we are interested in the end-effector position
control of the manipulator, and the problem can be considered as an output tracking of the
following nonlinear Cosserat static model

Kq `Gpqq “HT (4.2a)

ppqq “ P gpq, Lq E (4.2b)
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with P“
“

I3 0
‰

, E “
“

03 1
‰J, where gpq, Lq stands for the position and orientation of the

end-effector, ppqq implies the measurable end effector position which needs to be controlled with
well pre-defined matrices P and E.

Assumption 3. For the soft manipulator investigated in the Fig. 3.8a, it is assumed that

1. the workspace of the soft manipulator is bounded, i.e., ppqq P Ξ, where Ξ stands for the
workspace boundedness.

2. the control input T is physically bounded, i.e., T P T , where T “ T 1 ˆ T 2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ T nu

with T i “
“

T imin, T
i
max

‰

being the minimal and maximal tension bounds of the ith cable for
i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu.

3. the control input T and output ppqq are differentiable, i.e., ppqq,T P C8.

Based on the PLS Cosserat static model (4.2), the derivative relation between the end-effector
position ppqq and the cables’ tension T can be deduced as follows:

9ppqq “ Γpqq 9T (4.3)

where Γpqq P R3ˆ4 takes the partial derivative of p with respect to T , and represents a Jacobian
matrix which is a measurement of the mechanical coupling between end-effector position and
the actuators.

4.3.1.1 Analytical Solution of Γ

The calculation of Γpqq will be exhaustively deduced. According to its definition, Γpqq can be
formulated as

Γpqq “
Bppqq

BT
“
Bppqq

Bq

Bq

BT
“ pqqT (4.4)

In the light of the matrix representation of the velocity twist pηpq, Lq of the end-effector, the
linear velocity V pq, Lq in the local frame can be derived

V pq, Lq “ R´1pq, Lq 9ppqq “ P pηpq, Lq E

with pηpq, Lq “ g´1pq, Lq 9gpq, Lq, we then calculate the term pηpq, LqE

pηpq, Lq E “ g´1pq, Lq 9gpq, Lq E “ g´1pq, Lq
Bgpq, Lq

Bq
pI4 b 9qq E

Using the definition of the configuration matrix gpq, Lq, the above equation is re-formulated
and yields

pηpq, Lq E “

„

R´1pq, Lq ´R´1pq, Lqppqq
0 1



»

–

BRpq, Lq

Bq

Bppqq

Bq
0 0

fi

fl

„

0
9q



“

”

R´1pq, Lq
Bppqq

Bq
9q 0

ıJ

Substituting the above equation of pηpq, LqE in the linear velocity 9ppqq, we achieve the
following expression of 9ppqq

9ppqq “ Rpq, LqP pηpq, Lq E “
Bppqq

Bq
9q (4.5)
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Combining the definition of velocity twist with (3.10), the relation between velocity twist
ηpq, Lq and geometric Jacobian Jpq, Lq is given by

ηpq, Lq “
“

ΩJpqq pR´1pq, Lq 9ppqqqJ
‰J
“ Jpq, Lq 9q

which arrives at
9ppqq “ Rpq, Lqr03 I3s Jpq, Lq 9q (4.6)

Using the expressions (4.5) and (4.6), the following equation can be deduced

Bppqq

Bq
9q “ Rpq, Lq r03 I3s Jpq, Lq 9q

Accordingly, the partial derivative of ppqq with respect to q is given by

pqpqq “
Bppqq

Bq
“ Rpq, Lq r03 I3sJpq, Lq “ r03Rpq, LqsJpq, Lq

Using the principle of variable separation, the derivative of (4.2a) with respect to T is
equivalent to

˜

K `
BrGpqqs

Bq

¸

Bq

BT
“H

It is then supposed that the cables are installed in a manner such that the matrix

˜

K` BrGpqqs
Bq

¸

deduced is invertible, then the partial derivative of q with respect to T can be written as

qT “
Bq

BT
“

˜

K `
BrGpqqs

Bq

¸:

H

where p¨q: implies the pseudo-inverse of p¨q. Finally, the analytical solution of the matrix Γ
yields

Γpqq “ pqpqqqT “ r03 Rpq, Lqs Jpq, Lq

˜

K `
BrGpqqs

Bq

¸:

H (4.7)

Remark 7. It is worth noting that, for any desired position pr P Ξ, there always exists T P T
such that the end-effector position p can be driven to pr. Consequently, this implies that Γpqq
defined in (4.4) is right invertible, i.e., D Γ´1

R P R4ˆ3 such that ΓΓ´1
R “ I3. Compared to other

methods (such as FEM, PCC, PCS, etc.), the PLS Cosserat model can obtain analytical input-
output relationship of the slender soft robots accurately with low dimension, which is favorable to
realize control objective in real time.

4.3.1.2 Control Law and System Stability Proof

Given a known end-effector position p˚ P Ξ associated to a pair pq˚,T ˚q satisfying (4.1), we
denote its equilibrium neighborhood as N pq˚,T ˚q P Ξ. Then, for any end-effector position
pptq P Ξ and a given desired end-effector position pr P N , the objective of our work is to design
a robust controller T ptq such that pptq Ñ pr as tÑ8.
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When designing such a controller, the main difficulty is that the generalized strain vector
q is generally not measurable in practice, thus conventional kinematic model-based control
methods which require the knowledge of Γpqq in real time, such as pseudo-inverse, cannot be
directly applied in this study. To overcome this difficulty, the following proposes to approximate
Γpqq around its equilibrium pq˚,T ˚q by a constant matrix Γ0pq

˚q which can be analytically
computed due to the knowledge of the pair pq˚,T ˚q in advance, and then design a robust
controller based on Γ0pq

˚q.
Concretely, according to the deduced input-output relation (4.3), the following robust

controller is designed:

9T “ ´λΓ´1
0Rpq

˚qe (4.8)

where λ ą 0, e “ pptq ´ pr. Then, the following result theoretically ensures the convergence of
pptq to the desired constant position pr.

Theorem 2. For any pptq P N and a desired pr P N satisfying (4.2), if the following inequality
is satisfied:

}∆ΓΓ´1
0R}2 ď ε ă 1 (4.9)

where ∆Γpqq “ Γpqq ´ Γ0pq
˚q, then with the proposed controller (4.8), pptq P Ξ can asymptoti-

cally converge to pr P Ξ, i.e., limtÑ8 }pptq ´ pr}2 “ 0.

Proof. Note that we want to prove eptq Ñ 0 when t Ñ 8, and this is equivalent to prove
V peq Ñ 0 when t Ñ 8, where V peq is a Lyapunov function defined as V peq “ eJe{2. Then,
taking the derivative of V peq w.r.t. time t yields

BV

Bt
“ 9V “ eJ 9e “ eJ 9p “ eJΓ 9T

“ ´λeJ pΓ0 `∆ΓqΓ´1
0Re

“ ´2λV ´ λeJ∆ΓΓ´1
0Re

Consequently, if (4.9) holds, we can come to a conclusion that

9V ď ´2λV ` λeJεe “ ´2λ p1´ εqV “ ´2λβV ă 0

with λ ą 0 and β “ 1´ ε ą 0, which guarantees that V exponentially converges to 0. Thus, we
can derive that eptq exponentially converges to 0.

Remark 8. In Theorem 2, the inequality of (4.9) implies that the approximation of Γpqq by
Γ0pq

˚q should be close in the norm sense. For the trajectory tracking problem, the detailed proof
of the convergence by using the same controller (4.8) can refer to [32]. Furthermore, we would

like to emphasize that it is possible to replace 9T “ ´λΓ´1
0Re by 9T “ ´λΓJ0 e in order to avoid the

inverse calculation of Γ0. For this, by the same idea of V , we can prove as well the convergence
of e to 0.

4.3.2 Closed-Loop Experiments on Soft Prototype

Several experiments were conducted on the soft manipulator shown in Fig. 3.8 to demonstrate the
capabilities of the proposed controller, which mainly consist of point-to-point test, time-varying
trajectory tracking tests, and robustness analysis under temporary and permanent disturbances.
Also, the related video demonstration is available 1.

1Video demonstration: https://1drv.ms/v/s!Ak7hK-nVdKMei1zE-wEtbS1piJ_7?e=bqQOUm
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4.3.2.1 Point-to-Point Test

Table 4.1: Equilibrium points selected from its workspace.

Equilibrium points A B C D E
Xpcmq 15.431 15.822 10.885 14.967 13.921
Y pcmq 4.330 -5.454 9.104 -4.483 0.000
Zpcmq 3.391 -0.460 -5.494 -6.372 -8.788

In this test, 4 different equilibrium points (see Table 4.1) from its bounded workspace (pr P Ξ)
were selected as the desired points to follow for the soft manipulator. The experimental results
have been depicted in Fig. 4.1. It can be clearly seen that the end-effector position of the arm
converges to its desired points with a comparable tracking precision through the proposed control
scheme. When following the paths (A-B-C, and D-E), despite the presence of small overshoot
in the X-axis direction, the soft manipulator is always able to rapidly converge to the targeted
points within 2 s. However, the soft arm converges very slowly in the X-axis direction of the
segment D, and takes about 8 s to stabilize from point C to point D. For this phenomenon, we
think it occurs since there exists the difference between the real Jacobian matrix and the matrix
Γ0 obtained from the local linearization of the PLS Cosserat just at the point E.

Figure 4.1: The results of point-to-point test by using the proposed controller.

4.3.2.2 Trajectory Tracking Tests

In this experiment, the manipulator was expected to track the circular and star-shaped trajecto-
ries using the proposed controller with a fixed Γ0 obtained from the PLS Cosserat static model.
The results are displayed in Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, which indicate that the end-effector of
the manipulator was capable of rapidly reacting to the different slowly time-varying trajectories.
To put it another way, the proposed controller is of high feasibility and effectiveness for the
manipulator moving around its workspace.
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Figure 4.2: Time-varying circular trajectory tracking in X-Z plane by using the proposed
controller.

Figure 4.3: Time-varying circular trajectory tracking in Y -Z plane by using the proposed
controller.

Figure 4.4: Time-varying star-shaped trajectory tracking by applying the proposed controller.
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4.3.2.3 Robustness Analysis

As we all know, the need for a closed-loop control strategy is more important in the presence of
external disturbances. To prove that our model-based controller proposed is robust to external
disturbances, we carried out the following tracking tasks with external disturbances.

Figure 4.5: From the left, the permanent disturbance by adding a TMNT under the soft
manipulator, followed by the temporary disturbance by touching the manipulator with hand.

Permanent disturbance: The manipulator carrying a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
(TMNT) (0.032 kg) which can be regarded as an externally permanent disturbance was following
a slowly time-varying circular trajectory, as shown on the left of Fig. 4.5. In view of the results
from Fig. 4.6, the end-effector of the soft manipulator steadily tracks the trajectory, which
demonstrates that the closed-loop control scheme via the PLS Cosserat static model can resist
the externally permanent disturbances.

Temporary disturbance: The manipulator reaches the point D from the initial equilibrium
position E. The externally temporary disturbances from different directions are exerted on the
manipulator with hand displayed on the right of Fig. 4.5, and then we observe whether the
manipulator can return to D. From the results of Fig. 4.7, the end-effector of the manipulator
quickly converges to the point D, which shows great robustness of the proposed controller
against temporary disturbances.

Figure 4.6: The behavior of the manipulator for tracking time-varying circular trajectory in
Y –Z plane under permanent disturbance.
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Figure 4.7: The behavior of the manipulator for reaching the target point in X–Y –Z axis with
temporary disturbances.

Remark 9. Compared to the other model-based control schemes (such as FEM-based controller
[133]), there exist several advantages for the PLS Cosserat static-based controller: the analytical
solution of the model can be obtained, which significantly reduces the model computation time
and achieves real-time control; the static model via the PLS assumption has a good accuracy
and much less DoFs. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that such a robust static
model-based controller is proposed, theoretically proved and experimentally validated on the
designed soft prototype.

4.3.3 Discussion and Limitations

The Cosserat model of the soft manipulator accounts for the large deformations due to extension,
shear, bending and torsion, and builds on top of the Cosserat rod theory whose differential
equations are formulated on the Lie group.

Based on the PLS Cosserat static model, the local controller has been designed for the soft
manipulator in its sub-workspace. Then, the control system stability has been proven by a
constructed Lyapunov function, and the result indicates that the control scheme can always
guarantee the exponential convergence of the end-effector position of the soft manipulator
towards the desired reference point or trajectory. Finally, the experimental validation has been
implemented by controlling the soft manipulator to track the slowly time-varying trajectories
within its available workspace, which corroborates the high accuracy and great robustness of
the proposed controller.

In conclusion, the proposed local control scheme can be used in specific unstructured
environments for the soft manipulators to perform some positioning tasks with high precision.
However, the local controller for the soft manipulator in a specific sub-workspace is not necessarily
suitable to the control in another sub-workspace, it is therefore essential to put forward a global
controller which is valid in its whole workspace.
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4.4 Global Control of Soft Manipulator by Unifying
Cosserat and Neural Network

In order to achieve the global control of soft manipulator via the PLS Cosserat static model, this
section aims to globally (i.e., for all admissible q) approximate Γpqq in advance, and thus design
a robust pseudo-inverse controller, based only on the measurement of end-effector position, to
realize the global control of p.

Concretely, we propose to divide the whole workspace WE into several sub-workspaces,
denoted as Wi ĎWE , i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m, where m represents the number of the sub-workspaces,
as shown in Fig. 4.8, choose a representative equilibrium point pi P Wi from the ith sub-
workspace, and calculate its associated Jacobian matrix Γi in advance. Subsequently, the global
approximation of Γpqq will be realized via a neural network (with parameter αi to be trained) as

Γpqq “ pΓppq “
m
ÿ

i“1

αippiqΓi

where Γi represents the ith representative Jacobian matrix.
In summary, to design the presented global controller by unifying PLS Cosserat static model

and neural network, the following 4 questions need to be answered:

Q1: How to estimate and divide the global workspace WE?

Q2: For each sub-workspace, how to calculate the corresponding Γi?

Q3: With the pre-calculated Γi, how to construct the neural network to approximate Γpqq?

Q4: With the obtained approximation pΓ, how to design a robust controller to realize the global
control objective of p?

Figure 4.8: Sub-workspaces and their associated configurations for the soft manipulator.

In the following, we firstly present a workspace estimation and decomposition approach for
the PLS Cosserat model, which provides the benefit for the soft robotic applications mainly
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related to their control. Next, an optimization approach is presented to solve the inverse PLS
Cosserat statics for the purpose of computing Γi. After that, a neural network based strategy
for the offline estimation of the Jacobian matrix between the input and output of the soft
manipulator in its whole workspace is proposed. Finally, we design a closed-loop feedback
controller, provide the theoretical convergence proof, and carry out the experiments on the
studied soft manipulator to validate the control performance.

4.4.1 Workspace Estimation and Decomposition

The subject of workspace determination has been widely studied by the soft robotic community,
which includes all its equilibrium points where the end-effector of soft robots can reach. The goal
of this subsection is to estimate and decompose the feasible workspace of the soft manipulator
based on the PLS Cosserat model by using the optimization-based approach [134]. The workspace
WE of the robot’s end-effector can be defined as

WE “
 

p P R3|p “ PgpqqE,Kq `Gpqq “HT ,@T P T
(

where T “ T 1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ T nu with T i “
“

T imin, T
i
max

‰

being the minimal and maximal tension
bounds of the ith cable for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu.

To obtain the correct estimation of the whole workspace, an optimization-based method is
implemented on the soft manipulator that has been modeled by the PLS Cosserat approach. As
a result, the whole workspace estimation algorithm can be formulated as

arg min
qpiq, T piq

}ppqpiqq ´ Epiq}22

s.t.

#

Kqpiq `Gpqpiqq ´HT piq “ 0

T piq P T

(4.10)

with

ppqpiqq “ PgpqpiqqE

Epiq “ δpiqx δpiqy δpiqz E0

where Epiq represents the selected radiating vector outside of the workspace WE , E0 is the

initial radiating vector, δ
piq
x,y,z stand for the basic rotation matrices about the x-, y-, and z-axis,

respectively. The detailed algorithm procedures of the optimization-based method along with
the scheme to address the non-convexity problem (i.e., how to accurately determine the interior
boundary of the workspace) can be found in [134]. Eventually, we can estimate the corresponding
end-effector workspace for the studied soft manipulator by solving the minimization problem
(4.10).

With the obtained whole workspace WE , the scheme of workspace decomposition will be then
introduced. In terms of two different points pi P WE and pi`l P WE , for l “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , S (any
point around pi), the Jacobian matrices (i.e., Γi, and Γi`l) corresponding to the end-effector
positions (i.e., pi, and pi`l) can be obtained, respectively. Thus, we propose the following
decomposition rule along the workspace surface to determine whether pi and pi`l belong to the
same sub-workspace or not:

SgnpΓiq “ SgnpΓi`lq (4.11)

where the symbol Sgnp¨q applies the conventional sign function to the matrix via an element-wise
way. The sign for the elements of the Jacobian matrix Γ represents the directional relation
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between cables’ tension and end-effector position. If the rule formulated in (4.11) holds, then pi
and pi`l will be classified into one sub-workspace Wi where pi is defined as the representative
equilibrium point of the sub-workspace. Otherwise, the two distinct sub-workspaces will be
generated for pi and pi`l, respectively. Through the comparison of the elements’ sign from the
Jacobian matrices around all equilibrium points in WE iteratively, we can finally decompose
the whole workspace of the slender soft manipulator via the PLS Cosserat into m different
sub-workspaces.

4.4.2 Calculation of Γi for the ith Sub-Workspace

To compute Γi, we need to know the analytical formula of Γpppqqqq and the corresponding strain
value of q for a given equilibrium end-effector position pi P Wi which in fact is the well-
known problem of inverse static model. The analytical formula of Γi has been deduced in
subsection 4.3.1.1, and then we will present how to solve the inverse PLS Cosserat static model.

With the analytical formula of Γpqq in (4.7), for a given pi PWi, if we can solve the inverse
statics of (4.2) to get the associated qi, then we can obtain the value of Γi for Wi. Therefore,
the following presents how to solve this inverse problem within an optimization framework.

For a given end-effector position pd, the first intuitive approach to solve the inverse statics
is to minimize the following cost function

arg min
pq, T q

}ppqq ´ pd}
2
2

s.t.

#

Kq `Gpqq “HT

T P T

(4.12)

with ppqq “ PgpqqE, where } ¨ } denotes the standard Euclidean norm. Theoretically, multiple
solutions might exist for the above optimization problem, which heavily depends on the initial
guess values of q and T .

In order to overcome the issue of multiple solutions, we propose to integrate the minimum
potential energy principle into the minimal distance based cost function, since such a principle
guarantees a unique configuration of any mechanical system in a static equilibrium. Motivated
by this idea, for the given end-effector position pd with its associated strain configuration q, the
corresponding elastic potential energy PE and gravitational potential energy PG of total length
L of the soft manipulator can be written as

PE “
1

2

ż L

0

qJΦJΣpXqΦqdX

and

PG “
ż L

0

OJ
pXqMpXqGdX

where Opsq “ r0J3ˆ1 p
JpXqsJ represents the position vector of each cross section with respect

to the inertial frame. Consequently, the inverse problem is solved by minimizing the following
cost function

arg min
pq, T q

}ppqq ´ pd}
2
2 ` βpPE ` PGq

s.t.

#

Kq `Gpqq “HT

T P T

(4.13)
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with β being the positive weight.
To handle the inequality constraint in (4.13), the nonlinear interior point method [135] is

used. Specifically, adding the logarithmic barrier function B to the objective function in order to
remove the inequality constraints, the original NLP problem (4.13) can be then approximately
re-formulated as

arg min
x“pq, T , µq

}ppqq ´ pd}
2
2 ` βpPE ` PGq ´ µB

s.t. Kq `Gpqq “HT
(4.14)

with

µ “
“

µ1 . . . µ2nu

‰

, B “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

logpT 1 ´ T 1
minq

...
logpTnu ´ Tnuminq

logpT 1
max ´ T

1q

...
logpTnumax ´ T

nuq

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

,

where µ is the barrier parameter vector. The Newton-type method is then used to find the
optimal solution x˚ of such an optimization problem with the nonlinear equality constraints.

4.4.3 Global Estimation of Γpqq via Neural Network

Inspired by the thought of Section 4.4.2, a series of Jacobian matrices corresponding to the
representative end-effector positions of the m sub-workspaces are computed to construct a

set of matrix basis, represented by Γ “
“

ΓJ1 ΓJ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ΓJm
‰J
P R3mˆnu , and the weight

vector αppq “
“

α1ppq α2ppq ¨ ¨ ¨ αmppq
‰

P R1ˆm is then defined. Finally, we propose to

use the matrix basis Γ obtained from the PLS Cosserat model to globally approximate Γpqq
corresponding to the arbitrary end-effector position p while its associated weight vector αppq
will be determined via a trained neural network. In other words, for any end-effector position
p PWE in the whole workspace, its associated Jacobian matrix approximation problem can be
then transformed to a regression one, and it yields

pΓppq “
m
ÿ

i“1

αippqΓi

To obtain the value of αppq, we use the radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) which
is a commonly used three-layer feedforward network. Next, I will present how to approximate
the parameter αppq. According to the input-output relation (4.3), the regression problem can
be then formulated as the following linear optimization one:

arg min
WT

f “
k
ÿ

j“1

}pj ´ pj´1 ´
`

m
ÿ

i“1

αippjqΓi
˘

pTj ´ Tj´1q}
2
2 (4.15)

with
αJppjq “W

Jhppjq

hppjq “
“

h1ppjq h2ppjq ¨ ¨ ¨ hnppjq
‰J

hlppjq “ exp

ˆ

´
}pj ´ cl}

2

2b2l

˙

, l “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n.
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where pj P R3 is the end-effector position vector selected, k represents the number of the training
samples, WJ P Rmˆn is the estimated weight matrix, n is the number of the neurons, and
hppjq P Rn with hlppjq being the Gaussian kernel function of the lth neuron, cl and bl are the
center and width of the Gaussian kernel function, respectively.

From the objective function of (4.15), we try to find the data pairs of (Tj , Tj´1) and
(pj , pj´1). To generate the training data sets, we start from an equilibrium point j and change
a little cable’s tension from Tj to Tj´1, and then the end-effector position will be changed from
pj to pj´1. In this way, we can obtain a set of training data. We can select k points and repeat
this operation to generate multiple training data sets. Finally, the gradient descent method is
used to solve the above optimization problem.

Remark 10. It must be pointed out that one possible solution is to approximate the Jacobian
matrix Γpqq by using for example back propagation (BP) neural network as presented in [136].
Nevertheless, it is susceptible to getting stuck in local minima during the optimization process,
and more prone to over-fitting, especially when the data is scarce. In this section, we use a
hybrid strategy of both the PLS Cosserat model and RBFNN to calculate the approximation
of Γpqq, which effectively ensures accurate control since it takes full advantage of the model
information. On the one hand, the offline calculation method of the Jacobian matrix Γpqq by
using the RBFNN greatly improves control accuracy since RBFNN can avoid local minima,
over-fitting, and better approximate the real Jacobian matrix. On the other hand, compared to the
FEM-based gain-scheduling control of a soft trunk robot [137], this method globally approximates
Γpqq of any end-effector position u P WE, and allows the soft manipulator to track different
time-varying trajectories in real time.

4.4.4 Global Controller Design

Specifically, according to the deduced input-output relationship in (4.3), a robust controller
(valid for the whole workspace) for the soft manipulator is developed in this subsection. The
feedback control law is designed as follows

9T “ pΓ´1
R ppqp´λ1e´ λ2

ż t

0

edsq (4.16)

where λ1 P R3ˆ3 and λ2 P R3ˆ3 are constant diagonal, positive-definite matrices of feedback
gains; pΓ´1

R represents the right inverse of pΓ; e “ p´pr with pr being a slow reference end-effector
position signal. With the introduced notations, (4.3) can be written as

9e “ ´pλ1e` λ2

ż t

0

edsq ´∆ΓpΓ´1
R pλ1e` λ2

ż t

0

edsq (4.17)

with Γ “ pΓ`∆Γ, where ∆Γ represents the estimation error of the Jacobian matrix.

Assumption 4. With enough samples to train the RBFNN described in Section 4.4.3, it is
assumed that there exists a constant ε ą 0 such that

}Υ} ď ε, @T P T (4.18)

with Υ “

«

∆ΓpΓ´1
R 03

03 ∆ΓpΓ´1
R

ff

P R6ˆ6, where }Υ} represents the spectral norm of matrix Υ, and

ε is a prescribed approximation accuracy error. It is worth noting that the smaller ε is, the more
accurate Jacobian matrix we have obtained by using RBFNN.
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Theorem 3. In terms of the studied soft manipulator described by (4.3), for given λ1, λ2, there
exist symmetric positive-definite matrices P and Q that fulfill the Lyapunov equation

PA`AJP “ ´2Q, (4.19)

with A “

„

03 I3

´λ2 ´λ1



, if the approximation accuracy error ε satisfies

ε ď
λminpQq

λmaxpPq}B}
, (4.20)

with B “

„

03 03

´λ2 ´λ1



, the proposed controller (4.16) can then drive any p PWE to the desired

constant position pr PWE, i.e.,
lim
tÑ8

}pptq ´ pr}2 “ 0

Proof. To prove the stability of the system, we introduce the state variable: ζ “

„

şt

0
eds
e



. Then,

the system (4.17) can be re-written as the following state-space representation:

9ζ “ Aζ `ΥBζ

Note that we want to prove ζptq Ñ 0 when t Ñ 8, and this is equivalent to prove V pζq Ñ 0
when tÑ8, where V pζq is a Lyapunov function defined as

V pζq “ ζJPζ

Then, the derivative of V pζq w.r.t. time t yields

BV

Bt
“ 9V “ ζJP 9ζ ` 9ζJPζ “ ζJ

`

PA`AJP
˘

ζ ` ζJ
`

PΥB`BJΥJP
˘

ζ

Logically, if both (4.19) and (4.20) hold, we can conclude that

9V “ ´2ζJQζ ` 2ζJPΥBζ ď ´2ζJQζ ` 2}PΥB}ζJζ

ď ´2ζJQζ ` 2λmaxpPq}ΥB}ζJζ ď ´2ζJQζ ` 2
λmaxpPq

λminpQq
}ΥB}ζJQζ

ď ´2

ˆ

1´
λmaxpPq

λminpQq
}Υ}}B}

˙

λminpQq

λmaxpPq
ζJPζ ď ´2

ˆ

1´ ε
λmaxpPq

λminpQq
}B}

˙

λminpQq

λmaxpPq
V ă 0

which guarantees that V exponentially converges to 0. Thus, we can derive that ζptq exponentially
converges to 0.

4.4.5 Experimental Testing on the Soft Manipulator

First of all, we describe the parameters setting of workspace estimation, and parameter tuning of
RBFNN-based optimization as well. Next, a series of experiments are conducted to demonstrate
the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed controller. In the end, the experimental
comparison between the local control scheme which is only valid in a certain sub-workspace
and the global controller suitable for the whole workspace is carried out, and the related video
demonstration is available 2.

2Video demonstration: https://1drv.ms/v/s!Ak7hK-nVdKMei1so43zW4C57rJyZ?e=Cj4kF3
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4.4.5.1 Experimental Description

Figure 4.9: The whole workspace of the investigated soft manipulator.

Fig. 3.8b shows an overview of the control system of the soft manipulator. As for the optimization-
based approach, we propose to discretize the angles with a discretization step size of 0.05 Radian
(Unit), 200 successive rays with respective direction vector Epiq, i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 200 emanating at
angular intervals of the angles γx “ γy “ γz “ 2π{200 from the initial radiating point which is
exterior to the workspace. In this case, the PLS Cosserat model is divided into three sections.
Finally, the whole workspace of the cable-driven soft manipulator shown in Fig. 4.9 can be
obtained.

Figure 4.10: From the left, the distribution of the representative end-effector position selected
from all sub-workspaces, followed by the front view of the representative positions.
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According to the proposed decomposition rule (4.11), the whole workspace was finally divided
into 8 sub-workspaces where the 8 representative end-effector position points (as illustrated in
Fig. 4.10) that are respectively distributed in their corresponding sub-workspace can be chosen.
Calculating their associated strain vector by using the inverse model, we can then acquire 8
Jacobian matrices to form a matrix basis for estimating (offline) Γpqq corresponding to any
end-effector position p PWE . In our test, the number of neurons required for the approximation
of the matrix Γpqq is determined by recording the achievable control performance with a given
number of neurons, and then, increasing the number of neurons until the desired tracking effects
are obtained. Initially, 9 neurons are used, and it is subsequently increased to 24 to get better
performance. During the training process, the estimated weight matrix in (4.15) is initialized
to zero, and the center of each neuron depends on the representative end-effector position pi.
In order to well train the RBFNN, we tried to evenly choose 20 sample points in the whole
workspace of the manipulator. For each sample point, we can then collect 4 groups of data pairs
near itself by applying a small perturbation to each cable. Thus, 80 sets of data pairs can be
obtained to train the RBFNN.

4.4.5.2 Experimental Testing

To evaluate the performance of the proposed controller with the Jacobian matrix approximation,
different experiments including time-varying trajectory tracking tests and robustness analysis
are conducted on the soft manipulator prototype.

1. Time-varying Trajectory Tracking Tests: In this test, we used the global controller
to track circle and star-shaped slowly time-varying trajectories. The experimental results have
been demonstrated in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12, clearly showing that the soft manipulator can
rapidly track the different slowly time-varying trajectories. Basically, the proposed PLS Cosserat
static model-based controller is feasible and effective for the slender soft manipulator to move in
its global workspace.

Figure 4.11: Circular time-varying trajectory in Y -Z plane by applying the global controller.
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Figure 4.12: Star-shaped time-varying trajectory in Y -Z plane by using the global controller.

2. Robustness Analysis: In an effort to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed
controller, a small Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (TMNT) which can be considered as an
externally permanent disturbance hanged on the soft body. Simultaneously, the temporary
disturbances are exerted on the soft arm with hand. The manipulator reaches the desired point

pr “
“

15.44 4.33 3.40
‰J

from the initial equilibrium point p0 “
“

14.83 0.00 ´7.53
‰J

. It
can be clearly seen from the experimental results depicted in Fig. 4.13 that the proposed
controller is robust in the sense that end-effector of the soft manipulator still returns to the
desired position after a small fluctuation.

Figure 4.13: The robustness validation of the soft manipulator from one point to anther one
under a combination of the temporary and permanent disturbances.

4.4.5.3 Comparison Results and Discussion

It can be observed that the circle and star-shaped trajectories for the global controller tracking
are slightly smaller than those for the local controller tracking designed in Section 4.3, which
may not fully highlight the strengths of the proposed control scheme despite its good tracking
performances. Therefore, to intuitively demonstrate the advantages of the global controller,
we have implemented a comparison of the tracking performance for the time-varying curve
trajectory between the global control scheme and the local controller. The result indicates that
the controller with the constant Jacobian matrix for the soft manipulator to track a slowly
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time-varying curve trajectory around the whole workspace leads to the divergence of the system,
as illustrated by the green line in Fig. 4.14. The tracking effect for the global controller proves to
be excellent since the Jacobian matrices can be obtained when the end-effector position moves
around the whole workspace. Thus, we can conclude that global tracking performance can be
achieved by adding the RBFNN to the controller.

Through the tracking effect over the period of operation of the system, we have found that
the fine motion control with the global controller is extremely useful for the positioning tasks
since it enables all the capabilities of the soft manipulator to be exploited.

Figure 4.14: Tracking effects comparison of the time-varying curve trajectory in 3D space
between the local controller (green line) with a constant Jacobian matrix [132] and the global
controller (red line).

4.4.6 Discussion and Limitations

This section opens, for the first time, the possibility of controlling the soft manipulator via
a hybrid approach of both the PLS Cosserat static model and RBFNN estimation scheme
to approximate the Jacobian matrix between the task space and the actuator space of the
manipulator in its whole workspace, based on which we designed a global controller to control
the end-effector position of the soft manipulator. Experimental results for the soft manipulator
following the fixed point in the presence of external disturbances or moving along different
time-varying trajectories are presented to demonstrate the performance (i.e., feasibility and
robustness). Additionally, the proposed control scheme is independent of any specific robot’s
cross section, and thus it can be easily adapted for controlling a wide range of soft manipulators.

Although the global control of p has been realized in this section, we need to rely on the
RBFNN to approximate the Jacobian matrix Γpqq within the whole workspace in advance. The
classical pseudo-inverse method, based on the inverse of Γpqq, can also be applied to design
the global controller. However, the real-time calculation of Γpqq requires the knowledge of the
generalized strain vector q which is practically difficult to be measured. To solve this issue, an
alternative global control strategy with the state estimation for the soft manipulator based on
PLS Cosserat static model will be presented in the following.
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4.5 State Estimation-Based Control via PLS Cosserat
Static Model

To achieve the global control of the studied soft robots, the techniques of measuring their
states in real time will be necessary. Nevertheless, the conventional approaches are difficult
or inappropriate to sense the strain vector. To this end, it is essential to put forward a state
estimation strategy, which is still an inherently challenging issue due to the high dimensionality
of the system states [138]. There are 2 different strategies which are possible to address this
issue. The first is to use less marks, but need to design the observer via the PLS Cosserat
dynamic model, while the second is to employ more markers to get the strain vector q via the
PLS Cosserat output equations.

Throughout this section, we will propose a nonlinear programming scheme via the PLS
Cosserat kinematic model to estimate the system states, which is online numerically implemented.
Subsequently, the accuracy of the state estimation method is validated by the experimental
test. Finally, the robust control based on state estimation can be achieved due to the real-time
calculation of Γpqq.

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work to combine the state estimation and
control technique for the cable-driven soft manipulator via Cosserat rod theory, and it is also an
extension to the aforementioned work.

4.5.1 Estimation of q

It is noteworthy that the dimension of q is 6pN ` 1q if the soft manipulator is decomposed into
N sections and all 6 strain components (3 linear strains and 3 angular strains) are used for
each strain twist of the interpolation node for modeling via Cosserat rod theory. The dimension
of each node can be in fact reduced to 3pN ` 1q if we allow only 2 angular rotation strains
and 1 linear strain (i.e., the extensible Euler-Bernoulli beam). If neglecting the extension and
shear modes, the dimension of each node can even decreased to 2pN ` 1q, which corresponds
to 3D Euler-Bernoulli beam. These strain mode choice schemes are widely employed in the
literature [54,130]. In this thesis, we only take into account 3 strain components (i.e., 2 bending
modes and 1 extension mode) of each interpolation node to model the studied soft manipulator
depicted in Fig. 3.8.

Consequently, it is possible to place N ` 1 position markers which can provide 3pN ` 1q
measurements. In this case, the measurement model can be written as

Z “ ψpqq

where the mapping ψ now is R3N`3 Ñ R3N`3. By well placing the markers in an independent
manner, it is then possible to solve the inverse of ψ to find q numerically. To tackle this problem,
we denote q as the estimation of q, and define the corresponding estimation error as

eZpqq “ Z ´ψpqq (4.21)

then the estimation problem is equivalent to solve the following optimization problem:

arg min
q

Spqq “ 1

2
eJZeZ (4.22)

Note the gradient of the cost function Spqq as ∇qS, then the well-known finite-time gradient
method [139] is used, and it is given by

9q “ ´
H´1

}∇qS}
∇qS (4.23)
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with H “ ∇2
qS being the Hessian matrix of S, which can guarantee that q converges to q in a

finite time, i.e., there exists a positive constant T1 such that

}qptq ´ qptq} “ 0, if t ě T1.

Proof. To prove the finite-time stability, we define the following Lyapunov function

V “
1

2
∇qSJ∇qS

Taking the derivative of V w.r.t. time t yields

9V “ ∇qSJ∇2
qS 9q “ ∇qSJ∇2

qS
ˆ

´
H´1

}∇qS}
∇qS

˙

“ ´
}∇qS}2

}∇qS}
“ ´}∇qS} “ ´

?
2V

1
2

i.e., 9V ď ´cV α with constant c ą 0 and α ă 1. According to [140], exact convergence can be
achieved in a finite time, i.e., qptq “ qptq when t ě T1.

4.5.2 Accuracy Validation of State Estimation and Implementation
of State Estimation-Based Control

The PLS Cosserat model with three sections for the soft manipulator is investigated. By using
the strain mode choice scheme of the PLS Cosserat presented in [130], the reduced order model
consists of 12 unknown strain variables, which include bending about Y -axis and Z-axis (Unit:
1{cm), and extension (or compression) along the X-axis (Unit: 1) for the strain twist of each
interpolation node. Four magnetic position sensors are placed in an independent manner depicted
in blue point in Fig. 3.8a to solve the above optimization problem.

To validate the accuracy of state estimation, the comparison between the selected positions
obtained by the position sensors and those based on the state estimation has been performed.
It is evident that the proposed state estimation method is capable of estimating the position
of the soft manipulator with lower error, as shown in Fig. 4.15, especially for the end-effector
position with negligible error.

Although this approach comes at the cost of placing more position sensors inside the soft
manipulator, it can online compute the Jacobian matrix to globally control the studied soft
manipulator. It should be emphasized that the estimation of the generalized strain vector q can
also be applied to implement the model parameter identification schemes in Section 3.5.1 and
Section 3.5.2 when q is not measurable, as the configuration of the soft manipulator for each
test can be substituted with its estimation value.

Substituting the estimation of q into the analytical solution of Jacobian matrix, we can
design another global controller, which is of the following form:

9T “ Γ´1
R pqqp´λ1e´ λ2

ż t

0

edsq

This controller can achieve the global control of the end-effector position of the soft manipulator
within its whole workspace. Here, we did not carry out the state estimation-based control
experiments, as the performances of the designed controller will be validated by the estimation-
based control via PLS Cosserat dynamics in the following chapter.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of sensor readings and estimations for the different positions of the
soft manipulator at X “ 6.4 cm (A1), X “ 12.8 cm (A2), X “ 19.2 cm (A3), respectively.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we first design a locally robust controller via the PLS Cosserat static model,
which is only valid in a certain sub-workspace due to the constant Jacobian matrix used.
To further achieve the control of the soft manipulator within its whole workspace, we unify
the RBFNN and PLS Cosserat to globally approximate (offline) the Jacobian matrix Γpqq.
Theoretical proofs and experimental results on the studied soft manipulator demonstrate that
the proposed controllers can always drive the end-effector to the desired position, and have the
great robustness to the externally bounded disturbances. However, all these control schemes
allow the soft manipulator to track the trajectories with low velocity. That is logical because we
have neglected the velocity and acceleration of the model.

Finally, the generalized strain vector q can be obtained by using the finite-time gradient
method, and the experiments have been executed to validate the state estimation accuracy. By
virtue of the estimated strain vector, we can online get the Jacobian matrix to realize the global
control of the end-effector position p.
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Chapter 5

Cosserat-Based Dynamic Control
of Slender Soft Manipulator

5.1 Introduction

The PLS modeling method combines the advantages of PCS and GVS to present the analytical
solutions of the models and facilitate the control design. Based on PLS Cosserat static model,
the local and global control of soft manipulator have been achieved in Chapter 4. However, these
controllers can only allow the soft manipulator to track the slow signals since the influences of
velocity and acceleration are neglected. To achieve fast motion control, the dynamic properties
of the model will be taken into account in this chapter.

The central idea behind this chapter is to propose an estimation-based control framework to
achieve the control of the soft manipulator via PLS Cosserat dynamics. Within this generic
framework, the strain and end-effector position control of the soft manipulator will be treated as
two special realizations. From control point of view, the slender soft manipulator control problem
can be converted into a nonlinear output tracking problem. The proposed control methods
enable the soft manipulator to rapidly and accurately track 3D configurations or time-varying
trajectories, and the related video demonstration is available 1. Our specific contributions
include the following:

1. Based on the PLS Cosserat dynamic model, a general state estimation-based control
architecture for the soft manipulator has been proposed with the rigorous mathematical
proofs.

2. The strain and end-effector position nonlinear feedback control schemes via the established
estimation-based control framework have been deduced.

3. Tracking performances of the designed controllers have been validated through the numer-
ical simulations and experiments.

5.2 Problem Statement

Within the framework of PLS Cosserat dynamics developed in Chapter 3, the state variables
include the generalized strain q, time derivative of strain 9q as well as cables’ tension T , and the

1Video demonstration: https://1drv.ms/v/s!Ak7hK-nVdKMei1p0oUXoN75la9O6?e=sShvAS
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time derivative of cables’ tension 9T is regarded as the virtual system input. For the investigated
soft manipulator, several cables are attached at the free end and go through the soft manipulator
from its base to the tip, as shown in Fig. 3.8.

The properties of those matrices in (3.20) is of particular interest, where Mpqq is symmetric
positive-definite, Cpq, 9qq is Coriolis and centrifugal matrix, and Kpq, 9qq models the internal
and external wrenches of the soft manipulator, which depends on the constitutive law and mass
of the soft material. Hpqq and H are all rectangular matrices, where the former is generalized
actuation matrix, while the latter represents the directions of cables’ tension due to the cables
attached at the end cross section of the soft manipulator, and has non-zero values at the points
where the actuators are applied (i.e., the rank of H is no greater than the number of the
actuators). Therefore, the PLS dynamic system is a typically under-actuated system.

In practice, the objectives to be controlled might be various, which depends on the nature
of the system, the available measurement provided by the sensor we used, and the desired
behavior. For instance, for the soft manipulator described in Fig. 3.8, the objectives might
include controlling the position, orientation, strain or acceleration. Additionally, other objectives
might be inclusion of reducing the overall energy consumption of the system, or achieving a
specific level of control precision. Motivated by this fact, the aim of this chapter is to establish
a general control framework which covers all those abovementioned control objectives.

5.3 Output Tracking Formulation for Under-Actuated
System

In this section, the system (3.20) is first reformulated in a canonical state-form suited to control
design. This includes a model of sensors and controlled outputs. Then, the input-output map of
the nonlinear under-actuated system is exactly linearized with a partial feedback linearization.
After that, a control strategy for the resulting linear control system is presented to achieve various
control objectives. In order to implement such a control law, several estimation approaches are
proposed to estimate the system states in a finite time. Finally, a general estimation-based
control scheme is proposed and its stability analysis is performed on several case studies.

5.3.1 State-Space Representation

By introducing the following state variable X P D Ă Rnx with nx “ 12pN ` 1q ` nu and control
variable u P U Ă Rnu :

X “

»

–

X 1

X 2

X 3

fi

fl “

»

–

q
9q
T

fi

fl ,u “ 9T (5.1)

the nonlinear dynamic system (3.20) can be formulated as the following state-space representa-
tion:

9X “ fpX q ` φpX qu “ fpX q `
nu
ÿ

i“1

φipX qui (5.2)

where

fpX q “ rf1pX q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fnxpX qs
J
“

»

–

X 2

´M´1CX 2 `M
´1HX 3 `M

´1K
0

fi

fl

φpX q “ rφ1pX q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,φnupX qs “

»

–

0

M´1H
I

fi

fl
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Now suppose that various sensors have been equipped on the soft manipulator, providing
the measurement noted as

Z “ ψpX q P Rnz (5.3)

where ψ : Rnx Ñ Rnz . It is assumed as well that the variables to be controlled are linearly
independent and can be modeled as follows:

Y “ hpX q “
“

h1pX q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , hny pX q
‰J
P Rny (5.4)

where h : Rnx Ñ Rny .

Remark 11. In the above modeling, sensors and the variables to be controlled are modeled in a
quite general manner in order to cover as larger as possible the varieties. More precisely, the
sensor could be:

• Strain sensor, if ψpX q “ X 1;

• Tension sensor, if ψpX q “ X 3;

• Position sensor, if ψpX q “ ppX , Xq;

• Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), if ψpX q “ R´1 :p or ψpX q “ pR´1 9Rq_ where the
symbol _ represents an operator about mapping a matrix into a vector;

Also, the control objectives can also be various:

• Position control, if hpX q “ ppX 1, Xq;

• Strain control, if hpX q “ X 1;

• Configuration control, if hpX q “ gpX , Xq;

• Velocity control, if hpX q “ rg´1pX , sq 9gpX , Xqs_.

Indeed, there are additional control objectives that can be considered within the above modeling
framework, such as contact force control or hybrid position-force control.

Note that system (5.2) is a nonlinear under-actuated system, therefore, given a pre-defined
reference Yd, with the available measurement Z, the soft manipulator control problem has
been converted into a nonlinear output tracking one [141], i.e., design a controller uptq based on
the knowledge of Zptq such that the output Yptq of the nonlinear system (5.2) asymptotically
converges to the desired reference Ydptq, i.e., limtÑ8 ||Yptq ´Ydptq|| “ 0.

In the following, we will combine various approaches developed in control community to
solve the above nonlinear output tracking problem.

5.3.2 Partial Feedback Linearization

Let us first introduce differential geometric tools which will be used in the sequel to partially
feedback linearize the studied system (5.2) and then design a controller.

For any function hipX q defined in (5.4), its Lie derivative in the direction of fpX q is defined
as

Lfhi “
Bhi
BX fpX q

Iteratively, we can define the jth Lie derivative as Ljfhi “ LfL
j´1
f hi for j ě 1. Based on the

above notation, the relative degree, for the purpose of measuring the number of times each
output needs to be differentiated to have at least one of the inputs appears explicitly, is recalled
below.
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Definition 1. For system (5.2), the relative degree of the ith output: hipX q defined in (5.4)
with 1 ď i ď ny, is equal to ri if the following conditions are satisfied for X P D [142]:

#

LφkL
j´1
f hi “ 0, for all 1 ď k ď nu, 1 ď j ď ri ´ 1

LφkL
ri´1
f hi ‰ 0, Dk, for 1 ď k ď nu

Then the relative degree for system (5.2) is tr1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rnyu.

For the soft manipulator modeled by (5.2), assuming that its relative degree is rrs “
“

r1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rny
‰

, thus we can define the following error variable between the actual output and the
desired output:

E “

»

—

–

E1

...
Eny

fi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

E1,1

...
E1,r1

...
Eny,1

...
Eny,rny

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

h1 ´ Yd1

...

Lr1´1
f h1 ´ Ypr1´1q

d1

...
hny ´ Ydny

...

L
rny´1

f hny ´ Yprny´1q

dny

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

where Ei “ rEi,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ei,ris
J

with 9Ei,j´1 “ Ei,j “ Lj´1
f hi´Ypj´1q

di
for 1 ď i ď ny and 1 ď j ď ri.

It is clear that system (5.2) is under-actuated, which implies that no all states of X can be
controlled. This fact implicitly means

řny
i“1 ri ă nx. With the above defined E, as stated in

[142], there always exists a complementary of E, noted as

Q “ νpX q P Rnx´
řny
i“1 ri

such that the following variables
„

E
Q



“ ΦpX q P Rnx (5.5)

form a diffeomorphism, i.e., Φ : Rnx Ñ Rnx is bijective and differentiable, and its inverse Φ´1 is
also differentiable. With the deduced ΦpX q, system (5.2) can be partially feedback linearized
with an additional zero dynamics (i.e., states that are not observable from the output of the
system) [142], which is of the following form:

9Ei “ AiEi `Bi

”

Lrif hi ´ Ypriqdi
`
řnu
k“1 LφkL

ri´1
f hiuk

ı

9Q “ αf pE,Qq ` αφpE,Qqu
(5.6)

for 1 ď i ď ny where

Ai “

»

—

—

—

–

0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P Rriˆri , Bi “

»

—

—

—

–

0
...
0
1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P Rri

and
αf pE,Qq “ BνpX q

BX fpX q|X“Φ´1pE,Qq

αφpE,Qq “ BνpX q
BX φpX q|X“Φ´1pE,Qq

(5.7)
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5.3.3 Control Design

It can be seen that system (5.6) contains ny sub-systems of chain of integrator Ei and a zero
dynamics Q. To solve the output tracking problem originally posed for (5.2), it is indispensable
to consider the last equation in each sub-system Ei, which can be written into the following
compact one:

”

9E1,r1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
9Ei,ri , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 9Eny,rny

ıJ

“ Γ1pX q ` Γ2pX qu (5.8)

where

Γ1pX q “
”

Lr1f h1 ´ Ypr1qd1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , L

rny
f hny ´ Yprny qdny

ıJ

and

Γ2pX q “

»

—

—

–

Lφ1
Lr1´1
f h1 ¨ ¨ ¨ LφnuL

r1´1
f h1

...
. . .

...

Lφ1
L
rny´1

f hny ¨ ¨ ¨ LφnuL
rny´1

f hny

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

P Rnyˆnu (5.9)

According to (5.8), it is obvious that, to achieve output tracking Y Ñ Yd, the dimension of
input should be greater or equal to that of the output, i.e., nu ě ny. Therefore, the following
assumption is imposed.

Assumption 5. For the soft manipulator modeled by (5.2) (or equivalently by (5.6) and (5.8)),
it is assumed that nu ě ny and the coupling matrix Γ2pX q defined in (5.9) is full row rank for
all X P D, or equivalently there exists a right inverse matrix of Γ2pX q, noted as rΓ2pX qs´1

R ,
such that Γ2pX qrΓ2pX qs´1

R “ Iny .

Remark 12. The above mentioned assumption is not restrictive, which is attributed to the
following two factors:

1. It is easy to determine that the number of the control inputs is not less than that of the
variables to be controlled in advance when we install actuators. Otherwise, it is only needed
to add more actuators;

2. The existence of the right inverse matrix of Γ2pX q is dependent on the way how we mount
the cables along the soft manipulator. In general, the cables can be always installed in an
independent manner such that the deduced matrix Γ2pX q is right invertible.

Suppose that Assumption 5 is satisfied, we can then design the following controller:

u “ rΓ2pX qs´1
R r´Γ1pX q ` vs (5.10)

where X “ Φ´1pE,Qq and v “
“

v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vi, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vny
‰J

with

vi “ ´
ri´1
ÿ

j“0

Ki,ri´jEi,ri´j ,@1 ď i ď ny

Substituting (5.10) into the linear system of (5.6) yields the following linear closed-loop
sub-system:

»

—

—

—

–

9Ei,1
...

9Ei,ri´1

9Ei,ri

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

—

–

0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1

´Ki,1 ´Ki,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´Ki,ri

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

Ei,1
...

Ei,ri´1

Ei,ri

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl
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Thus, according to linear control theory [143], there always exist Ki,j for 1 ď i ď ny and
1 ď j ď ri such that each closed-loop sub-system is stable. Consequently, we can obtain

lim
tÑ8

||Ei,1ptq|| “ lim
tÑ8

||Yiptq ´ Ydiptq|| “ 0, @ 1 ď i ď ny

which is equivalent to limtÑ8 ||Yptq ´Ydptq|| “ 0.
However, the realization of this controller requires that the state X (or equivalently E and

Q) should be bounded, which depends on the stability of the zero dynamics of (5.6). To address
this problem, let us consider the closed-loop system (5.6) and (5.10) when the output tracking
has been achieved (i.e., E “ 0 and v “ 0), which yields

9Q “ αf p0,Qq ´ αφp0,QqrΓ2pΦ
´1
p0,Qqqs´1

R Γ1pΦ
´1
p0,Qqq (5.11)

If the above nonlinear dynamics is stable, then Q is bounded, which ensures that the controller
(5.10) can solve the output tracking problem. All the above analysis can be summarized in the
following result.

Theorem 4. Suppose that Assumption 5 is satisfied for the soft manipulator modeled by (5.2).
If X is known, then with the control defined in (5.10), the related output Y will asymptotically
converge to the desired reference Yd if system (5.11) is stable.

Remark 13. It is clear that the property of zero dynamics (5.11) is generally determined by
the output model hpX q which we want to control. However, for the soft manipulator modeled
by (5.2), some choices of hpX q, such as strain or position, will naturally yield to a stable zero
dynamics once the tracking error of strain or position converges to zero. This is due to the
dissipativity of mechanical system, such as the viscosity of materials, air resistance, friction, etc.

It is worth noting that, even if the zeros dynamics (5.11) is stable, the implementation of
the controller (5.10) is not realizable in practice since it requires the knowledge of the state
variable X , which contradicts the fact that only the input T (i.e., X 3) and Z (which might be
a part of X ) are available. Therefore, the following investigates how to estimate X 1 and X 2

from the available measurement Z. In such a way, we will show that, by a simple modification,
the deduced controller (5.10) can be still applied to solve the output tracking problem.

5.3.4 Estimation of X from Z
According to the measurable output model, Z “ ψpX q, with the smooth mappingψ : Rnx Ñ Rnz ,
there exist various manners to estimate X .

The simplest case is that the mapping is invertible. In other words, if rank Bψ
BX “ nx, then

the implicit theorem can guarantee that ψ is invertible. However, this condition requires that
nz ě nx, i.e., the number of measurable states should be larger or equal to the dimension of all
states. Such a requirement is in fact difficult to be fulfilled. Indeed, for the soft manipulator
modeled in (5.2), neither the generalized strain nor its derivative can be measured from sensors
in practice. One solution to treat the estimation problem when rank Bψ

BX ă nx is to take into
account system’s dynamic model. In this case, the state of system needs to be observable via
the measurable output, where complex observability rank condition should be verified [142].

Note that for the soft manipulator modeled in (5.2), among the state variable X “

rXJ
1 ,X

J
2 ,T

JsJ, the cables’ tension T is in fact known, thus we only need to estimate the
strain X 1 and its derivative X 2 from the measurement Z. In addition, due to the fact that
positions are the simplest signals to be measured (in this case the measurement Z is only a
function of X 1, i.e., Z “ ψpX 1q), hence this section proposes a simple solution to solve the
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estimation problem via the following two steps: firstly estimate X 1 from Z, noted as X 1, which
has been developed in Section 4.5.1, and then estimate X 2 from X 1. The following presents the
details how to achieve estimation of X 2 from X 1.

It is noteworthy that X 2 “ 9X 1 as defined in (5.1), thus to estimate X 2, the intuitive way
is to directly calculate its derivative via the so-called finite difference method [144]. However,
such a method causes the noise existing in the signal for the real system to be amplified in the
differentiation signal, leading to distort the differential of the extracted original signal. To address
this issue, different techniques have been presented in the literature to design differentiator
(either asymptotic or finite-time).

Generally speaking, the idea of differentiator is to use high-order time polynomial to approxi-
mate the input signal, and then get the model with bounded disturbance. Hence, the estimation
of X 1 is considered as the input signal for which we want to calculate its high-order derivatives,
and it is equivalent to

X 1ptq “
n´1
ÿ

i“1

ait
i ` βptq P R6pN`1q

with ai “
“

ai,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ai,ny
‰J

and βptq “
“

β1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , βny
‰J

where βiptq P C8 thus is bounded. By

introducing the new variable X i “
9X i´1, which implies that X i “ X pi´1q

1 , then X 1 can be
regarded as the output of the following linear system with bounded disturbance:

»

—

—

—

—

–

9X 1

...
9Xn´1

9Xn

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

—

–

0 I ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ I
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

looooooooomooooooooon

A

»

—

—

—

–

X 1

...
Xn´1

Xn

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

`

»

—

—

—

–

0
...
0

βpnqptq

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

X 1 “ rI,0, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,0s
loooooomoooooon

C

»

—

—

—

–

X 1

...
Xn´1

Xn

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

Note that in the above system βpnqptq is bounded and the pair pA,Cq is observable in the
sense that the Kalman rank condition is satisfied. Consequently, different techniques, including
high-gain observer [145], sliding mode observer [146] etc, have been proposed in the literature.
Here, we adopt the following dynamics

9X
˚

1 “ X ˚

2 ´ k1xX
˚

1 ´X 1{
α

...
9X
˚

n´1 “ X ˚

n ´ kn´1xX
˚

1 ´X 1{
pn´1qα´pn´2q

9X
˚

n “ ´knxX
˚

1 ´X 1{
nα´pn´1q

(5.12)

where xa{b “ |a|bsignpaq in the component-wise sense, ki was chosen such that the roots of
sn`k1s

n´1`¨ ¨ ¨`kn´1s`kn “ 0 have negative real parts, and the symbol p¨q˚ represents the
estimation value of a vector or scalar. Depending on different choices of α, the above dynamics
(5.12) is called a homogeneous differentiator [147] if α P pn´1

n , 1q, and it represents a high-order
sliding mode differentiator [148] if α “ n´1

n .
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It has been proven in [145] that, the aforementioned dynamics can provide the high-order
derivative estimation of X 1 in a finite time, i.e., there exists a positive constant T2 ą T1 where
T1 is defined in Section 4.5.1 such that

}X ˚

1 ptq ´X 1ptq} “ }X
˚

2 ptq ´
9X 1ptq} “ 0, if t ě T2. (5.13)

5.3.5 Estimation-Based Control and Stability Analysis

In summary, for a soft manipulator modeled by (5.2), with the available measurement from
sensors modeled by (5.3), we can then calculate the estimation error via (4.21), based on which
the states X 1 and X 2 can be accurately estimated by (4.23) and 5.12 in a finite time. Now
denoting

X˚
“

»

–

X˚

1

X˚

2

T

fi

fl (5.14)

we can then design the following feasible estimation-based controller:

u “ rΓ2pX ˚
qs
´1
R

“

´Γ1pX ˚
q ` v˚

‰

(5.15)

where v˚ “
“

rv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rvi, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rvny
‰J

with

rvi “ ´
ri´1
ÿ

j“0

Ki,ri´j
rEi,ri´j ,@1 ď i ď ny

with

„

E˚
Q˚



“ ΦpX ˚
q, which enables us to state the following result.

Theorem 5. Suppose that Assumption 5 is satisfied for the soft manipulator modeled by (5.2). If
(5.11) is stable, then the output tracking problem can be solved by the estimation-based controller
(4.23), 5.12 and (5.15). The related output Y will asymptotically converge to the desired reference
Yd, i.e., limtÑ8 ||Yptq ´Ydptq|| “ 0.

Proof. The solvability of the output tracking problem via the proposed estimation-based con-
troller is due to the finite-time convergence property (5.13), according to which when t ą T2, we
have X ˚

“ X and v˚ “ v in (5.10) and (5.15). Therefore, the estimation-based controller (5.15)
is quantitatively equivalent to the controller defined in (5.10) after t ą T2. In addition, it has
been shown in Section 5.3.3 that the output tracking problem can be solved via the proposed
controller (5.10) when tÑ8. Accordingly, the estimation-based control scheme (5.15) can also
guarantee that limtÑ8 ||Yptq ´Ydptq|| “ 0.

5.4 Strain and Position Control

Soft manipulators are widely used for applications such as grasping and manipulation. Generally,
the realization of those tasks need to track a desired (Cartesian) position (in order to reach
the object) and a desired shape parameterized with strain (in order to compensate the object’s
gravity). Therefore, accurate strain and position control are crucial in those applications. Within
the developed estimation-based control framework, this section is devoted to realizing both
strain and position control by following the result stated in Theorem 5, where the stability
condition of zero dynamics (5.11) is naturally satisfied when considering strain and position
control of soft manipulator, as stated in Remark 13.
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5.4.1 Strain Control

In order to control the soft manipulator to track the desired strain via available position
measurements, we can write the explicit sensor and output vector of the system (5.4) as

Y “ hpX q “WX 1

Z “ ψpX 1q
(5.16)

where W “
“

WJ
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,W

J
ny

‰J
P Rnyˆ6pN`1q is a matrix that selects the strains to be controlled.

Based on the PLS Cosserat nonlinear dynamics, we will focus on the relative degree of each
strain output i for 1 ď i ď ny. Taking the time derivative of the first strain output in (5.16), it
yields

9h1pX q “ Lfh1 `

nu
ÿ

k“1

Lφkh1uk “W1X 2,

:h1pX q “ L2
fh1 `

nu
ÿ

k“1

LφkLfh1uk “W1M
´1

`

´CX 2 `K `HX 3

˘

`W1M
´1Hu

According to Definition 1, the relative degree of the first output equals to 2. By performing the
above operation iteratively, we can obtain the relative degree of each output, which is equal to
2. Then, based on the developed framework in Section 5.3.2, the system (5.2) can be linearized
as the following one

9E1,1 “ Lfh1 ´ 9Yd1
“W1X 2 ´ 9Yd1

,

9E1,2 “ L2
fh1 ´ :Yd1 `

nu
ÿ

k“1

LφkLfh1uk “W1M
´1

`

´CX 2 `K `HX 3

˘

´ :Yd1 `W1M
´1Hu

...

9Eny,1 “ Lfhny ´
9Ydny “WnyX 2 ´ 9Ydny ,

9Eny,2 “ L2
fhny ´

:Ydny `
nu
ÿ

k“1

LφkLfhnyuk

“WnyM
´1

`

´CX 2 `K `HX 3

˘

´ :Ydny `WnyM
´1Hu

Finally, the last equation of each sub-system is considered to deduce the relation between the
output (i.e., strain error) and the input of the system, from which we can obtain the matrices
Γ1pX q and Γ2pX q, and it is equivalent to

“

9E1,2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 9Ei,2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 9Eny,2
‰J
“ Γ1pX q ` Γ2pX qu

where the matrices can be respectively formulated as

Γ1pX q “ L2
fh´

:Yd “WM´1
`

´CX 2 `K `HX 3

˘

´ :Yd,

Γ2pX q “
nu
ÿ

k“1

LφkLfh “WM´1H

With the above deduced formulas, and suppose that Assumption 5 is satisfied, we can
then design the proposed controller (5.15) where the finite-time estimations of X 1 and X 2 are
achieved by the dynamics (4.23) and 5.12.
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5.4.2 End-effector Position Control

For the second case, we want to control the end-effector’s position of the investigated soft
manipulator, via available position measurements, to track a fixed point or a rapidly time-
varying trajectory. In this case, the sensor and the output of the soft manipulator can be
formulated as

Y “ hpX q “ AppX 1, Lq “ AE1 gpX 1, Lq E2

Z “ ψpX 1q
(5.17)

where A “
“

AJ
1 ,A

J
2 ,A

J
3

‰J
P R3ˆ3 is an identity matrix which is used to select the output

position component, E1 and E2 are two matrices used to select the output position component
ppX 1, Lq from the pose of the manipulator’s end-effector gpX 1, Lq.

Recalling that the continuous Cosserat kinematic model presented in Section 2.2.2, it is of
the following form:

9g “ gpη

where the symbol p changes a vector of R6 into a twist matrix of R4ˆ4. Moreover, thanks to the
PLS Cosserat assumption, the relations of the geometric Jacobian matrix JpX 1, Lq to velocity
twist ηpX 1, Lq and acceleration twist 9ηpX 1, Lq arrive at

ηpX 1, Lq “ JpX 1, Lq X 2,

9ηpX 1, Lq “ 9JpX 1, Lq X 2 ` JpX 1, Lq 9X 2

Taking the time derivative of the first end-effector position output in (5.17), we have

9h1 “ Lfh1 `

nu
ÿ

k“1

Lφkh1uk “ A1E1gpηE2,

:h1 “ L2
fh1 `

nu
ÿ

k“1

LφkLfh1uk “ A1E1gpX 1, Lq
`

p9ηpX 1, LqE2 ` pη2pX 1, LqE2

˘

“ A1E1gQ
”

9J X 2 ` J
`

´M´1CX 2 `M
´1HX 3 `M

´1K
˘

ı

`A1E1gpη
2E2 `A1E1gQJM

´1Hu

(5.18)

with Q “

„

03 I3

01ˆ3 01ˆ3



. Following the above steps and taking the time derivative of each

position output, then we can obtain that the relative degree of each output i for 1 ď i ď 3
equals to 2.

By using the feedback linearization framework in Section 5.3.2, the relation between the
output (i.e., end-effector position error) and the input of the system can be written as

“

9E1,2, 9E2,2, 9E3,2

‰J
“ Γ1pX q ` Γ2pX qu

where

Γ1pX q “ L2
fh´

:Yd

“ E1gQ
”

9J X 2 ` J
`

´M´1CX 2 `M
´1HX 3 `M

´1K
˘

ı

`E1gpη
2E2 ´ :Yd,

Γ2pX q “
nu
ÿ

k“1

LφkLfh “ E1gQJM
´1H
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Again, by incorporating the dynamics described in (4.23) and 5.12, we can obtain finite-time
estimations of X 1 and X 2. Then, the above derived formulas can be utilized in designing the
proposed controller (5.15) provided that Assumption 5 is met, to achieve end-effector position
control.

Remark 14. Compared to the static model-based controller for the end-effector position control
[132], the proposed strategy can be used to deal with control objectives regarding fast trajectory
tracking since it takes fully into account the influence of the velocity and acceleration of the
model.

5.5 Simulation Tests

A conical soft manipulator which is actuated by 4 cables anchored at the free end and passed
through the rigid rings embedded inside the manipulator is studied. Besides, the material we
used for the soft slender manipulator is isotropic silicone with the physical parameters listed in
Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Geometric and material parameters of the studied soft arm

Parameters Description Value Unit

L Total Length 0.20 m
E Young’s modulus 3.0ˆ 105 Pa
G Shear modulus 1.035ˆ 105 Pa
ρ Density 2.0ˆ 103 kg/m3

Rmax Base radius 1.3ˆ10´2 m
Rmin Tip radius 5.0ˆ10´3 m
µ Viscosity coefficient 300 Pa¨s

Considering the trade-off between computational cost and accuracy, the soft manipulator
should been carefully divided. The criteria about how to determine the number of section and
disc, one can refer to Remark 2. Specifically, the model of the investigated soft manipulator is
divided into three-section variable length: L1 “ 9ˆ 10´2 m, L2 “ 7ˆ 10´2 m, L3 “ 4ˆ 10´2 m,
and totally discretized into 21 discs. The trunk-like soft manipulator actuated by cables is
graphically discretized, as shown in Fig. 5.1, in which the three sections are composed of discs
with different colors, respectively.

Figure 5.1: Representation of the discretized PLS Cosserat model actuated by cables.
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5.5.1 Strain Control

To assess the potential interest of using the dynamic control law, the performance validation of
the PLS Cosserat dynamic model-based controller for strain tracking is conducted. The soft
slender manipulator under gravity tracks the specified strain through bending, shear, extension
or a combination of these deformations in 3D space to realize the control purpose.

In the simulation, we define Ydptq as a time-varying reference strain trajectory of the last
disc at X “ L, which can be generated by the following parametric equation:

Ydptq “ Yi ` SptqpYf ´Yiq (5.19)

with

Sptq “ 2

ˆ

1

1` e´rpt
´

1

2

˙

where Yi, as the initial strain only under gravity, and Yf , as the final strain under the combined
effects of gravity and cables’ tension, can be calculated by using the Gaussian-Newton method;
Sptq is a smooth and easily derivative sigmoid function with rp being convergence rate of the
defined sigmoid curve.

For the simulation setup, we first determine the final strain of the soft manipulator under
gravity and the cables’ tension T “ r0, 0, 2, 1sJ. In detail, the sampling time dt is 0.01 s, and
convergence rate rp equals to 2. Then, the state variables to be controlled are selected, which
includes bending about Y -axis and Z-axis ( noted as qa and qb) and extension along the X-axis
(noted as qc) of the last disc at X “ L. As for the controller, we set Ki,j for 1 ď i ď 3 and
1 ď j ď 2 to the appropriate values such that each closed-loop sub-system is stable. With these
parameters setting, the closed-loop control system is simulated for a duration of 20 s, and the
corresponding simulation results are then obtained.

Fig. 5.2(a) reports the result that the time evolution of the controlled strain components
error between the simulated and reference signal rapidly converges to zero under this controller,
whereas Fig. 5.2(b) illustrates that the controlled strain components can well track the time-
varying reference ones, and quickly converge to the targeted strain components. Furthermore,
Fig. 5.3 (a-c) plots the snapshots of the simulated silicone manipulator actuated by the cables
tracking the desired trajectory going from the initial strain under gravity to final stable state
under the combination of gravity and the cables’ tension, which accords with the good tracking
of Fig. 5.2. All in all, the control results demonstrate that the strain tracking controller has
effective tracking performance in term of control precision and stability.

Figure 5.2: From the left, time evolution of the trajectory tracking of the controlled strain
components, followed by tracking effects of the controlled ones by using the proposed controller.
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Figure 5.3: Simulation snapshots at time t = 0 s, 0.48 s, 0.82 s, and 7.32 s, respectively.

5.5.2 End-effector Position Control

The performance of the end-effector position controller will be tested by the following four sets
of numerical simulation tests.

5.5.2.1 Point-to-point control

Figure 5.4: From the left, the results of point-to-point test using the proposed controller, followed
by the simulation snapshot at time t “ 5.1 s.

The simulation test is implemented where the objective is to control the end-effector of the
soft manipulator from the position only under gravity to its deformed reference position. In
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simulation, we set the sampling time to dt “ 0.02 s, and the cables’ tension (corresponding
to the deformed arm’s end-effector position) to T “ r0, 0, 1, 1sJ. The controller tried to drive
the end-effector to reach the reference point. Fig. 5.4 presents a good tracking of the reference
constant point, and intuitively plots snapshot of the simulated soft manipulator from the initial
point (the green) to the targeted one (the red) using the proposed controller.

5.5.2.2 Straight-line trajectory tracking

Figure 5.5: Time-varying straight-line trajectory tracking using the proposed controller.

Figure 5.6: Simulation snapshots at time t = 0 s, 0.38 s, 0.88 s, and 13.36 s, respectively.

The simulated soft manipulator was expected to track a time-varying straight line trajectory,
whose parametric equation is identical to the form of (5.19). Let us define Yi as the initial end-
effector position of the robot under gravity, while Yf as the final position under a combination
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of gravity and cables’ tension. We set the sampling time to dt “ 0.02 s, the cables’ tension to
T “ r0, 0, 1, 1sJ, and convergence rate to rp “ 1.

Fig. 5.5 shows the time evolution of the arm’s end-effector position errors between the desired
and actual trajectories. It is evident that the controller allows px, py and pz for the end-effector
of the soft manipulator to quickly catch up with their reference counterparts. A set of snapshots
of the simulation test is displayed in Fig. 5.6 where the green point is the start while the red
one is a moving point along the straight-line trajectory.

5.5.2.3 Circular trajectory tracking

Figure 5.7: Circular trajectory tracking using the proposed controller.

Figure 5.8: Simulation snapshots at time t = 5 s, 10 s, 15 s and 20 s, respectively.
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In the third simulation, the end-effector of the manipulator was expected to follow the time-
varying circular trajectory in order to further validate the tracking performance of the controller.
We set the sampling time to dt “ 0.02 s. The result of the tracking problem is reported in
Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8, which illustrates that the proposed position tracking controller allows the
soft manipulator to stably track the desired circular trajectory.

5.5.2.4 Star-shaped trajectory tracking

Figure 5.9: Star-shaped trajectory tracking using the proposed controller.

Figure 5.10: Simulation snapshots at time t = 3.5 s, 10.6 s, 17.65 s and 29.7 s, respectively.
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In the fourth simulation, we used the proposed controller to control the manipulator to track
the time-varying star-shaped trajectory. The sampling time is set to dt “ 0.05 s, and the
corresponding results are displayed in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10. It can be clearly seen that the
proposed controller enables the manipulator’s end-effector to track the star-shaped trajectory
with almost no hysteresis, and it allows the soft manipulator converge fast to the desired
trajectory with the negligible oscillation in three dimensions.

5.6 Experimental Testing on the Soft Prototype

The trunk-like soft manipulator with the detailed geometric parameters depicted in Fig. 3.8 is
selected as the controlled plant, and its material parameters are as follows: Young’s modulus E “
2.563ˆ105 Pa, shear modulus G “ 8.543ˆ104 Pa, and density of material ρ “ 1.41ˆ103 kg{m3,
which have been identified in Section 3.6.

To demonstrate the precision of the differentiator, and the capabilities (i.e., feasibility and
robustness) of the proposed controllers, we have conducted several experiments which mainly
include the accuracy validation of the differentiator, time-varying trajectory tracking tests, and
robustness analysis under the disturbances as well.

5.6.1 Accuracy Validation of Differentiator

Figure 5.11: Accuracy comparison of each strain component from X 1 obtained from the estimation
method and X˚

1 obtained by the differentiator, respectively.
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The generalized strains extracted from the estimation scheme in Section 5.3.4 are compared with
those of the differentiator. It is clearly seen from Fig. 5.11 that the estimated strain components
of each interpolation node are highly matched with those obtained through the differentiator,
showing that the differentiator is capable of rapid and accurate estimation of the system states.

5.6.2 Strain Following Test

To demonstrate the performance of the strain tracking controller in the experiment, we drive
the manipulator in Fig. 3.8a to follow two fixed strain configurations. This requires to utilize
the optimization algorithm in Section 5.3.4 to generate the reference configuration variables
since we only have the measurement of the position.

In the design of soft manipulator, the axial beam stiffness is larger than that of bending
direction, and the axial strain variation is small when soft manipulator bends. Thus, we do
not intend to control the axial extension or compression strain component for the experiment,
indicating that we will only implement curvature control. In this test, the soft prototype was
expected to follow the fixed strain components. It can be seen from the left of Fig. 5.12 that,
qa and qb converge to their desired strain values around 0.7 s and 1.6 s with only very small
overshoot for qa. From the absolute error displayed on the right of Fig. 5.12, it can be concluded
that the strain tracking control scheme enables the soft manipulator to quickly converge to the
reference strain components with a comparable precision.

Figure 5.12: Strain trajectory tracking and absolute error between actual and desired trajectory
for the studied soft manipulator by using the strain controller.

5.6.3 End-effector Position Tracking Tests

In this experiment, the soft manipulator was expected to track the rapidly star-shaped and
circular trajectories using the proposed controller with state variables obtained from 5.12. The
results are displayed in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14, which indicate that the end-effector of the
manipulator was capable of fast reacting to the different rapidly time-varying trajectories. To put
it another way, the proposed controller is of high feasibility and effectiveness for the manipulator
moving around its whole workspace.
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Figure 5.13: Rapidly time-varying star-shaped trajectory tracking by using the end-effector
position controller.

Figure 5.14: Rapidly time-varying circular trajectory tracking by applying the end-effector
position controller.

5.6.4 Robustness Analysis

Figure 5.15: The results of soft manipulator for following the fixed point in the presence of
temporary and permanent disturbances by using the end-effector position controller.
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As we all know, the need for a closed-loop control strategy is more important in the presence of
external disturbances. To prove that our proposed PLS Cosserat dynamic model-based controller
is robust to external disturbances, we conducted the tracking test under external disturbances.

In the test, the manipulator carries an object (0.032 kg) which can be regarded as an
externally permanent disturbance, and is simultaneously exerted a temporary perturbation on it
by hand. As for the results from Fig. 5.15, the end-effector of the soft manipulator steadily tracks
the trajectory, and this demonstrates that the closed-loop control scheme via the PLS Cosserat
dynamics is the high robustness to the externally permanent and temporary disturbances.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented a general control framework to achieve the control of the soft
manipulator via the PLS Cosserat dynamics, and provided the theoretical convergence proof
for the established control architecture, based on which the strain and end-effector position
controllers were then designed. The simulation results demonstrated the developed controllers
can always guarantee finite-time convergence of soft manipulator to a desired reference (strain
and position trajectories) in 3D space, and enable to exploit the knowledge of the manipulator’s
dynamics to realize better and faster tracking performance compared to the static model-based
controllers [132].

Despite this success, the designed controllers are dependent on the strain variable and
its derivative which are in fact difficult to obtain in practice. Therefore, we introduced the
state estimation approach and differentiator to estimate the system states in a finite time, and
then presented the estimation-based control scheme. Several experiments were carried out to
drive the soft manipulator to track the strain and end-effector position trajectories, and the
experimental results shows the controllers can always rapidly track the desired reference (fixed
strain, or different position trajectories). This work can be seen as a first step towards developing
the strain and end-effector position controllers for the soft manipulator via the PLS Cosserat
dynamics, and the proposed estimation-based control framework can be applied to the specific
unstructured environments for the soft manipulators to implement the rapid positioning tasks
with high accuracy.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Perspectives

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis contributes to the modeling, strain control and end-effector position control for the
slender soft manipulator based on the Cosserat rod theory. The proposed modeling approach
can be employed to simulate a wide variety of slender soft robots with complex configurations,
and facilitates the complete development of the model-based controllers from the theoretical
proofs to the practical experimental validation. In the following, the conclusions for each chapter
are given.

In Chapter 2, the systematic way to describe a rigid body’s position and orientation which
relies on attaching a reference frame to the body was introduced. After that, we reviewed the
development of the continuous Cosserat models for the soft manipulator.

In Chapter 3, we have presented the derivation of the PLS Cosserat model, which provides
the analytical formulas to simulate the dynamics of deformable objects and capture their motions
including bending, elongation, shear and torsion. The accuracy of the PLS Cosserat models are
in contrast to that of other discrete modeling methods by several simulations to corroborate
the strengths of the proposed technique. Furthermore, through the strain mode choice scheme
via PLS Cosserat, we can model the complex configurations with a reduced number of DoFs.
The simulation results demonstrate that removing some modes is feasible in the special case,
which is beneficial to the real-time simulation and control. Finally, three model parameter
identification approaches are proposed. By the simulation and experimental validation, the
proposed parameter identification methods for the PLS Cosserat model are of high feasibility
and precision.

In Chapter 4, the PLS Cosserat static model-based control techniques have been explored.
For the designed local and the global controllers, the rigorous stability proofs are provided by
the established Lyapunov functions. The feasibility has been proved through the different tests,
and the robustness of the proposed methods has been illustrated by rejecting the temporary
and permanent external disturbances. The control schemes always enable the end-effector of the
soft manipulator to reach the desired points or time-varying trajectories. However, as stated
previously, the proposed controllers have some limitations. The main limitation of the these
controllers is the quasi-static assumption, where we assume that the manipulator moves at
low velocity. To handle fast motion control of the soft manipulator, it would be necessary to
develop a control scheme based on PLS Cosserat dynamic model, which allows to compensate the
vibrations of the robot and ensures stable and accurate control during high-speed movements.

In Chapter 5, we have developed two types of controllers to control the strain and
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end-effector position of the soft manipulator within the framework of the estimation-based
control, respectively. To validate the control performances, we have carried out extensive
simulations and experiments, which indicate the proposed control approaches can drive the
end-effector of the soft manipulator to track the desired rapid trajectories.

6.2 Perspectives

6.2.1 Recursive Articulated Body Algorithm for PLS Cosserat Dy-
namics

Forward dynamics is the problem of finding the acceleration of the system in response to given
applied forces. There are two main approaches to solving the forward dynamics problem for a
kinematic tree [149]:

‚ form an equation of motion for the whole system, and solve it for the acceleration variables;

‚ propagate constraints from one body to the next in such a way that the accelerations can
be calculated one joint at a time.

In Section 3.3.3, the first approach has been used and involved with a calculation method (i.e.,
composite body algorithm) of the coefficient matrices of (3.20), whose basic idea is that each
section of the soft manipulator contributes to the specific 6 ˆ 6 element components of the
coefficient matrices. This scheme is suitable to controller design although such an algorithm has
higher complexity compared to the second one.

The second approach involves making a fixed number of steps, and each step performs
a fixed number of calculations. The articulated body algorithm, as the prime example of a
propagation algorithms, is theoretically minimal computational complexity for calculating the
forward dynamics problem. To improve the efficiency of dynamic simulation, this algorithm can
be adopted and divided into following three steps:

1. In the first step, (3.3) and (3.7) are used to recursively compute, respectively, the configu-
ration gpXq and velocity ηpXq of each cross section X of the soft manipulator from base
to tip.

2. In the second step, the articulated body inertia and bias force for all the sections of the
soft manipulator should be calculated.

3. In the third step, we can use (3.9) and the second step to recursively compute 9ηpXq and

(:ξn´1, :ξn) from the base of the soft manipulator to the tip.

6.2.2 From Cable-driven Soft Manipulators to Other Actuation Man-
ners

As far as the actuation is concerned, the most common type of actuators used for soft manipulators
by far are the tendon and fluidic actuation, with different applications [50,150]. In this thesis, we
have focused on the soft manipulator actuated by cables in both the modeling and the controller
design.

Since the PCS method was suitable to different methods of actuation (e.g., tendon and fluidic
[76]), and the FEM approach was also applied to different actuation methods (e.g., pneumatic
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and hydraulic in [151,152]), we can therefore use different manners of actuation by adapting the
actuation wrench F ia of the PLS Cosserat model in (3.14). For example, if the PLS Cosserat
model is actuated by fluidic actuation, the actuation modeling is similar to the cable-driven
actuation, which is given by [79]

F iapXq “ ΛpXqT

where T is the vector consisted of the magnitude of the actuation force given by fluid pressure
for fluidic actuation.

6.2.3 Considering Frictional Contacts between Soft Manipulator and
External Environments

One of the focuses of research on soft robotics is the contact between the robot and the
environment. The basic idea of contact detection in soft robots is to develop methods or
mechanisms that enable the robot to sense and identify when it comes into contact with objects
or surfaces in its environment. Even though robots can be modeled in a high accuracy, it is
challenging to obtain an accurate model of the contact objects, particularly when the contact
objects are changing in the dynamic environments.

The frictional contacts in soft robotics can be mathematically modeled using the concept of
the linear complementarity problem (LCP) or the nonlinear complementarity problem (NCP),
depending on the specific characteristics of the system being modeled. The LCP is suitable for
modeling linear frictional behaviors, while the NCP is more general and can handle nonlinear
frictional behaviors. Since the contacts may lead to high deformations of the soft robotic
structure, a nonlinear model of the robot is necessary to achieve this task. Therefore, the PLS
Cosserat dynamic model with frictional contacts can be written as the following NCP:

Mpqq:q `Cpq, 9qq 9q ´Kpq, 9qq `Hnpqqλn `Htpqqλt “HpqqT `H 9T ,

d ą 0, λn ą 0, dJ ¨ λn “ 0, µfn ´ ft ě 0.
(6.1)

where Hn and Ht are the generalized contact matrices; λn and λt represent the normal and
tangential contact forces, respectively; d stands for the vector consisted of all contact points
distance (see Fig. 6.1a); µ is the frictional coefficient; the last inequality describes the Coulomb’s
friction law (see Fig. 6.1b).

(a) Signorini’s law for contacts [153]. (b) Coulomb’s friction law [154].

Figure 6.1: Schematic illustrations of Signorini’s law and Coulomb’s friction law.

This dynamic system can be solved by using several numerical methods. For more details,
one can refer to [155,156].
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6.2.4 State Estimation of PLS Cosserat Model Using A Single Sensor

In this thesis, we have achieved the estimation of the joint position vector in a finite time by
using four position sensors (see Section 4.5). To implement the state estimation with fewer
sensors, we can adapt the original scheme to the one that only needs a single sensor placed at
the end-effector of the soft manipulator, which can be formulated as the following NLP problem:

arg min
pq, T q

}ppqq ´ pd}
2
2 ` βpPE ` PGq

s.t.

#

PLS Cosserat static{dynamic model;

T P T

(6.2)

Compared to the estimation problem given in subsection 4.5.1, the equality and inequality
constraints are added to the adaption scheme while the less sensors are required. To put it
another way, the mechanical behavior of the model is taken into account in this scheme, which
is of the same form as the problem (4.13), but solves it differently. To obtain the solution of the
above NLP problem in real time, the sequential quadratic programming method will be used to
achieve this goal.

6.2.5 End-effector Orientation and Position Control of the Soft Ma-
nipulator

In this thesis, we have proposed different methodologies only to control the end-effector position
of the soft manipulator. However, we can extend it to control the orientation while controlling
the position of the end-effector. First, we need to adapt the rotation matrix RpXq to the Euler
angles (θx, θy, θz) in three axes for the purpose of investigating the orientation control. Next,
we add the equation θpLq “ fpqq to the system (4.2) to achieve the orientation and position
control of end-effector for the soft manipulator based on the PLS Cosserat static model, or
add this equation to (5.17) for implementing configuration control via the PLS Cosserat-based
dynamics.

It is worth noting that the rank of the matrix ΛpXq is related to the cables’ distribution. For
our studied soft manipulator, 4 cables are attached at the end-effector such that the rank of the
matrix ΛpXq equals to 3. In order to control 6 variables (i.e., 3 angle components and 3 position
components), 8 cables are required to attach on the soft arm, and the cables’ distribution is
illustrated in Fig. 6.2.

Figure 6.2: The side view of the soft manipulator actuated by 8 cables.

To determine the Jacobian matrix between the Euler angles θ and the cables’ tension T , the
gradient of θ with respect to T is then calculated. Finally, a robust controller can be designed
for the investigated soft manipulator.
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Appendix A

Theoretical Background for
Modeling

A.1 Rigid body Motions

To describe the configuration of the rigid body in 3D space, only the position and orientation
of the body frame with respect to the fixed frame need to be specified. The configuration of
the frame attached to the body with respect to a fixed reference frame can be expressed as a
4ˆ 4 matrix, which not only stands for the configuration of a frame, but can also be used to
translate and rotate a vector or a frame, and change the representation of a vector or a frame
from coordinates in one frame to ones in another frame.

The angular and linear velocities are combined together into a six-dimensional (6D) vector
called a twist, while torques and forces are packaged together into a 6D vector called a wrench.
The twist, wrench, and Newton-Euler formulation lay the foundation for the kinematic and
dynamic analysis of manipulators, and they allow a global description of rigid-body motion
without being affected by singularities due to the use of local coordinates. In the following, we
will briefly illustrate these concepts.

A.1.1 Rotation Matrices

There are nine entries in the rotation matrix R, however, only three can be chosen independently
due to the unit norm and orthogonality conditions. The set of 3ˆ 3 rotation matrices forms the
special orthogonal group SOp3q, which can be defined as follows.

Definition 2. The special orthogonal group SOp3q, known as the group of rotation matrices, is
the set of all 3ˆ 3 real matrices R that satisfy

RJR “ I3

and
detR “ `1

where the additional constraint detR “ `1 means that only right-handed frames are allowed.

A rotation matrix R aims at representing an orientation, changing the reference frame, and
rotating a vector or a frame.
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A.1.2 Angular Velocities

The rotation matrix Rptq describes the orientation of the body frame with respect to the fixed
frame at time t. ωA and ωB are defined as the vector representations of the same angular
velocity ω in fixed frame and moving frame at time t, respectively. Thus, the time evolution of
rotation matrix can be obtained

9R “ ωA ˆR “ rωAR (A.1)

where rωA is a 3ˆ 3 skew-symmetric matrix representation of ωA P R3.

Definition 3. Given a vector a “
“

a1 a2 a3

‰J
, define

ra “

»

–

0 ´a3 a2

a3 0 ´a1

´a2 a1 0

fi

fl

as a 3ˆ 3 skew-symmetric matrix representation of a; that is,

ra “ ´raJ

The set of all 3ˆ 3 real skew symmetric matrices is called sop3q which is the Lie algebra of
the special orthogonal group SOp3q. A useful property involving rotation and skew symmetric
matrices is introduced as follows.

Proposition 1. Given any ω P R3 and R P SOp3q, the following equality always holds:

RrωRJ “ ĄRω

Post-multiplying both sides of (A.1) by RJ to obtain

rωA “ 9RRJ

To obtain the angular velocity ωB expressed in the body frame from ωA, we have

ωB “ R
JωA,

which can also be expressed in skew-symmetric matrix representation using the Proposition 1 as
follows

rωB “ R
J 9R

Finally, we discovered that pre-or post-multiplying 9R by RJ leads to a skew-symmetric
representation of the angular velocity vector, either in fixed- or body-frame.

A.1.3 Homogeneous Transformation Matrices

A natural choice of representations for the orientation and position of a rigid body is to use a
rotation matrix R P SOp3q to describe the orientation of the body frame tBu in the fixed frame
tAu and a vector p P R3 to stand for the origin of the body frame in the fixed frame, as shown
in Fig. A.1. They are packaged into a single matrix as follows.
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Figure A.1: Description of the configuration of rigid body.

Definition 4. The special Euclidean group SE(3), regarded as the group of homogeneous
transformation matrices, is the set of all 4ˆ 4 real matrices T of the form:

T “

„

R p
0 1



where R P SOp3q and p P R3 is a column vector.

The same representation can also be used for a rigid body transformation between two
coordinate frames.

A.1.4 Twists

The infinitesimal version of the screw motion is called a twist, which describes the instantaneous
velocity of a rigid body in terms of linear and angular components, and plays an important
role in formulation of the kinematics and dynamics of robotic mechanisms. The homogeneous
transformation matrix T represents the configuration of body frame as seen from the inertial
coordinate frame, as illustrated in Fig. A.1. To obtain the velocity twists in the moving frame
and fixed frame, we will calculate T´1 9T and 9TT´1, respectively. The calculation of T´1 9T
yields

T´1 9T “

„

RJ ´RJp
0 1

 „

9R 9p
0 0



“

„

RJ 9R RJ 9p
0 0



“

„

rωB vB
0 0



where RJ 9R “ rωB is just the skew-symmetric matrix representation of the angular velocity
expressed in the body frame, 9p represents the linear velocity of the origin of body frame expressed
in the fixed frame, while vB is the linear velocity expressed in the body frame. The angular and
linear velocities are merged into a single 6D vector called body velocity twist, and it is given by

ηB “

„

ωB
vB



P R6

Just as a skew-symmetric matrix representation of an angular velocity vector, a matrix
representation of a twist can be formulated as

pηB “ T
´1 9T “

„

rωB vB
0 0



P sep3q

where the symbolprepresents the isomorphism between the vector space R6 and sep3q.

Next, the calculation of 9TT´1 is given by

9TT´1
“

„

9R 9p
0 0

 „

RJ ´RJp
0 1



“

„

9RRJ 9p´ 9RRJp
0 0



“

„

rωA vA
0 0
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where 9RRJ “ rωA represents the angular velocity expressed in the fixed frame, and vA is the
instantaneous velocity of the point on this body expressed in the fixed frame. As we did above,
ωA and vA are assembled into a 6D spatial velocity twist, and its matrix representation can be
expressed as

pηA “ 9TT´1 “

„

rωA vA
0 0



P sep3q

Finally, we will find out the relationship of the velocity twists in the frames tAu and tBu,
ηA from ηB is then given by

ηA “ rT pηBT
´1
s
_
“

„

RrωBR
J

´RrωBR
Jp`RvB

0 0

_

“

„

R 03ˆ3

rpR R



looooooomooooooon

AdT

ηB
(A.2)

where the symbol _ is an operator about mapping a matrix into a vector, and Ad represents
the Adjoint representation defined in Appendix C.

A.1.5 Exponential Coordinate Representation

Every rigid body motion can be realized by unifying a rotation about a fixed axis and a translation
parallel to this axis [157]. Considering the above definition of the matrix representation of the
body velocity twist ηB , we have

9T “ T pηB

which is a differential equation on a Lie group. If pηB is independent of time t, the analytical
solution of this equation can be formulated as

T ptq “ T p0qe pηBt (A.3)

where T p0q is the initial configuration of a rigid body, and epηBt maps an element of the Lie
algebra pηB P sep3q into an element of the Lie group T P SEp3q.

According to the Proposition 2.9 in [124], every rigid transformation T can be written
as the exponential of some twist. In (A.3), the exponential map can be viewed as a local
parameterization that provides solutions to a linear differential equation on a Lie group. The
exponential of a twist as a mapping from initial to final configurations is especially important
when we investigate the kinematics of robotic mechanisms in the following chapters.

A.1.6 Wrenches

A generalized force acting on a rigid body consists of a linear component (pure force) and
an angular component (pure torque). Just as the linear and angular components of velocities
merged as twists, we can also merge torques and forces into a single 6D vector called wrench as

F “

„

m
f



Recalling that the dot product of a force and a velocity is a power which is a coordinate-
independent quantity, therefore, we have

ηJBFB “ η
J
AFA (A.4)

where FA and FB represent the wrenches expressed in the frames tAu and tBu, respectively.
Substituting (A.2) into (A.4) yields

ηJBFB “ pAdTηBq
JFA
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which always holds for all ηB , and simplifies to

FA “ AdTFB (A.5)

It can be seen from (A.5) that the relation of FA and FB is given by the Adjoint represen-
tation.

A.2 Newton–Euler Formulation

Typically, the dynamic equations for the robots are deduced by using one of two methods: by
means of Newton’s and Euler’s dynamic equations, known as the Newton–Euler formulation
for the rigid body, or by the Lagrangian dynamic formulation obtained from the kinetic and
potential energy of the robot.

The Lagrangian dynamics is extremely effective for robots with fewer DoFs, however, the
calculations will become cumbersome for the robots with more DoFs [158]. On the contrary,
the Newton–Euler formulation yields efficient recursive algorithms for the forward or inverse
dynamics which can also be assembled into closed-form analytical formulations.

It should be emphasized that the Newton–Euler formulation allows computationally efficient
implementation, especially for the robots with more DoFs, without the need for differentiation.
The resulting motion equations are the same as those derived by using the energy-based
Lagrangian approach.

A.2.1 Dynamics of A Rigid Body

A rigid body can be regarded as composing of a number of rigidly connected particles, where
the particle i has mass mi. The vector ri “ rxi, yi, zis is the fixed location of i in the body
frame, where the origin of this frame, called center of mass, is the point such that

ř

imiri “ 0.
Assuming that the body is moving with a body twist ηB “ pwB ,vBq, and the vector pi is the
time-varying position of mi in the inertial frame, which is initially located at ri, we then have

9pi “ vB ` ωB ˆ pi

:pi “ 9vB ` 9ωB ˆ pi ` ωB ˆ pvB ` ωB ˆ piq

Replacing pi on the right-hand side with ri and adopting the skew-symmetric notation yield

:pi “ 9vB ` r9ωBri ` rωBvB ` rω2
Bri

According to the statement of the Newton’s second law, the force acting on the particle i is
given by

fi “ mip 9vB ` r9ωBri ` rωBvB ` rω2
Briq

and the torque is formulated as
mi “ rrifi

The total force and torque acting on the rigid body can be expressed as the wrench FB:

FB “

„

mB

fB



“

„
ř

imi
ř

i fi



For any vector a, b P R3, ra “ ´raJ, rab “ ´rba, and rarb “ prbraqJ, the expressions for fB and
mB can be simplified. Recalling that

ř

imiri “ 0, thus
ř

imirri “ 0. In terms of the linear
dynamics (Newton’s equation), we have

fB “
ÿ

i

mip 9vB ` r9ωBri ` rωBvB ` rω2
Briq
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“
ÿ

i

mip 9vB ` rωBvBq´
ÿ

i

mirri 9ωB ´
ÿ

i

mirrirωBωB
looooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon

0

“ mp 9vB ` rωBvBq

After that, focusing on the rotational dynamics (Euler’s equation), we can obtain

mB “
ÿ

i

mirrip 9vB ` r9ωBri ` rωBvB ` rω2
Briq

“
ÿ

i

mirri 9vB `
ÿ

i

mirrirωBvB
looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon

0

`
ÿ

i

mirripr9ωBri ` rω2
Briq

“
ÿ

i

mirripr9ωBri ` rω2
Briq “

ÿ

i

mip´rr2
i 9ωB ´ rrT

i rω
T
BrriωBq

“
ÿ

i

mip´rr2
i 9ωB ´ rωBrr

2
iωBq “

˜

´
ÿ

i

mirr
2
i

¸

9ωB ` rωB

˜

´
ÿ

i

mirr
2
i

¸

ωB

“ IB 9ωB ` rωBIBωB

where IB “ ´
ř

imirr
2
i P R3ˆ3 is the rotational inertia matrix of the rigid body, and it is

symmetric and positive definite matrix.

A.2.2 Twist-Wrench Formulation of Rigid-body Dynamics

The above linear and the rotational dynamics can be written as the following combined form:

„

mB

fB



“

„

IB 0
0 mI

 „

9ωB
9vB



´

„

rωB 0
rvB rωB

J „

IB 0
0 mI

 „

ωB
vB



And then, each term of the above formulation can be specified by using the following definition
and notation:

MB “

„

IB 0
0 mI



, adηB fi

„

rωB 0
rvB rωB



P R6ˆ6

Therefore, the rigid-body dynamics in the body frame can be written as

FB “MB 9ηB ´ adJηBMBηB (A.6)

This equation gives a global description of the motion equations for a rigid body subject to the
external wrench.
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Appendix B

Simplification of Internal Wrench

In the light of the definition of the internal wrench, the detailed derivation of Fipq, 9qq can be
summarized as follows

Fipq, 9qq “ PJ
ż LN

0

J
J
´

F 1i ´ ad
J
ξFi

¯

dX

“ PJ
ż LN

0

J
J
”

Σ
1
´

ξpXq ´ ξ0

¯

`Σ
´

ξpXq ´ ξ0

¯1
` γ 9ξ

1
pXq ` γ

1 9ξpXq ´ ad
J
ξ

´

ΣpξpXq ´ ξ0q ` γ 9ξpXq
¯ı

dX

“ PJ
ż LN

0

J
J
”´

Σ
1
´ ad

J
ξΣ

¯´

ξpXq ´ ξ0

¯

`Σ
´

ξpXq ´ ξ0

¯1
`

´

γ
1
´ ad

J
ξ γ

¯

9ξpXq ` γ 9ξ
1
pXq

ı

dX

“ PJ
N
ÿ

n“1

ż Ln

Ln´1

J
J
”´

Σ
1
´ ad

J
ξn

Σ
¯ ´

pξn´1 ´ ξpn´1q0qanpXq ` pξn ´ ξn0qbnpXq
¯

`Σpξn´1 ´ ξpn´1q0qanpXq
1
` pξn ´ ξn0qbnpXq

1
ı

dX

`PJ
N
ÿ

n“1

ż Ln

Ln´1

J
J
” ´

γ
1
´ ad

J
ξn
γ
¯ ´

9
ξn´1anpXq `

9
ξnbnpXq

¯

` γ
´

9
ξn´1anpXq

1
`

9
ξnbnpXq

1
¯ ı

dX

“ PJ
N
ÿ

n“1

ż Ln

Ln´1

J
J

#

´

Σ
1
´ ad

J
ξn

Σ
¯”

anpXqI6 bnpXqI6

ı

dX

„

ξn´1 ´ ξpn´1q0

ξn ´ ξn0



`Σ
”

anpXq
1I6 bnpXq

1I6

ı

dX

„

ξn´1 ´ ξpn´1q0

ξn ´ ξn0



+

`PJ
N
ÿ

n“1

ż Ln

Ln´1

J
J

#

´

γ
1
´ ad

J
ξn
γ
¯”

anpXqI6 bnpXqI6

ı

dX

«

9
ξn´1

9
ξn

ff

` γ
”

anpXq
1I6 bnpXq

1I6

ı

dX

«

9
ξn´1

9
ξn

ff+

“ PJ
N
ÿ

n“1

ż Ln

Ln´1

´

An `Bn

¯

dX

„

ξn´1 ´ ξpn´1q0

ξn ´ ξn0



`PJ
N
ÿ

n“1

ż Ln

Ln´1

´

Cn `Dn

¯

dX

«

9
ξn´1

9
ξn

ff

“ PJ
”

şL1
L0

´

A1 `B1

¯

dX
şL2
L1

´

A2 `B2

¯

dX ¨ ¨ ¨
şLN
LN´1

´

AN `BN

¯

dX
ı

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

ξ0 ´ ξ00

ξ1 ´ ξ10

ξ1 ´ ξ10

ξ2 ´ ξ20

.

.

.

ξN´1 ´ ξpN´1q0

ξN ´ ξN0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl
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`PJ
”

şL1
L0

´

C1 `D1

¯

dX
şL2
L1

´

C2 `D2

¯

dX ¨ ¨ ¨
şLN
LN´1

´

CN `DN

¯

dX
ı

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

9
ξ0
9
ξ1
9
ξ1
9
ξ2

.

.

.
9
ξN´1

9
ξN

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“ PJ
”

şL1
L0

´

A1 `B1

¯

dX
şL2
L1

´

A2 `B2

¯

dX ¨ ¨ ¨
şLN
LN´1

´

AN `BN

¯

dX
ı

Ipq ´ q0q

`PJ
”

şL1
L0

´

C1 `D1

¯

dX
şL2
L1

´

C2 `D2

¯

dX ¨ ¨ ¨
şLN
LN´1

´

CN `DN

¯

dX
ı

I 9q

“ Kpqq
´

q ´ q0

¯

`Dpqq 9q

with

I “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

I6 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 I6 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 I6 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 06 I6 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 I6 0
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 I6 0
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 I6

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P R12Nˆ6pN`1q

An “ J
J
pΣ
1
´ ad

J
ξn

Σq
“

anpXqI6 bnpXqI6

‰

,Bn “ J
J

Σ
“

anpXq
1I6 bnpXq

1I6

‰

;

Cn “ J
J
pγ
1
´ ad

J
ξn
γq

“

anpXqI6 bnpXqI6

‰

,Dn “ J
J
γ
“

anpXq
1I6 bnpXq

1I6

‰

.

where I represents transformation matrix for reducing the dimension of the strain twists.
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Appendix C

Lie Group Framework

Definition 5. A group G is a set of elements g with a composition operation which satisfies
the group axioms involving associativity, the neutral element, the inverse element, and closure.
A Lie group is a continuous group for which the composition rule and the inverse are smooth.

Figure C.1: The relationship among group, differential manifold and Lie group.

Therefore, mathematically speaking, a Lie group is a smooth and differentiable manifold
equipped with a group structure such that the operations of group multiplication and inversion
are smooth. Not every Lie group is isomorphic to a matrix Lie group. In this context, however,
we have restricted our attention to matrix Lie groups for the purpose of minimizing prerequisites
and keeping the discussion as concrete as possible.

Definition 6. The Lie algebra g is the tangent space at the identity of a Lie group. A finite-
dimensional real or complex Lie algebra is a finite dimensional real or complex vector space g,
together with a map r¨, ¨s from gˆ g into g with the following properties:

1. r¨, ¨s is bilinear, which is referred to as the bracket operation on g.

2. r¨, ¨s is skew symmetric: rX,Y s “ ´rY,Xs for all X,Y P g.

g is a Lie algebra with bracket operation given by

rX,Y s “ XY ´ Y X

Definition 7. If g is a Lie algebra and X is an element of g, define a linear map adX : gÑ g
by

adXY “ rX,Y s
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The map X ÞÑ adX is the adjoint map or adjoint representation.
The adjoint representation (or adjoint action) of a Lie group G is a way of representing the

elements of the group as linear transformations of the group’s Lie algebra, considered as a vector
space. Let ψ : GÑ AutpGq be the mapping g ÞÑ ψg, with AutpGq the automorphism group of
G and ψg : GÑ G given by the inner automorphism (conjugation) ψgphq “ ghg´1. This ψ is a
Lie group homomorphism.

Since g ÞÑ ψg is a Lie group homomorphism, g ÞÑ Adg is also a group homomorphism. Hence,
the map Ad : GÑ Autpgq, g ÞÑ Adg is a group representation called the adjoint representation
of G. Some properties of the adjoint representation is given by

pAdgq
´1
“ Adg´1

Adg1g2 “ Adg1Adg2

It is a typical feature of Lie theory of continuous groups to associate Lie algebra and Lie
groups by employing the matrix exponential map.
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Résumé

La robotique souple est devenue un domaine de recherche émergent en raison de ses car-
actéristiques distinctes par rapport à ses homologues rigides conventionnels. Fabriqués à partir
de matériaux flexibles et conformes, les robots souples présentent de nombreux avantages, no-
tamment une grande dextérité, des interactions sûres et une grande adaptabilité. Ces propriétés
inhérentes sont utiles pour les applications robotiques actuelles, notamment pour saisir des
objets fragiles, explorer des environnements, etc. Cependant, les robots souples sont caractérisés
par un grand nombre de degrés de liberté (DDL) et une déformation fortement non linéaire, ce
qui rend leur modélisation et leur contrôle précis difficiles.

Le développement d’outils de modélisation généraux et précis pour les applications de robo-
tique souple est une tâche difficile que de nombreux chercheurs ont tenté de résoudre. Malgré
le grand nombre de solutions proposées, de nombreux objectifs souhaités restent à atteindre,
notamment en ce qui concerne les applications des méthodes proposées dans la prospective
de conception de commande. Cela est principalement dû à la cinématique et à la dynamique
complexes et fortement non linéaires associées à ce type de robots mous.

Cette thèse contribue à la modélisation, au contrôle de la déformation et au contrôle de la
position de l’effecteur terminal pour le manipulateur souple élancé basé sur la théorie de la tige de
Cosserat. L’approche de modélisation proposée peut être utilisée pour simuler une grande variété
de robots souple élancé avec des configurations complexes, et facilite le développement complet
des contrôleurs basés sur des modèles, des preuves théoriques à la validation expérimentale
pratique. Dans ce qui suit, le contenu de chaque chapitre est résumé.

Le chapitre 2 commence par la manière systématique de décrire la position et l’orientation
d’un corps rigide qui repose sur l’attachement d’un cadre de référence au corps, suivi par la
dérivation standard des équations du mouvement d’un corps rigide à l’aide de la formulation
dynamique de Newton-Euler. Des modèles continus de Cosserat comprenant la cinématique,
la cinématique différentielle et la statique pour le manipulateur souple sont établis et enfin,
le modèle dynamique continu de Cosserat est déduit, ce qui ouvre la voie à l’approche de
modélisation discrète.

Pour contribuer à ce domaine de recherche, le chapitre 3 développe une technique de
modélisation discrète appelée !déformation linéaire par morceaux" (PLS) pour résoudre les
équations aux dérivées partielles (EDP) des modèles basés sur Cosserat pour les manipula-
teurs souples élancés, sur la base desquels les modèles analytiques associés sont déduits. Pour
valider l’exactitude du modèle Cosserat proposé, le modèle statique de la tige en porte-à-faux
conique sous gravité en tant qu’exemple simple est simulé en utilisant différentes méthodes de
discrétisation. Les résultats indiquent que le modèle Cosserat PLS est comparable au comporte-
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ment de déformation mécanique du manipulateur souple réel dans le monde réel. Enfin, trois
types de schémas d’identification de paramètre sont établis, et la validation expérimentale ainsi
que la simulation démontrent que l’utilisation de ces approches peut identifier les paramètres
physiques du modèle avec une grande précision.

Au chapitre 4, nous concevons d’abord un contrôleur localement robuste via le modèle
statique PLS Cosserat, qui n’est valable que dans un certain sous-espace de travail en raison
d’une matrice jacobienne constante utilisée. Pour mieux contrôler le manipulateur dans tout
son espace de travail, nous combinons le réseau neuronal de la fonction de base radiale et
PLS Cosserat pour approximer globalement (hors ligne) la matrice jacobienne. Les preuves
théoriques et les résultats expérimentaux sur le manipulateur souple étudié démontrent que
les contrôleurs proposés peuvent toujours conduire l’effecteur à la position souhaitée, et ont
une grande robustesse aux perturbations externes. Enfin, la déformation généralisée peut être
obtenue (en ligne) en utilisant la méthode du gradient en temps fini, et les expériences ont
été exécutées pour valider la précision de l’estimation de la déformation. Grâce au vecteur de
déformation estimé, nous pouvons obtenir la matrice jacobienne en temps réel pour réaliser le
contrôle global de la position de l’effecteur terminal.

Cependant, les contrôleurs basés sur un modèle statique présentent également certaines
limitations. La principale limitation de ces contrôleurs est l’hypothèse quasi-statique, où nous
supposons que le manipulateur se déplace à faible vitesse. Pour gérer le contrôle des mouvements
rapides du manipulateur souple, il serait nécessaire de développer un schéma de contrôle basé
sur le modèle dynamique PLS Cosserat, qui permette de compenser les vibrations du robot et
assure un contrôle stable et précis lors des mouvements à grande vitesse.

Dans le chapitre 5, nous avons présenté un cadre de contrôle général permettant de contrôler
le manipulateur souple via la dynamique PLS Cosserat, et nous avons fourni une preuve de
convergence théorique pour l’architecture de contrôle établie. Sur cette base, nous avons ensuite
conçu des contrôleurs de déformation et de position de l’effecteur terminal. Les résultats de
simulation ont démontré que les contrôleurs développés garantissent toujours la convergence du
manipulateur souple vers une référence souhaitée (trajectoires de déformation et de position)
dans l’espace 3D, et permettent d’exploiter la connaissance de la dynamique du manipulateur
pour obtenir des performances de suivi meilleures et plus rapides par rapport aux contrôleurs
basés sur un modèle statique.

Malgré ce succès, les contrôleurs conçus dépendent de la variable de déformation et de
sa dérivée, qui sont en réalité difficiles à obtenir en pratique. Par conséquent, nous avons
introduit l’approche d’estimation d’état et le différenciateur pour estimer les états du système
en temps fini, puis nous avons présenté le schéma de contrôle basé sur l’estimation. Plusieurs
expériences ont été réalisées pour guider le manipulateur souple afin de suivre les trajectoires de
déformation et de position, et les résultats expérimentaux montrent que les contrôleurs peuvent
toujours suivre rapidement la référence souhaitée (déformation fixe ou trajectoires de position
différentes). Ce travail peut être considéré comme une première étape vers le développement des
contrôleurs de déformation et de position de l’effecteur terminal pour le manipulateur souple
via la dynamique PLS Cosserat, et le cadre de contrôle basé sur l’estimation proposé peut être
appliqué aux environnements non structurés spécifiques des manipulateurs souples pour réaliser
des tâches de positionnement rapide avec une grande précision.

Le chapitre 6 présente les conclusions de la présente thèse et expose les perspectives des
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travaux futurs, notamment le mode d’actionnement, l’estimation des paramètres de l’offline à
l’online, les contacts de frottement entre le manipulateur souple et les environnements externes,
ainsi que le contrôle de l’orientation et de la position du manipulateur souple via PLS Cosserat.
Les details sont les suivants.

En ce qui concerne l’actionnement, les types d’actionneurs les plus couramment utilisés pour
les manipulateurs souples sont de loin l’actionnement tendineux et fluidique, avec différentes
applications. Dans cette thèse, nous nous sommes concentrés sur le manipulateur souple actionné
par des câbles à la fois dans la modélisation et la conception du contrôleur. Étant donné que la
méthode PCS était adaptée à différentes méthodes d’actionnement (par exemple, tendon et flu-
idique), et que l’approche FEM a également été appliquée à différentes méthodes d’actionnement
(par exemple, pneumatique et hydraulique), nous pouvons donc utiliser différentes manières
d’actionnement en adaptant la force d’actionnement et couple du modèle PLS Cosserat.

Dans cette thèse, nous avons réalisé l’estimation du vecteur position articulaire en temps
fini en utilisant quatre capteurs de position (voir Section 4.5). Pour implémenter l’estimation
d’état avec moins de capteurs, nous pouvons adapter le schéma original à celui qui ne nécessite
qu’un seul capteur placé à l’effecteur du manipulateur souple. Autrement dit, le comportement
mécanique du modèle sera pris en compte dans ce schéma, qui est de la même forme que le
problème (4.13), mais le résout différemment.

L’un des points clés de la robotique souple concerne le contact entre le robot et l’environnement,
qui peut être modélisé mathématiquement à l’aide du concept de problème de complémentarité
linéaire ou non linéaire. Étant donné que les contacts peuvent entrâıner de fortes déformations
des robots souples, le modèle dynamique PLS Cosserat avec des contacts de frottement peut
être formulé comme un problème de complémentarité non linéaire, puis nous pouvons utiliser
des méthodes numériques pour le résoudre.

Dans cette thèse, nous avons proposé de contrôler la position du manipulateur souple. À
l’avenir, nous pourrons l’étendre pour contrôler à la fois l’orientation et la position de l’effecteur
terminal. Tout d’abord, nous devons adapter la matrice de rotation R aux angles d’Euler, puis
ajouter cette équation au système statique ou dynamique pour atteindre l’objectif de contrôle.
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Modélisation et Commande de Robots Souples Élancés Basées sur la Théorie de Cosserat

Résumé en français

Les robots mous sont caractérisés par un grand nombre de degrés de liberté (DDL) et une
déformation fortement non linéaire, ce qui rend difficile leur modélisation et leur contrôle précis.
Par conséquent, des défis scientifiques tels que le développement d’un cadre théorique exhaustif
pour la modélisation et le contrôle dynamique se sont posés dans le domaine de la robotique
souple. Dans cette thèse, nous nous concentrons principalement sur les robots souples élancés,
ce qui introduit deux défis, notamment la modélisation et la conception de contrôleurs basés
sur des modèles. Pour relever le premier défi, nous développons une technique de modélisation
discrète appelée !déformation linéaire par morceaux" (PLS) pour résoudre les équations aux
dérivées partielles (EDP) des modèles basés sur Cosserat pour les manipulateurs souples élancés,
à partir desquels les modèles analytiques associés sont déduits. Pour résoudre le deuxième défi,
les différents contrôleurs basés sur les modèles Cosserat proposés ont été conçus.

Mots-clefs: Robots mous élancés, déformation linéaire par morceaux Cosserat, modélisation
dynamique, contrôleur basées sur le modèle

Cosserat-Based Modeling and Control of Slender Soft Robots

Summary in English

Soft robots are characterized by a large number of degrees of freedom (DoFs) and highly nonlin-
ear deformation, which makes their modeling and accurate control difficult. Therefore, scientific
challenges such as the development of an exhaustive theoretical framework for dynamic modeling
and control have arisen in the field of soft robotics. In this thesis, we mainly focus on the
slender soft robots, which introduces two challenges including the modeling and the model-based
controller design. To address the first challenge, we develop a discrete modeling technique named
piecewise linear strain (PLS) to solve the partial differential equations (PDEs) of Cosserat-based
models for slender soft manipulators, based on which the associated analytic models are deduced.
To solve the second challenge, the different controllers based on the proposed Cosserat models
have been designed.

Keywords: Slender soft robots, piecewise linear strain Cosserat, dynamic modeling, model-based
controller
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